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We want to thank our many old and new customers that came to see us at the National Convention in 
Chicago. It was one of the best shows that we have ever had, the amount of new inventory that came in 
has just been incredible. We also want to thank our long-term and new consignors for providing us with 
wonderful material to fill our auction and sale catalogs.

The current auction is one of our major auctions. This auction has a world of terrific single cards, sets, lots, 
autographs, memorabilia and so much more. One of the deepest auctions that we have ever offered, this is 
filled with fresh and interesting material from many new and old collections.

The key lots in the auction are a remarkable 1933 DeLong fully graded set with many PSA 7s, a rarely 
offered full N28 Allen and Ginter set with all fifty cards, T206 Cobb Green Background PSA 1.5, 
T206 Magie Error Card PSA 2.5, 228 different ungraded T206 commons, 1933 Goudey Gehrig SGC 4, 
1933 Goudey 149 Babe Ruth PSA 1 and 181 Babe Ruth PSA 1.5 and 2. 

Other key lots include 1951 Bowman Mantle PSA Authentic, two 1951 Bowman Willie Mays Rookies: 
PSA 1.5 and 2.5, 1952 Topps Mantle PSA 1, 1953 Stahl Meyer Mantle PSA 2.5, 1954 Bowman Baseball 
pack PSA 7, 1954 Topps Aaron RC PSA 8 o/c and a world class 1968 Topps set with 105 graded cards.

The key lot section concludes with both scarce 1968 Topps Plak Checklists in PSA 4 holders, 1950 Scott’s 
Potato Chips Lakers George Mikan PSA 1, 1969-70 Topps Alcindor RC PSA 6.5 with great centering, 
1986-7 Fleer Jordan RC PSA 8, two PSA 8 1986-7 Fleer basketball packs, a sealed 1988-9 Fleer wax box, 
1935 National Chicle Nagurski PSA 2, 1965 Topps Namath RC PSA 5, a stunning Four Horseman true 
vintage signed photo, a game used base from the 2001 ALDS Derek Jeter flip game signed by Jeter and 
1935 Mickey Mouse and 1962 Mars Attacks complete sets.

Pre-war baseball card collectors will see over one hundred fine lots, including an N162 Tim Keefe PSA 4, 
N173 Old Judge Cabinet PSA 3, Colgan Chip Honus Wagner SGC 4.5, five T206 Cobbs in collector grade, 
a run of T206s with Carolina Brights backs, T206 Johnson, Mathewson and Young in collector grade, 
a T208 Fireside James Dygert PSA 1 and a T205 Cobb SGC 3. Other highlights include M101-4 Honus 
Wagner SGC 4, 1934 Goudey Lou Gehrig PSA 1 and 2.5, 1939 Play Ball Ted Williams PSA Authentic 
and 1941 Joe DiMaggio PSA 3.

1950s and 1960s collectors will see many classic Mantle and star cards in higher grades. We have a run of 
superb 1967 Topps cards including Banks and Mays in PSA 9 holders and a Seaver PSA 8. There are fine 
ungraded sets in especially nice quality from the 1950s and 1960s and more modern cards than we have 
offered in the past.

For the other sports, we have key Rookie Cards and sets from vintage and modern basketball, football and 
hockey with Rookies of Jerry West, Bird/Magic Johnson, a second Jordan Rookie, Jim Brown, a second
Joe Namath, Wayne Gretzky and more.

Autograph collectors will see some fine signed cards including two T206s and an Aaron Rookie, 1937 and 
1938 Yankee team balls, a rare Johnny Keane single signed baseball, classic HOF signatures including Ruth and 
Gehrig among much more. We have a terrific selection of historical and entertainment autographs, with note to 
Presidential signatures dating back to James Madison, a Napoleon Bonaparte autograph, a George Patton 
signed agreement, Boris Karloff 8x10, Douglas Fairbanks signed photo, P.T. Barnum signed cabinet photo, 
Bruce Springsteen signed Born To Run record and a Marvin Gaye signed check.

Baseball memorabilia concludes the auction with World Series programs from 1912-1923, many nice tickets, 
pins, pennants and other fine items.

Letter To Readers

Happy Bidding  Clean Sweep Auctions  99 Seaview Blvd #350
 Port Washington New York 11050  Phone 516 625 0900

email: info@cleansweepauctions.com  web: cleansweepauctions.com
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Clean Sweep Auctions #286
CLOSES Wednesday October 13th
at 11 PM EST w/ the ten minute rule

cleansweepauctions.com
info@cleansweepauctions.com

99 Seaview Blvd Suite 350 
Port Washington, New York 11050 

(516) 625 - 0900 
9 AM - 5 PM EST Monday - Friday

Rules of the Auction:
1. ALL SALES ARE FINAL. PLEASE CHECK OUR WEB SITE OR CALL FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS. NO DESCRIPTIONS ON THE FINAL DAY. 

2. A BID MUST BE PLACED ON ANY SPECIFIC LOT PRIOR TO 8 PM EST ON THE FINAL DAY OF THE AUCTION IN ORDER TO BID 
ON THAT LOT AFTER THAT TIME. IN OTHER WORDS, YOU MUST PLACE BIDS ON EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOUR LOTS 
BY 8 PM EST OF THE FINAL DAY OF BIDDING. THE ENTIRE AUCTION CLOSES AT THE SAME TIME.

3. VIP BIDDING:  IF YOU BID ON 10 OR MORE DIFFERENT LOTS, YOU ARE EXCLUDED FROM THIS RULE AND CAN BID ON ANY LOT 
IN THE AUCTION AFTER THAT TIME. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL US WITH ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THESE RULES.

4. There is a 20% buyers premium added to the final selling price* (see rule 16).
5. Successful bidders will be invoiced by email ONLY. Payment is due no later than 7 days after the auction.
6. Bidding increments will be by 10%. To top a $200 bid, one must bid $220. Tie bids to go only to a prior max bid, as do short bids below 10%.
7. New York Residents must pay 8.625% sales tax.
8. We reserve the right to reject bids by any bidder.
9. By placing a bid, you are agreeing to a contract. This is a legally binding contract to purchase the item if you’re the winning bidder. You are responsible 
for reading the description & to view any images. ALL LEGAL FEES AND EXPENSES ARE TO BE PAID IN CONNECTION WITH COLLECTION.
Any disputes will be resolved in New York State court only.
10. Payment must be by check or money order. Personal checks from new customers or unusual spending patterns will be held 10 business days. 
We do not accept credit cards or paypal. Starter checks AND CREDIT CARD CONVENIENCE CHECKS are not an acceptable form of payment.
11. Names of re-neggers will be published in all future auctions and correspondence. Please do not embarrass yourself.
12. Some lots may have updated descriptions, please consult our web site www.csauctions.com for any changes.
**13. Clean Sweep cannot be held responsible for changes in the opinions of authenticators beyond 60 days from the close of the auction.
In addition, Clean Sweep will not be held accountable for opinions of authenticators other than JSA. Please have anything checked before bidding 
if you want an opinion beyond that of JSA. ALL JSA LETTERS ARE AUCTION STYLE LOAS UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.
14. Framed items are shipped as-is and Clean Sweep is not responsible for damage to the frame.
15. BIDS PLACED AFTER 1:30 AM EST ARE SUBJECT TO A 5% ADDITIONAL BUYERS PREMIUM, 10% AFTER 2:30 AM EST; 
MAXIMUM BIDS PLACED BEFORE THIS TIME ARE EXEMPT FROM THIS.
16. A few lots are subject to a reserve; these will be clearly noted on our web site and the auctioneer may bid up to the bid below the reserve amount.
17. Larger autograph lots (10 or more pieces) can contain some secretarial signatures and such.
18. When a numerical grade is provided for an autographed item, we are only rating the darkness of the autograph, NOT the condition of the item 
on which it is signed.
*19. Clean Sweep is not responsible for replacement value of any items not specifically mentioned in the description beyond the per item value of 
the lot (ie anything in a 100 item lot that sold for $1,000 is valued at $10 unless specifically mentioned in the description).
*20. SMR values are very approximate and not guaranteed, please recheck anything based on our itemization of the lot (a list will be provided upon 
request to any bidder if not on our web site).
 

Reneggers From Previous Auctions:

Stephen Alston      Michael Oasheim  Jay  Fabrikant    James Larsen
1824 Khamiel Dr      25445 Via Escovar  6019 Agatha Christie Ave  1100 E Commerce
Lake Charles LA 70611   Valencia CA 91355  Las Vegas  NV 89131  Slinger WI 53086 
          

PHONE BIDDING ENDS At 12 AM EST ON THE FINAL NIGHT OF THE AUCTION.
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1 1933 DeLong  Complete Set, All PSA Graded  ...........................5000
A small but powerful set, these are among the popular cards of their era. Notable for a great 
design, these are beloved cards that always seem to find an audience with new collectors. 
So charming and fun, our consignor assembled a particularly impressive PSA slabbed set. 

Notable for some really fine cards, there are 11 7s, 4 6s, 4 5s and three 4s, with no qualifiers. 
Our consignor had to battle at auctions to obtain many of these 7s as the 1933 DeLongs are
so hard to find in top quality. 

The exact breakdown of the set is as follows: 1 McManus PSA 6, 2 Simmons PSA 7, 
3 Melillo PSA 5, 4 B Terry PSA 7, 5 Gehringer PSA 6, 6 Cochrane PSA 7, 7 Gehrig PSA 4, 
8 Cuyler PSA 5, 9 Urbanski PSA 7, 10 O’Doul PSA 6, 11 Lindstrom PSA 4, 12 Traynor PSA 
7, 13 Maranville PSA 7, 14 Gomez PSA 7, 15 Stephenson PSA 6, 16 Warneke PSA 5, 
17 Martin, P PSA 7, 18 Dykes PSA 7, 19 Hafey PSA 5, 20 Vosmik PSA 4, 21 Foxx PSA 5, 
22 Klein PSA 7, 23 Grove PSA 7 and 24 Goslin PSA 5. 

The key Lou Gehrig card is centered to the left border with just one corner line. The back is 
clean, the image looks great, the card is a fine and colorful 4 overall. Smartly presented in 
a custom binder, who wants to own a truly great 1930s baseball card set that is loaded with 
HOFers and stars?

Key Lots
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2 1887 N28 Allen and Ginter  Complete 50-Card Set!  ...........................2000
Simply a wonderful 19th century set, the value is anchored by the ten baseball players, with 
note to six HOFers among the ten! The balance of the set has utterly charming images of 
various popular sports from the day, these include very popular cards of Jack Dempsey, 
John L. Sullivan, Annie Oakley and Buffalo Bill Cody. From one of the great hobby card 
collections, these are fresh and fine mid to better grade cards that were collected decades 
ago. The backs are clean overall, we will have front and back scans of all 50 cards on our web-
site. A phenomenal value due to the size and quality of the baseball cards, this is a real gem. 

We sent 12 cards to PSA and they came back as follows: Anson PSA 2, Bennett PSA 2, 
Caruthers PSA 1, Clarkson PSA 1, Comiskey PSA 2, Dempsey PSA 3, Glasscock PSA 2, 
Keefe PSA 2, Kelly PSA 2, Mulvey PSA 2, Sullivan PSA A and Ward PSA AA. The Anson 
card has no creases and displays beautifully for the grade, we are not sure why it only came 
back a 2.

Key Lots
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3 1909      T206   Cobb (portrait, green bkgnd) PSA 1.5 ..............1800
The key T206 HOFer, these are revered by T206 and Ty Cobb collectors. A trophy card, this 
one is freshly graded. The offered card looks to be cut a tad short but displays well. The card 
offers rich color and an excellent image. There is slight wear at the bottom of the otherwise 
clean back, there looks to be just one corner crease and the surfaces are clean. The corners 
appear to exhibit mild and consistent wear. Who wants to fill a most gaping and important 
spot in their T206 set or Hall of Famer run?

Key Lots



4 1909    T206   Magie Error PSA 2.5 ..............5000
One of the big four to complete the T206 set, this is needed by almost all T206 set collectors. 
These often trade in extremely low quality 1s or Authentics, the offered card is heads and 
tails above those. Bright and clean, this is a strikingly attractive card for the grade. 

The image of this unheralded star player is flawless, the color is bright and strong, the bor-
ders are white and the back is perfectly clean. The corners show consistent wear that is far 
from excessive, there is hardly any creasing and the surfaces are clean. This will fill an in-
credibly significant hole in almost every T206 set in the country, these seem like absolute 
bargains in today’s market compared to the T206 Cobb market and the modern card market. 
Who wants to own a truly exceptional card for the grade of a classic hobby scarcity from per-
haps the most widely collected baseball card set?

Key Lots

10



5 1909      T206  228 different commons                              VG w/nicer ........................2000
Fresh lot of ungraded T206s, these are like gold right now. So hard to find in this much of a 
quantity, this is almost half of this most vital baseball card set. There could be many 3s and 
4s in here, we did not review the lot for those grades. A complete listing will be on our web-
site. The backs are very clean overall, oddly enough everyone is a Piedmont. The condition 
varies mildly, as with all large T206 lots, the cuts can vary, not everything will end up in a 
numerical order if one goes in that direction. There are no destroyed cards here and many 
nice cards, the condition is about 60% VG or better, the balance is almost all Good or GVG, 
this is a very fine lot for the grade.

Key Lots
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6 1933  Goudey    92 Lou Gehrig SGC 4 .................1000
Classic card of The Iron Horse, it is always nice to find these in 4 holders. Offered is a 
colorful card with a strikingly well contrasted image. Centered to the right border, the card 
retains good color and a very clean look and feel. The borders are clean, the corners 
approach Ex overall. We do not see any creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. 
The back is perfectly clean, this is an ideal card for the grade and it looks terrific.

Key Lots

12



7 1933 Goudey   149 Babe Ruth PSA 1 .................1000
Classic Babe Ruth 1933 Goudey card, these are always so popular. Offered is a very colorful 
and attractive card, the card received a 1 grade due to several creases, but they tend to not 
crack the paper nor distract from the visual appeal of the card. 

The corners are in the VG range, the image is solid and the back has no paper loss or techni-
cal defects. Overall, this is a particularly pleasing and attractive 1. A cornerstone card 
for many collectors, this should be a very popular lot!

Key Lots

13



8 1933   Goudey  181  Babe Ruth PSA 1.5 ..............2000
Classic Babe Ruth card with a great image, these are revered by collectors of this set. A very 
interesting 1.5, there are no visible creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. The back 
is clean, with no paper loss or other technical flaws. The card retains rich color and is cen-
tered heavily to the right border. The corners show GVG to VG wear and are not bad at all. 
There is a pinprick area of white showing by the left side of Ruth, this likely led to the 1.5 
grade. This is a card that really punches well above its weight!

Key Lots

14



9 1933 Goudey   181  Babe Ruth PSA 2 .................2000
One of the most classic Babe Ruth cards, this has a novel image that is enhanced by this cards 
vibrant green background. A strikingly nice image, this has excellent centering, clean bor-
ders and mild and consistent corner wear. There is wear in one spot on the otherwise quite 
clean back, the color and image quality really make this card stand out in a crowd!

Key Lots
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10   1951   Bowman   253    Mickey Mantle RC PSA AA ..............3000
The ultimate Rookie Card to so many collectors, these are so popular and desirable. An im-
portant card, this is Mickey Mantle’s true Rookie Card. The offered card has some condition 
issues but has quality centering, no print issues and a nice image. The issue with the card is 
scrapbook removal, there are odd marks on the surface that can be seen upon close inspec-
tion. There are some minute scrapes in the borders by the lower left corner and some general 
wear. The back has no paper loss, but also shows evidence of scrapbook removal. Held in 
hand, this is not a bad looking card at all and will fill this vital hole in any Rookie Card or 
Mantle run without requiring a second mortgage!

Key Lots



11  1951  Bowman   305 Willie Mays RC PSA 1.5 ..............1350
An insanely hot card this year, it is not hard to see why. Offered is a very pleasing and attrac-
tive card for the grade. Centered to the bottom border as is typical, the card retains excellent 
color and has a nice image. Creasing is minimal, there is a very subtle print line, the corners 
are about GVG. The back is clean save for extensive wear at one spot by the lower left corner, 
this is why it only came back a 1.5. This card is an excellent value for the grade.

12  1951  Bowman  305 Willie Mays RC PSA 2.5 ..............1000
White hot card, this one is nice as it has no visible creases or wrinkles, which is very unusual 
for a 2.5. Centered to the lower left corner, not horribly so, the card has rich color and pres-
ents quite well for the grade. The card has a perfect image, the corners are not bad at all, 
the surfaces are clean. Overall, this is a very solid and pleasing 2.5 example of a most vital 
Rookie Card.

Key Lots

17



13  1952   Topps  311   Mickey Mantle PSA 1 .................5000
The ultimate baseball card to a legion of collectors, this has been at the forefront of the rally 
in vintage card prices the last few years. The offered copy will certainly not break any records 
but it happens to be very nice for what it is. 

From a really nice man who collected low grade vintage 1950s sets, this was his favorite card. 
The offered card earns its one grade with a scrape at the lower right corner and a tape stain at 
the top border. With that clearly disclosed, the card has hardly any creasing and a clean back. 
The borders are otherwise white and the card happens to have a particularly colorful and 
attractive image. A great card, no doubt this will find a very happy home!

Key Lots



14 1953 Stahl Meyer  Mickey Mantle PSA 2.5 ..............2000
One of the most classic of all Mantle oddball issues, these are revered by collectors. Scarce, 
super cool and so undervalued, these have been white hot in recent years. PSA is relentlessly 
tough with oversize cards, a 2.5 on these is like an 8 on a regular Topps card! This is a very 
nice card, there is hardly any creasing, none of which comes close to cracking the paper. 
The card has a terrific image of a so young Mickey Mantle. The detailed back is clean, the 
borders look good, the edges are crisp. This is an awfully, awfully nice card for the grade 
and would be a signature addition to any advanced Mickey Mantle or vintage Yankee card 
collection. It will be interesting to see where these trade at in a few years!

Key Lots



15 1954 Bowman  5 Cent Wax Pack PSA 7 .................1500
Desirable 1950s pack, this is a sharp and clean PSA 7. Quality unopened material has been 
on fire this year, it will be interesting to see where this ends up. Who is feeling lucky enough 
to try and pull a Mantle 8 from this little treasure?!

Key Lots



16 1954 Topps 128 Aaron RC PSA 8 oc .............2000
The key to the set, and one of the vital Rookie Cards in all of card collecting, these exploded 
in price this year with Aaron’s sad death as people took in the totality of his incredible career 
and life on and off the baseball field, beyond just the staggering home run totals. A card that 
will run a small fortune in high grade, offered is a really good option for someone who wants 
something really sharp. The offered card has four sharp corners, an absolutely flawless im-
age, rich color and super clean surfaces. The borders are white, the back is literally pristine 
with hardly any wear of any kind. Centered 75/25 to the right border to our eyes and well 
centered top to bottom, this looks better than probably 90% of any 1954 Topps 8 with 
qualifiers. 

An extraordinary card, this was the centerpiece of a superb set that we are breaking down 
in this auction.

Key Lots



17 1968 Topps Complete Set w/105 PSA Graded Cards  ...........................3000
A truly remarkable offering, this is a stunning NM to Nm-Mt 1968 Topps set. The result of 
incredible effort by our consignor, he found some truly gorgeous cards. In addition to the 
regular set, we have all three scarce variations included with the set (and other variations as 
well). The set even has a Johnny Bench Rookie Card variation that I had never heard of until 
now. This set is anchored by a well centered Nolan Ryan RC 7.5 but it gets even better, a large 
number of the HOFer and key cards are all PSA 8s to 9s, he even has a 10 for one HOFer 
(Wilhelm). This is something that you just almost never see, as many collectors will down-
shift on the stars to 7s on these sets. If you are looking for a top, top quality 1968 Topps set, it 
will be extremely hard to do better than the offered lot. Dealers can also have a field day with 
this as singles, as the breakdown value must be huge with the key 8s and 9s. We will have a 
full inventory of all of the graded cards on our website. 

These are the most notable: 1 Clemente/Gon PSA 9, 10.1 Lonberg PSA 9, 20 B Robinson PSA 
8, 30 Torre PSA 8, 37 Williams PSA 8, 40 McLain PSA 9, 45 Seaver PSA 8, 50 Mays PSA 8, 
58 Mathews PSA 8, 66.2 Cox Yellow PSA 7, 72 Tommy John PSA 9, 80 Carew PSA 8, 85 Per-
ry PSA 8, 86 Stargell PSA 9, 99 Colavito PSA 8, 100 Gibson PSA 9, 103 Sutton PSA 8.5, 110 
Aaron PSA 8, 130 Perez PSA 8, 144 Morgan PSA 9, 145 Drysdale PSA 9, 148 Bristol PSA 9, 
150 Clemente PSA 8, 151 Brock PSA 9, 152 Yastrzemski PSA 8, 177 Ryan/Koosman RC PSA 
7.5 (nicely centered), 200 Cepeda PSA 8, 203  PSA 9, 205 Marichal PSA 8, 215 Bunning PSA 
9, 220 Killebrew PSA 8, 230 Rose PSA 8, 236 McGraw PSA 9, 240 Kaline PSA 8.5, 247 Bench 
RC PSA 8, 247 Bench RC Error PSA 7, 250 Yastrzemski PSA 9, 257 Niekro PSA 8, 268  PSA 
9, 269  PSA 9, 280 Mantle PSA 8.5, 290 McCovey PSA 8, 330 Maris PSA 8, 350 Wilhelm PSA 
10, 355 Banks PSA 8, 361 Killebrew PSA 8, 362 Cepeda PSA 8, 366 Santo PSA 8, 370 Aaron 
PSA 9, 372 Brock PSA 8, 373 F. Robinson PSA 8.5, 374 Clemente AS PSA 8.5, 380 Holtzman 
PSA 9, 381 Powell PSA 8, 385 Hunter PSA 8, 400.2 McCormick WT PSA 6, 408 Carlton PSA 
9, 410 Jenkins PSA 8, 414 Lolich PSA 8, 454 Checklist PSA 9, 470 Freehan PSA 9, 480 Oli-
va/Cardenas/Clemente PSA 8, 490 Killebrew/Mays/Mantle PSA 8, 492 Torborg PSA 9, 500 
F. Robinson PSA 9, 510 Fairly PSA 9, 520 Brock PSA 9, 528 Tigers Team PSA 8, 530 Bird 
Belters/Robinson PSA 7 and 575 Palmer PSA 8. 

Please note the ungraded cards are remarkably well centered overall and average Near Mint. 
Wow!
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18 1968 Topps Plaks  Checklist #1 (Mantle) PSA 4 .................1500
Extremely scarce Topps test issue, these hardly ever come to market and are especially diffi-
cult to find with numerical grades. Freshly graded by us, this is an awfully nice card for the 
grade. One of the tougher 1960s Mantle Topps test items, the offered card has excellent color 
and vibrant black and red borders that look great. We cannot see any creases, the centering 
is not bad at all, the corners look to be in the Ex Plus range to our eyes. There is a tiny nick 
in the border to the right of Frank Robinson, this may well have led to the 4 grade. This is an 
awfully nice card for the grade, and it is quite scarce in this quality.

19 1968 Topps Plaks  Checklist #2 (Aaron, Clemente, Mays) PSA 4 .................1000
Extremely scarce Topps test issue, these hardly ever come to market and are especially diffi-
cult to find with numerical grades. Freshly graded by us, this is an awfully nice card for the 
grade. Very conservatively graded, we cannot see any creases or wrinkles, the black and red 
borders are particularly vibrant, the card has a super fresh look and feel. Well centered, the 
corners show only slight wear. This really does appear to be undergraded, it should be at 
least a 5 to our eyes but anything is possible with PSA as they are notoriously tough on over-
size issues. Very scarce and desirable issue, this is needed by advanced Aaron, Clemente and 

Key Lots
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Mays collectors, which is a sizable market. Great card.

20 1950 Lakers Scotts Potato Chips  George Mikan PSA 1 ...................700
A vital basketball card, these are such charming, scarce and wonderful cards. A card that 
hardly ever comes to market, it is especially difficult to find one with a numerical grade. 
Freshly graded by PSA, the offered card grades a 1 due to creasing on the front and back 
wear from scrapbook removal. This is full size allowing for the numerical grade, which is 
very desirable. An important early card of the first NBA superstar, this is a real treasure!

21 1969 Topps 25 Alcindor RC PSA 6.5 ..............1000
Vital Rookie Card of this unbelievably talented ATG basketball player, it is nice to see these 
get the attention they deserve. Offered is an ideal card for the grade, this example has out-
standing coloring, perfect color and a fine image. The borders are white, the corners come to 
solid points. Slight, slight edge wear at the extreme top border likely kept this from grading 
a 7 (we have seen many weaker cards in 7 holders as a note). Solid card.

25
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22 1986    Fleer 57 Michael Jordan RC PSA 8 .................1500
The key card to so many current collectors, offered is a very nice 8. The offered card has a 
superb image and rich color borders. The corners are all sharp, and show only the slightest 
hints of wear, the back is perfect. Centered very slightly to the top border and perfectly left to 
right, this is a very fine 8 to our eyes. The image and color are terrific here. 

The 1986 Fleer Michael Jordan is truly a cornerstone card in today’s market.

Key Lots
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23 1986   Fleer  Unopened Wax Pack w/Olajuwon Sticker on Back PSA 8 .................1300
Quality pack from this legendary basketball set, these are always desirable. The packs may be 
underpriced these days given what Jordan 9 and 10s bring, we can tell you that this pack has 
a Hakeem Olajuwon sticker on the back, we could not discern the card on the front. Sharp 
looking pack, this is PSA slabbed Nm-Mt 8.

24 1986  Fleer  Unopened Wax Pack w/Magic Johnson Sticker on Back  PSA 8 ...............1300
Quality pack from this legendary basketball set, these are always desirable. The packs may be 
underpriced these days given what Jordan 9 and 10s bring, we can tell you that this pack has 
a Magic Johnson sticker on the back, we could not discern the card on the front. Sharp look-
ing pack, this is PSA slabbed Nm-Mt 8.

Key Lots
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25     1988    Fleer  Wax Box (sealed)  ...........................1500
Great set, this has desirable Rookie Cards of key HOFers Scottie Pippen, John Stockton, 
Reggie Miller and more. The set has a very colorful and attractive Michael Jordan card and 
all of the other top stars of the day. A very popular set, wax is naturally extremely desirable 
and pricey from this year. Offered is a spotless BBCE sealed wax box, an instant contempo-
rary classic!

Key Lots

28



26 1935  National Chicle  34  Bronko Nagurski PSA 2 .................3000
Cornerstone football card, among the most prized football cards ever created. Revered by 
collectors, this is a scarce high number. The offered card was freshly graded by us in recent 
months. A pleasing 2, this is reasonably well centered. The color and image quality are very 
solid, the back is clean, corner wear and moderate creasing keep this at a 2. 

In this market, this might be the ideal grade in which to add one of these pricey treasures to 
your collection.

Key Lots

29
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27 1965 Topps 122 Joe Namath RC PSA 5 .................1500
Classic and vital NFL Hall of Fame Rookie Card, these are always extremely desirable. Fresh-
ly graded, this has brilliant color and an unimproveable image. The borders are white, the 
surfaces are super clean, the back looks great. The corners come to points, centering to the 
left border keeps this from grading higher.

Key Lots



28  8 x 10  Four Horsemen Signed True 8x10 (superb) 7 .........................2000
The famed Four Horsemen of Notre Dame are among the most iconic teammates in all of 
football history. Collectors love to try and get all four of these on 3x5s and make a framed 
display, which can be a $5,000 item in this market because of Layden and Miller. The offered 
piece is A FULLY ORIGINAL 1920s ERA SIGNED 9.75 x 7.5 PHOTO. A real piece of histo-
ry, this is a gorgeous image that is mounted onto a period cabinet style backing (year 1924-
1925 is noted in period ink at the lower right corner). All four of these legends signed neatly 
right next to their images, all four inscribed their signature to a Benzie. The autographs vary 
slightly in darkness and average a 7/10 overall in our opinion. 

This is a truly rare, significant and important signed football item that is a real treasure. 
Do not assume another true 1920s vintage signed photo of this kind will come to market 
again anytime soon. Superb. JSA LOA (full).

Key Lots
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29   Derek Jeter Signed Game Used Base from Famed 2001 ALDS Flip Game! .................500
The beloved and legendary Derek Jeter had many signature moments in his incredible ca-
reer, the famed Flip Play to save the Yankees 2001 season has to be among the high points! 
Offered is an amazing item, this is an official MLB game used base from this game. With the 
proper 2001 ALDS logo and American flags on the sides, this is the real McCoy. The base 
shows excellent use and displays very well. 

Our consignor obtained this at the time and this has been a treasured part of his very ad-
vanced Yankee collection. Our consignor wisely spent $500 through Steiner to have Jeter 
sign the base, the autograph is large and the placement is perfect. While we cannot say defin-
itively that this was the base Jeter threw over in his Flip Play, this was used that day. A truly 
special and wonderful Derek Jeter item, the winning bidder should really enjoy this truly 
marvelous piece.

32
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30 1935 R89 Mickey Mouse   Complete Set (96 cards)  ...........................2000
The basic R89 set of 96 cards, this is a very tough set that hardly ever comes to market. The 
offered set is exceptionally fine and well assembled. There are many very sharp and crisp 
cards here, the condition looks to be 50% Ex-Mt or a strong Ex Plus, the balance is almost all 
a nice VG-Ex or Ex. There are no cards in here in need of an upgrade, it would be very, very 
difficult to find a similar quality set in today’s market. We did not review the set for slabbing, 
there could well be some buried treasure among these really nice cards. Classic and extreme-
ly desirable non-sports issue, this is among the high points of 1930s non-sport gum cards.

31 1962 Mars Attacks  Complete Set  ...........................1000
Beloved and iconic non-sports set, these are revered by collectors and hardly ever come to 
market. Mid-grade set, we sent three cards to PSA: 1 The Invasion Begins PSA 5, 54 Mars 
Explodes PSA 6 and 55 Checklist PSA 4 mk. The rest of the cards tend to have great color, 
bright white borders and respectable corners. The condition looks to be a very strong 
Ex Plus overall with many nicer cards. We will have front and back scans of the entire set 
on our website. From an incredible collection, full Mars Attacks sets hardly ever come to 
market and are supremely desirable.

Key Lots

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
 many additional images. 

Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST 
for Wednesday January 29th.



32 1887 Gypsy Queen  Jerry Denny SGC Authentic 150
Extremely scarce and desirable 19th century issue, these 
are revered by Old Judge collectors. We believe this graded 
Authentic due to extensive layering and wear on the bottom 
border. The images happens to be spectacular, with perfect 
contrast, and the back is nice as well.

33 1887 N162 Goodwin Champions
 Tim Keefe PSA 4 ............... 900
Great card, this has one of the best images from this remark-
able era. So undervalued in this market, the offered card is 
a truly gorgeous 4. The image and color could not be any 
nicer, centering is terrific, the borders are white. The corners 
come to points but are soft, slight wear on the back keeps 
this at an awfully, awfully nice 4. The winning bidder should 
really enjoy this beautiful card.

1887 N172 Old Judges

34   Crotty (Sioux City) PSA 2.5 .............. 90
Elusive team, this has a pleasing image and a perfectly clean 
back. Wear by the upper left corner and on the other corners 
likely kept this at a very pleasing 2.5.

35  Pud Galvin PSA 3 mk ......... 200
One of the classic Old Judge cards, these are always among 
the most desirable HOFers. The offered card has the adver-
tising clipped at the bottom border. The image is remarkably 
well contrasted and is superb, writing on the back led to the 
qualifier, there is a is a tiny stain or odd print mark at the 
upper left corner, with hardly any creasing. The image really 
makes this card.

36 Dick Johnston Hands on Hips PSA 1 MC .......... 45
Cut close on the bottom border, the image is not bad at all. 
The front has some condition issues but is not bad, the back 
led to the 1 grade.

37  Loftus PSA 1 mk ........... 75
Fun card of an Old Judge manager, you have to love the top 
hat in hand! Creasing and typical wear keep this at a 1 mk, 
the image is well contrasted and is quite nice.

38  George Townsend Catch, hand chest high 
   SGC Authentic .. 60
Pleasing card, typical cuts at the corners from a scrapbook 
likely led to the Authentic grade, the back is clean.

39 Walt Wilmot Catch, hands at chest-Washingtons
   PSA AA ............. 60
Gorgeous image, the front is crisp and clean and looks great. 
Possibly re-backed, we do not know what the alteration is.

40 1887 N173 Old Judge Cabinet
  Bill Hallman PSA 3 ............... 500
So classic, these are such wonderful and charming cards. A 
true cabinet card, an actual photo is presented on the Old 
Judge Cigarettes mount. A very strong condition cabinet 
despite the low PSA grade, this card offers a fine image and 
excellent eye appeal. The image has strong contrast, there 
is no visible creasing, the surfaces are clean. The back has 
no damage, just some slight staining, the card is an awfully 
solid 3 that has the eye appeal of a 6 with it’s extremely well 
preserved image. This is ideal for a type-card collection.

Baseball Cards   
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41 1887 N284 Buchner Gold Coin
  Charles Comiskey SGC 2 .............. 250
Very elusive card of The Old Roman, we hardly ever see 
these. A key figure in baseball history, the offered card 
has outstanding centering and a fine image. Various small 
condition issues keep this at a 2, including a tiny scrape on 
the back and some general wear, there is no creasing. The 
corners are not bad at all, the image is very solid.

42 1887 N284 Buchner Gold Coin
  Orator Jim O’Rourke (hands on thighs)  SGC 4 ...... 300
Very elusive 19th century HOFer, you have to love the terrif-
ic image with all of his catching gear! Bright and attractive, 
this is well centered and a solid mid-grade card. The back 
has no damage, the borders are clean, the corner wear is 
consistent. There is no obvious creasing, general wear keeps 
this at a pleasing 4.

43 1888 Sporting Times Cigar
 New York Giants Team             SGC Authentic ......... 200
Great card, this came from a 19th century scrapbook. Dam-
age to the lower right corner keeps this at an Authentic, the 
images of the players are not affected in any way. A true 19th 
century classic, this very substantial item boasts an amazing 
six different HOFers!  These HOFers are Connor, Ewing, 
Keefe, O’Rourke, Ward and Welch. Items like this are such 
wonderful relics from the earliest era in baseball history 
and are profoundly undervalued in today’s market in our 
opinion.

44 1903 E107 Breisch Williams
 Ed McFarland SGC 1 .............. 150
One of the rarest early 20th century issues, these are beloved 
by collectors, especially type-card collectors. Offered is a 
rough but presentable 1. The image is not bad at all, surface 
wear and scuffing on the front back keep this at a 1 but it 
is not ugly or abused. The borders are otherwise clean, the 
corners are not bad at all.

45 1907 W555  Cy Young PSA 5.5 ............ 400
Very elusive card of Cy Young, these hardly ever come to 
market. Very high grade for the issue, there is only one high-
er. Well centered with only very slight wear, this small and 
fragile card is remarkably well preserved. The blank back is 
perfectly clean.

46   1909 Colgan Chips  
        Honus Wagner  
        SGC 4.5 ................... 600
Tough and underrated peri-
od Honus Wagner card, this 
has the same image as his 
T206 card. Very solid card 
for the grade, this has excel-
lent centering, clean surfaces 
and a fine image. There is 
only very slight wear, this is 
a real keeper!
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T206 Singles

49  Ty Cobb Green Background PSA AA .......... 500
Richly colored card as it has a vibrant green background, 
the image looks great. The key T206 HOF card, this is well 
centered with hardly any creasing. There may be some slight 
surface wear, the back is clean. The card appears to be full 
sized based on how it is sitting in the holder, we do not 
know why it came back Authentic Altered. A very attractive 
card, someone is going to save some serious money due to 
this issue!

50  Ty Cobb Red Background PSA 2.5 ......... 1500
Classic Ty Cobb card, these have been exploding in price in 
recent years. Offered is a very pleasing card for the grade, 
well centered, this has good color and a nice mid-grade look 
and feel. The card offers a quality image and consistent cor-
ner wear. The creasing is not bad at all, the back is clean. The 
card displays very well for the grade and would be a solid 
addition to any tobacco or Ty Cobb collection.

51  Ty Cobb Bat on Shoulder PSA AA .......... 500
Colorful and very attractive card, we cannot see any creas-
es. There is no visible paper loss, nor any visible technical 
defects. Possibly trimmed at the top border, we are not 
sure why this otherwise very fine looking card came back 
Authentic Altered.

52  Ty Cobb Bat on Shoulder PSA 1 .............. 900
Rough 1, this has lot of creasing and some general wear. 
With that clearly noted, the card actually has a clean back 
and no technical flaws. The card retains its original color 
and has a nice image, it is low grade but not abused. Please 
note it is not so simple to find an honest T206 Cobb PSA 1 
with no technical flaws or back damage.

53  Ty Cobb Bat off Shoulder SGC 1.5 ......... 1500
My personal favorite of the four T206 Cobbs, I always liked 
this image. Not a bad card at all, this retains good color and 
image quality. The back has no issues, a substantial scrape at 
the lower left corner keeps this at a 1.5.
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47  Barbeau PSA 3 (Carolina Brights back) ...... 500
Great looking card, this has outstanding color and perfect 
centering. The corners are not bad at all, there is hardly any 
creasing and the vital back is clean. This presents extremely 
well for its grade and is naturally very scarce given the back.

48  Clymer PSA 2 (Carolina Brights back) ...... 500
Colorful and very fresh looking card despite the grade, the 
front looks great. We cannot see any creasing, slight wear on 
the back led to the 2 grade.

54  Ganzel PSA 3 (Carolina Brights back) ...... 750
Clean and colorful card, this has hardly any creasing. There 
are a few nicks here and there, the card has great color and a 
fine image. The back has only very slight wear and displays 
well.

56  Walter Johnson Portrait PSA 2 .............. 400
White-hot card, these have been appreciating by the month. 
The offered card is well centered with great color, a fine im-
age and clean white borders. Various condition issues com-
bine to make this a 2, but the card has eye appeal beyond 
it’s technical grade. There is hardly any creasing, the back is 
reasonably clean and the surfaces are pleasing. Corner wear  
and some layering at the very bottom border are the only 
real issues here. Freshly graded card is new to the hobby, 
and is nice.

57  Walter Johnson (hand at chest)  PSA 1.5 ............. 400
Vital T206 HOFer, this is among the most popular cards in 
the set. The offered card has great color and a terrific image. 
Creasing and a nick in the left border led to the 1.5 grade. 
The back is clean, the borders are white, the surfaces are 
otherwise quite clean.

58  Lajoie (portrait) PSA 3 .............. 350
One of the key HOFers, I always liked this card. Well cen-
tered with a terrific image, this has rich color and displays 
well. Corner wear and one small crease keep this at a 3,
the back is clean.

59  Mathewson (portrait) PSA 1.5 ........... 450
Not bad at all, we thought this should have been a 2. Bright-
ly colored, this has a terrific image and a very clean back. 
Centered to the right border, this has one crease that does 
not crack the paper and consistent corner wear. This will 
certainly stand out in a crowd of other T206 PSA 1.5s. 
One of the keys to this great set, the low technical grade will 
keep this at a manageable price level for many collectors.

60  McGraw (portrait, no cap) SGC 4 ................ 90
Well centered with no visible creases or wrinkles, the image 
looks great, the card has strong color. There is definitely 
corner wear on the card, but it is consistent.
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T206 Singles

61  Miller (Pittsburgh)
  PSA 2 mk (Carolina Brights back) ...................... 500
Well centered with great color, the corners show moderate 
wear. Stray writing on the back and a mark led to the quali-
fier. Scarce card with this back, my guess is that anyone who 
needs this card will overlook these minor flaws!

62  Sharpe PSA 3 (Carolina Brights back) .... 500
Centered to the upper right corner, this has beautiful color 
and a very fresh look. There are no creases, slight general 
wear keeps this at a very pleasing VG 3 overall.

63  Tris Speaker  SGC 3 .............. 200
Key T206 HOFer, these are always nice as Speaker only has 
one card in the set. Nicely centered with great color, the 
front looks great, the back has some very minute paper 
wrinkles. The card has bright color, clean white borders and 
a superb image. The corners exhibit mild and consistent 
wear typical for the grade.

64  Wilson PSA 3 (Carolina Brights back) .... 500
Solid 3, this has no visible creases and only slight, stray 
wear. Star player known for hitting triples, this may be one 
of the tougher Carolina Brights cards.

65  Cy Young (Cleveland, portrait)   PSA 2 ............... 750
Vital T206 card of a true legend, these are always extremely 
popular among collectors. Offered is a particularly color-
ful 2, as this card has an outstanding image. This card has 
hardly any creasing and a clean back. Corner wear and some 
edge wear on the left side keep this at a very pleasing 2.

66  Cy Young (Cleveland, portrait)  PSA 3 ............. 1200
Classic T206 HOFer, an absolute key to this great set. Very 
fine 3, this has gorgeous color and a superb image. The 
borders are white, the back has no issues. Corner wear and 
a small tobacco stain by the lower right corner of the card 
keep this at a very pleasing 3 overall.

68 1910 E98  John McGraw SGC 7.5 ........... 400
From the famed Black Swamp find, this has that signature 
perfect color and freshness. Well centered with pristine 
white borders, the corners are sharp, the back is perfect, 
this is a very strong card for the grade.

69 1910 Ju Ju Drums  Ed Sweeney PSA 1 ............... 150
Very rare early 20th century issue, these are revered by 
collectors of these types of cards. Purchased from us back in 
2010, this is fresh to market! A Yankee player, the image on 
the front looks great, some back damage led to the 1 grade.
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67 1909 T208 Cullivan’s Fireside 
 Jimmy Dygert PSA 1 ............. 1000
Revered set, one of the most desirable of all tobacco issues. 
Extremely rare, even most advanced tobacco collections 
do not have a single one of these. A beautiful design and a 
fine image of Philadelphia A’s pitcher Jimmy Dygert, this 
is a very attractive card for the grade. There are no visible 
creases, the color is strong, the back has no paper loss. The 
borders are clean, the corners are not bad at all. There are 
two pinprick areas of wear by the top border and one spot of 
extra paper on the back. This is the kind of technical 1 that 
otherwise looks like a 5 that happily enhance the collections 
of many shrewd collectors. A truly rare and almost iconic 
early 20th century tobacco issue, how wants to cross this off 
their type-card list?

76 T205 Ty Cobb SGC 3 ........600
The key to this great set, this one presents aw-
fully well for the grade. Very nicely centered, 
this retains bright and attractive gold borders 
that show only very mild wear. The image of 
Cobb is perfectly registered and bright and 
colorful. The back has some slight staining 
and is not bad at all. The card has moderate 
creasing, the corners show moderate and con-
sistent wear. This presents well for the grade.

Baseball Cards
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1911 T205 Gold Border

70  Home Run Baker PSA 5 ............... 300
Very popular T205 HOFer, this example has beautiful color 
and clean gold borders. Bright and clean, the corners are 
very solid for the grade. A flick of white at the upper left cor-
ner keeps this from grading higher, this will be an upgrade 
for almost all of you.

71  Bender PSA 4 ............... 150
Beautifully centered with quality corners, the color is terrif-
ic, the card looks much more like a 6 than a 4. There are no 
visible creases or wrinkles, even under magnification, the 
back is clean.

72  Chance PSA 4 ............... 150
Reasonably well centered and very solid for the grade, this 
has hardly chipping and no creases or wrinkles. Bright and 
fresh, this presents awfully well for the grade.

73  Chase (both ears show) PSA 4 ................. 75
Colorful card, a corner crease at the upper left keeps this 
at a very pleasing 4.

74  Chase (only left ear shows) PSA 2.5 ............ 130
Tougher variation, this has outstanding color and image 
quality, a crease keeps this at a 2.5.

75  Cicotte PSA 4 ............... 200
A tough card to find in any kind of condition, a 4 is very 
strong for this card. The key 1919 Black Sox figure, the 
offered card has vibrant gold borders and great color. Well 
centered, very light wear at the lower right corner keeps this 
at an extremely high-end 4 (we have seen many weaker cards 
in 5 holders as a note).

77  Huggins PSA 5 ............... 150
Crisp card has strong gold borders and very clean surfaces. 
Centered very slightly to the top border, a flick at the lower 
right corner keeps this out of contention for a 6.

78  Mathewson PSA 3.5 ............ 500
Classic card, this example is absolutely ideal for the grade. 
The card has great color and a perfect image, the surfaces 
are clean, the gold borders are very solid, there are no visible 
creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. Well cen-
tered, the back is clean. Very nice.

79  Suggs PSA 4 ............... 120
Tough T205 card, this has rich color and excellent centering. 
Very pleasing 4, there are no creases and only slight corner 
wear, it is an ideal card for the grade.

80  Wheat PSA 5 ............... 200
Beautiful T205 HOFer, this has such a wonderful image. 
Offered is a freshly graded and superb 5, this has excellent 
centering, quality corners and outstanding gold borders. 
The 5 grade really does appear to be very conservative.
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81 1912 T207 Brown Border
  Miller, Ward PSA 3 ............... 500
A key to this great set, this has always been considered a 
classic scarcity. The image looks great, this has a rich brown 
background. The card has a fair amount of corner wear, but 
it is consistent. There is hardly any creasing, the back has no 
damage.

82 1912 Boston Red Sox Team Postcard  PSA 5.5 ....... 500
Stunning card, this is so nice that it could even turn a 
modern card collector into a vintage postcard fan! Strik-
ingly clean and fine, this has not been mailed and could 
not be any nicer for the grade. Pristine, the image quality 
is phenomenal, I love how all the players are identified. A 
World Championship team, this super cool piece pictures 
Red Sox legends Tris Speaker and Joe Wood along with their 
teammates.

83 1913 T200 Fatima Team Cards
 11 Cleveland Americans PSA 3.5 ............ 750
The key to this very unusual and interesting set, it is not 
easy to find this fragile issue in 3.5 holders. Pleasing card 
has no visible creases or cracks, the back is clean, the brown 
borders are not bad at all. The image is just a touch light at 
the extreme left border, these again usually come with major 
chipping, tears and other significant condition issues.

84 1913 T213 Type 2  Tris Speaker PSA 2 ............... 200
Undervalued card of the great Tris Speaker, this is so much 
harder to find than his T206 card. Brightly colored card, the 
image looks great, the back is fine, the card displays well. 
Typical creasing for the issue keeps this at a 2, the creases do 
not crack the paper, the corners show mild and consistent 
wear.

85 1913 Tom Barker Ty Cobb PSA 6 ............... 400
Fun Ty Cobb card, PSA really hit us with the grade here. 
Clean with hardly any wear, we have seen many similar 
cards in 7 holders. Attractive photo of Ty Cobb, this seems 
like a great value in today’s market with how hot Ty Cobb 
cards are now.

1914 Cracker Jacks

86  14 Crawford SGC 2 .............. 200
Colorful card has a fine image, hardly any staining and a 
clean back. Tougher HOFer, creasing and corner wear 
keep this at a very nice 2.

87  17 Bresnahan No Number Back  PSA 3 ......... 500
Scarce variation of a HOFer, these do not come to mar-
ket every day! Offered is a solid PSA 3, this card has good 
centering, no visible creasing and a nice image. The card has 
some mild toning and corner wear, this displays well for the 
grade.

88  18 Evers SGC 2 .............. 150
Very attractive 2, this has a terrific image and no staining. 
The color is bright, the image looks great. Wear at the lower 
left corner and a spot by the right border keeps this at a very 
pleasing 2.
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1914 Cracker Jacks

89  75 Huggins SGC 2 .............. 150
Elusive 1914 Cracker Jack HOFer. This card has no staining, 
clean white borders, a fine back and a terrific image. The 
corners come to points, the color is strong, a crease below 
the center keeps this at a 2.

90  78 Merkle PSA 2 ............... 200
An infamous name in early 20th century baseball history, 
this is his seldom offered scarce 1914 Cracker Jack card. 
Great image, this is well centered with slight staining. The 
card is otherwise quite clean, the 2 grade seems harsh to our 
eyes.

91  143 Daubert PSA 3 ............... 200
Scarce 1914 Cracker Jack from this quality Brooklyn 
Dodger player, this has outstanding centering and great 
color. Corner wear and two corner lines keep this at a very 
pleasing 3, there are no stains.

92 1915 Cracker Jack 19  Chief Bender  PSA 3 ............ 250
Popular HOFer, this card has clean surfaces and no visi-
ble creases or wrinkles. Centered to the left border, a fair 
amount of corner wear keeps this at VG.

93 1916 M101-4
 4  Grover Cleveland Alexander    PSA 5 ............ 300
Very elusive card, we hardly ever see these. Early card of a 
truly classic HOFer, this has a strong image and clean sur-
faces. Centered mildly to the left border, the corners show 
only slight wear, the blank back is perfectly clean.

94 1916 M101-4 Famous and Barr 
 184 Honus Wagner SGC 4 .............. 900
Great card of Honus Wagner, I love the full image of Wagner 
in his swing that looks like he is playing golf! Well centered 
with a fine image, the back is clean. The card has no visible 
creases, the corner wear is mild and consistent. The card has 
stray bits of general wear in a few places, the image and the 
vibrant back carry the card. These do not come to market 
very often and seem so undervalued to us in today’s market.

95 1917 Boston Store
 162 George Sisler PSA 3 ............... 300
Extremely scarce card, this is from the same collection as 
our Babe Ruth Rookie card from the June auction. A fine 
3, this has no visible creases or wrinkles and is quite clean 
overall. The image looks great, the surfaces are clean, the 
corners show mild and consistent wear. This card has been 
in a safety deposit box for decades.

96 1922 E120 American Caramel
 Ty Cobb PSA 3 ............... 600
Elusive and charming Ty Cobb card from one of the great 
pre-war card sets, this is of course an absolute key to an 
E120 set. Offered is a pleasing PSA 3: there is hardly any 
creasing, the back is fine, the image of Cobb displays well. 
The card is centered to the right with moderate corner wear, 
the card has slight toning or a stain by one spot on the right 
border. These frankly might be scarcer than Cobb’s T206 
cards and oddly enough currently trade at a fraction of them 
right now. This is probably a perfect card to stick in a box for 
a few years and let the market come around.
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97 1931 W502  32  Lou Gehrig     SGC Authentic ....... 300
Desirable early Lou Gehrig card, this has a pleasing im-
age and no back damage. A strip card issue, a somewhat 
awkward cut likely led to the Authentic grade, this displays 
reasonably well.

98 1932 U.S. Caramel 14 Ty Cobb SGC 3 .............. 900
A key card, this is among the most difficult and desirable 
cards in this great and undervalued set. Well centered with 
one tiny surface crease, the image of Mr. Cobb looks great. 
The card has exceptional centering, clean borders and a very 
attractive look and feel. The back is solid, the corners are 
well above those in 3 holders that come to market. In short, 
this is a truly exceptional card for the grade.

99 1933 Goudey 29 Jimmy Foxx PSA 3 ............... 100
A key to the set, these usually have major condition issues. 
Not bad at all, this has terrific centering and no visible creas-
es. The card has corner wear and some of the typical spot-
ting, it retains good color and displays well for the grade.

100 1933 Goudey 92 Lou Gehrig PSA 3 mk ......... 300
Well centered with no visible creasing, the image looks 
good. The color is solid, the borders are not bad at all, the 
back is clean. The corners show consistent wear, erased writ-
ing by the upper left corner led to the mk qualifier. This is 
a fully presentable example of a classic card.

101 1933 R337 Eclipse Import
 402 Babe Ruth SGC 1.5 ......... 1200
Very difficult Babe Ruth card from a scarce 1930s issue, this 
is a real collector’s card! Offered is a very handsome and 
attractive card for the grade, notable for an outstanding 
image. Very nicely cut with huge borders, there is no back 
damage, the surfaces are quite clean. Mild creasing and a 
fair amount of corner wear led to the somewhat conserva-
tive 1.5 grade, this is an awfully nice looking card for an 
R337.

102 1933 Uncle Jacks  Earl Averill SGC 7 .............. 400
Beautiful card, this has striking color and a gorgeous image. 
Sharp and super clean, it does not get any nicer than this. 
World class Uncle Jack HOFer, the condition is extremely 
impressive.

105 1936 R312  Joe DiMaggio RC PSA 2 ............... 600
A Rookie Card of Joe DiMaggio, this is among his most 
attractive cards. Beautifully centered with great color, the 
borders are clean. There is hardly any creasing, just mainly 
by the lower left corner, the back is clean. The surfaces are 
strong, the corners show mild and consistent wear. Very 
conservatively graded, most would grade this a 3, PSA is 
extremely tough on oversize issues, this presents far above 
it’s 2 grade. Issued on fragile paper, a 2 is actually a pretty 
high grade for this card.
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103 1934 Goudey 37 Lou Gehrig PSA 1 ............... 750
Classic card of Lou Gehrig smiling, these are always ex-
tremely popular. A very, very high-end 1, the card is well 
centered with hardly any creasing. The image is good, the 
back is totally fine. The corners show a fair amount of wear, 
but it is consistent. Very, very conservatively graded, this is 
much more like a 2 than a 1.

104 1934 Goudey 37  Lou Gehrig PSA 2.5 .......... 1200
Classic and beloved Lou Gehrig card, you have to love this 
wonderful image. Well centered with no visible creases or 
wrinkles, the surfaces look great, the back is fine. The card 
has a great image and clean white borders. Corner wear ap-
pears to be the only issue here, the grade really does look to 
be a click low to our eyes, the winning bidder should really 
enjoy this great card.

106 1939 Play Ball 
 92 Ted Williams RC         SGC Authentic ................. 900
An absolutely vital Rookie Card of the amazing Ted Wil-
liams, this is a key card. The offered card has four strong 
corners, super clean surfaces and a perfect image. We can-
not see any defects, the card is centered slightly to the right 
border, we are not sure why it came back Authentic and not 
with a numerical grade.

110 1941 Play Ball 71 Joe DiMaggio PSA 3 ............. 1000
Vital card from one of the great seasons in baseball history, 
this is a true classic. Offered is a great 3, this has super clean 
surfaces, rich color and a perfect image. Centered to the left 
border, there are no creases or wrinkles, the corners show 
mild and consistent wear.
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107 1940 Play Ball 27 Ted Williams PSA 4 ............... 400
Undervalued Ted Williams card, this has always been one 
of my personal favorites. Often found with major condition 
issues, we hardly ever see these in this quality. The offered 
card is a terrific 4, there are no creases or wrinkles and the 
surfaces are quite clean. The terrific photo of a young Ted 
Williams looks great, as does the back. I love the detailed bi-
ography on the reverse. The card is reasonably well centered, 
the borders are clean, the corners are just shy of Ex and 
show consistent wear. This is a very solid 4 overall.

108 1941 Double Play 63/4
  DiMaggio/Keller PSA 6 ............... 100
A key to this underrated set, the card is from DiMaggio’s 
magical 1941 season. Well centered with square corners, 
this solid condition 6 pairs Joe D with his unheralded star 
teammate Charlie Keller. Undervalued card.

109 1941 Play Ball  14 Ted Williams SGC 3 .............. 200
Key card from one of the greatest seasons in baseball his-
tory, these seem so cheap at current market levels. Offered 
is a very pleasing and well centered SGC 3. The surfaces are 
clean, the color is good and the back is clean as well. There is 
hardly any creasing, the corners are not bad at all, this is
a very solid 3 overall.

1948 Leafs

111  1 Joe DiMaggio PSA 4 ............... 400
Hot card, this one looks to be a bit undergraded. Clean 
and fine, we cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even under 
magnification. Centered well overall, the corners come to 
points, the borders are clean, the back is fine. The image of 
Joe looks good, the card has nice color. We do not follow the 
grade here.

112  11 Rizzuto PSA 7 ............... 150
Hot card of late, these are not easy to find in 7s. Considered 
a Rookie Card by many, the offered card has four square cor-
ners, rich color and a truly superior image. Centered slightly 
to the left border, it would be very difficult to find a nicer 
example of this card.

115  32 Spahn RC PSA 4 ............... 250
A hot card of late, this is well centered with rich orange col-
or. The corners are sharp, there are no creases, a very faint 
stain by the upper left corner keeps this at a 4.

116  33 Lowrey SP PSA 5 ................. 75
Sharp card, this has rich color and four strong corners. 
Centered to the upper right corner, this looks to be a very 
solid 5.

117  36 Zarilla SP PSA 7 ............... 150
Outstanding 7, this has great color, a superb image and out-
standing centering. The corners all come to strong points, 
who wants to upgrade?

118  48 Schmitz SP PSA 6 ............... 100
Very attractive card, this has a terrific image and great color. 
Reasonably well centered, this has four sharp corners and is 
awfully nice for the grade.

113  22 Evans PSA 7 ................. 20
114  27 Harris PSA 6 ................. 15
119  65 Elliot PSA 6 ................. 15
121  95 Stirnweiss PSA 6 ................. 15

120  85 Philley SP PSA 6 ............... 100
Nicely centered, this card has amazing color and a superb 
image. There is a spot at the upper right corner and some 
wear at the lower right corner, the card displays well.

122  142 Murtaugh SP PSA 6 ............... 150
Popular 1960 Pirate manager, this is a very fine 6. Reason-
ably well centered, this has four strong corners, very clean 
surfaces, great color and a flawless image.
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123 1949 Bowman  100  Gil Hodges RC    PSA 8 ........... 500
Beloved Dodger and Met, these seem so cheap at current 
market levels. Solid 8, the offered card has outstanding color 
and is super sharp. Well centered, this is one of the finest 
condition examples of this popular card that we have seen or 
handled.

124 1949 Bowman  226  Duke Snider RC  PSA 7 .......... 900
Extremely popular HOFer and a high number, this card is so 
undervalued in our opinion. Almost always found with ma-
jor condition issues, offered is a superb 7. Centered slightly 
to the top border, this card has four very sharp corners, 
clean surfaces and a flawless image. The back looks great, 
this is a superior card for the grade.

125 1950 Bowman 22  Jackie Robinson   Beckett 2 ....... 700
Desirable early Jackie Robinson card, the key to this classic 
Bowman set. Not bad at all, this is an honest 2 with mod-
erate creasing, corner wear and some general wear. The 
card has no back damage, has good color and a respectable 
image.

126 1951 Topps Red Back 41 Lockman   PSA 9 ............... 35
Perfect quality, Lockman was a New York Giant player.

127 1952 Berk Ross  Joe DiMaggio PSA 7 ............... 200
His last regular issue card, I always liked these and felt 
they were undervalued. Not easy to find in this quality, the 
offered card has four extremely sharp corners. The image 
looks great, this has the original perforations, this is an 
awfully sharp and fine 7,

129 1952 Red Man With Tabs  Ted Williams  PSA 6 ..... 150
Sharp and quite clean, PSA is so tough on oversize issues. 
The corners come to strong points, the color is terrific, the 
surfaces are super clean. There is hardly any wear, this is a 
super high-end 6 to our eyes. Undervalued card, this is the 
only Ted Williams Red Man card and this is of exceptional 
quality.

130 1952 Topps 227 Garagiola PSA 7 ................. 25
Gorgeous color and nicely centered, superb 7.

1953 Topps

131  35 Irv Noren PSA 8 ................. 45
Attractive card with a great image, this is well centered 
with four sharp corners.

132  67 Roy Sievers PSA 8 ................. 35
Quality player, this is well centered with four solid corners.

133  123 Tommy Byrne PSA 8 ................. 40
Well centered with a great image, the color is terrific.

134  169 Dizzy Trout PSA 7.5 .............. 25

135  191 Kiner PSA 8 ............... 300
Tough card in this quality, the offered card will look great 
in your sharp 53 set. Well centered with four sharp corners, 
the borders are black with no chips.

1953 Topps

136  225 Shantz PSA 8 ............... 200
Ideal 8, this has outstanding centering, terrific corners 
and bright white borders. The image and color are superb. 
Popular player, this is among the stars in the high numbers.

137  254 Roe PSA 8 ............... 150
Well centered with great color, this has an outstanding 
image. The borders are bright white, the corners are sharp.
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128 1952 Bowman  101 Mickey Mantle   PSA 4 .......... 1500
Gorgeous 52 Bowman Mantle, this truly has the best color 
that we have ever seen on one of these. Beyond ideal for the 
grade, we cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even under 
magnification. The surfaces are perfectly clean, there are 
no print issues, the back looks great. The corners are about 
Ex overall, this card could easily grade a 5 on the right day, 
centering to the top border is the only possible distraction 
here. Very nice card.

139 1954 Bowman 66  Ted Williams PSA 5 ............... 600
Classic Ted Williams card, these were short-printed and 
have always been very desirable. Often found with print and 
centering issues, this example has neither. Strikingly well 
centered with a fine image, the color is strong, the borders 
are white, the back looks great. Wear at the lower left corner 
keeps this at a 5, who wants to fill the ultimate spot in their 
1954 Bowman set?

161 1954 Topps 128 Aaron RC PSA 4 ............. 1500
A truly superb card for the grade, PSA is so tough lately! So 
much more like a 5 than a 4, the offered card has outstand-
ing centering, rich color and no visible creases or wrinkles, 
even under magnification. The image is perfect, there are 
no print issues, the back is strong, the borders look great. 
This is an outstanding card for the grade.
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138 1954 Bowman 41 Dark .986/.960 Field Avg.  PSA 8 . 15

1954 Topps

140  6 Runnells PSA 7.5 .............. 25
Sharp with terrific centering, very solid card.

142  10 Jackie Robinson PSA 5 ............... 300
Hot card, these usually have major centering issues. The of-
fered card has rich color and a perfect image. The centering 
is outstanding, light and consistent corner wear keep this at 
a very attractive 5.

143  10 Jackie Robinson PSA 7 ............... 300
A very condition sensitive card, the condition here is truly 
amazing. This card has spectacular centering and four very 
sharp corners. The image could not be any nicer, the borders 
are bright white. The back looks great, we have seen many 
weaker cards in 8 holders, this is a seriously sharp and su-
perb 7. The winning bidder should really enjoy this remark-
able condition card.

144  13 B. Martin PSA 7 ................. 60
Elusive card in quality, this has four strong corners and 
great color. Centered slightly to the right border, the card 
has a very clean look to it.

145  17 Rizzuto PSA 8 ............... 130
Great looking 8, this has outstanding color and a terrific 
image. Well centered with four sharp corners, very fine.

146  20 Spahn SGC 7.5 ............. 75
Beautifully centered with good color, a flick at the upper 
right corner keeps this from grading higher.

148  29 Hegan PSA 8 ................. 45
Tougher 8, this has outstanding centering and four sharp 
corners.

149  30 Mathews SGC 8 .............. 150
Superb 8, this should likely cross over to PSA if desired. 
The offered card has four super sharp corners, outstanding 
centering and looks to be a very high-end 8 to our eyes.

150  32 Snider PSA 8 ............... 200
Popular card, I love the rich green background color and 
the image. Well centered with four sharp corners, this is the 
kind of card that makes one want to build a set. Very nice.

151  37 Ford PSA 7 ............... 100
Well centered with a very slight diamond cut, the corners 
are strong, the borders are white.

152  43 Groat PSA 8 ................. 75
Tough 8, these usually have major centering issues. Well 
centered with four quite sharp corners, the borders could 
not be any whiter, the image is terrific.

153  50 Berra PSA 6.5 ............ 100
Condition sensitive card, this example has rich color and 
quality centering. The borders are white, the corners come 
to points, this is a very solid card for the grade.

154  56 Miranda PSA 8 ................. 40
Yankee player, this is well centered with four sharp corners 
and terrific color.

155  82 Bolling PSA 8 ................. 25
Superb 8, this has terrific corners and great centering.

156  86 B. Herman PSA 7.5 .............. 40
Brooklyn Dodger HOFer, this has outstanding centering 
and very respectable corners.

Baseball Cards 
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1954 Topps

157  90 Mays SGC 7 .............. 500
A key to the set, this was Willie’s first MVP season. The 
offered card has outstanding color and a perfect image. 
The borders are white, there are no print issues, the surfaces 
are quite clean. Very well centered with four square corners, 
the slightest hint of a diamond cut keeps Willie at a very 
high-end 7.

160  124 Fricano PSA 8 ................. 30
Fine 8 has great centering and four very sharp corners.

165  171 Kiely PSA 8 ................. 35
Red Sox player, this has four sharp corners and great 
centering.

172  250 Ted Williams PSA 7 ............. 1000
The elusive final card of the 1954 Topps set in quality grade, 
it is so cool that Topps honored Ted Williams like this. A 
very difficult card to find in quality, offered is a superb 7. 
Remarkably well centered, this has four very solid corners. 
The image of Ted could not be any more colorful or attrac-
tive, the borders could not be any whiter. The back looks 
terrific as well, it would be almost impossible to find a nicer 
7 of this key card.

141  9 Haddix PSA 7 ................. 15
147  25 Kuenn RC PSA 7 ................. 20
158  93 Hudson PSA 8 ................. 25
159  119 Antonelli PSA 8 ................. 25
162  129 Jacobs PSA 8 ................. 25
163  131 Bertoia PSA 8 ................. 20
164  168 Martin PSA 8 ................. 25
166  199 Nelson PSA 8 ................. 25
167  219 Kress PSA 8 ................. 25
168  220 Gomez PSA 7.5 .............. 20
169  224 Weik PSA 7.5 .............. 20
170  242 Roberts PSA 8 ................. 25
171  248 Smith PSA 7 ................. 20

173 1955 Red Man With Tabs  Willie Mays  PSA 7 ....... 150
Stunning quality, this is as nice a 1955 Red Man Mays as we 
have ever seen. Harshly graded by PSA, we feel this should 
have been an 8. Super sharp and clean, this is well centered 
and pristine. The winning bidder should really enjoy this 
marvelous condition card.

1955 Topps

174  28 Banks PSA 7 ............... 350
Only Ernie’s second year card, this is a key to this classic set. 
Nicely centered with four corners that come to points, the 
image and color are both very strong. The surfaces are clean, 
this is a very pleasing 7 overall.

175  50 Jackie Robinson PSA 7 ............... 300
Vital card from Jackie’s one title, these are always desirable. 
Offered is an ideal Near Mint 7: this card has excellent 
centering, four sharp corners and bright white borders. The 
image and color are superb, you cannot ask more than this 
out of a 7. Superb.
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1955 Topps

176  123 Sandy Koufax RC PSA 5 ............... 300
Another awfully nice card for the grade, this consignor has 
a really good eye. Well centered with corners that come to 
points, this is much more like a 6 than a 5. The image of 
Sandy K is perfect, there are no print issues, the color is 
superb, the borders are white. This is an awfully, awfully 
nice card for the grade.

177  164 Roberto Clemente RC PSA 4.5 ............ 300
Vital card, this example has very good color and a fine im-
age. Reasonably well centered, these are no visible creases or 
wrinkles, even under magnification. The borders are white, 
the corners show mild and consistent wear. Some toning by 
the upper right corner kept this from grading here, this vital 
Rookie Card displays very well for the grade.

178 1956 Topps 10  Spahn (wb) PSA 7 ................. 50
Nicely centered and sharp, this is a very solid 7.

1957 Topps

179  10 Mays PSA 5 ............... 150
Desirable 5, this has a perfect image and rich color. Very 
crisp and clean, centering to the right border keeps this at 
a very nice 5.

180  20 Aaron PSA 8 oc .......... 250
Extremely popular early Aaron card, this has four sharp 
corners and a fine image. Typical centering to the lower 
right corner understandably led to the qualifier.

181  24 Mazeroski RC PSA 8 ............... 150
Popular HOF Rookie Card, this one has terrific centering 
and four sharp corners. The borders are white, the image 
looks great.

182  170 Snider PSA 8 ............... 150
Classic Brooklyn Dodger card, this has rich color. Reason-
ably well centered, this has four very sharp corners and 
very clean white borders.

183  176 Baker Variation PSA 6 ............... 100
Desirable variation, these are missing from most sets. 
Crisp card, this is well centered with four corners that 
come to points.

184  277 Podres PSA 8 ............... 100
Terrific 8, this has four sharp corners and outstanding 
centering.

                         1959 Topps

185  20 Snider PSA 8 ................75
Very strong 8, this has four super sharp 
corners and a very fresh look and feel. 
Well centered, the borders could not be 
any whiter, this looks great.
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1959 Topps

186  150 Musial PSA 8 ............... 175
Stan’s first real Topps card, these usually have major cen-
tering issues. Super sharp 8, this has four superb corners, 
immaculate white borders and super clean surfaces. Very 
well centered for a 59 Musial, this will look great in your 
high grade set.

187  350 Banks PSA 9 ............... 600
A key to a high grade set, centering makes these so hard to 
find in Mint 9 holders. Razor sharp, this has terrific center-
ing, four perfect corners and great color. A pack fresh card, 
the beloved Banks won the MVP in 1959. Who wants to 
make a real move on the set registry?

188  415 Mazeroski PSA 8 ................. 20

189  514 Bob Gibson RC PSA 6 ............... 400
Key HOF Rookie Card, this has four square corners and no 
print issues. Centering to the upper right corner keeps this 
clean card at a very sharp 6.

190  561 Aaron AS PSA 7.5 ............ 120
Key high number HOFer, this has rich color and four solid 
corners. The image looks great, slight centering to the top 
border probably kept this from grading an 8.

191  564 Mantle AS PSA 7 ............... 200
An absolute key to this widely collected set, these are so un-
dervalued in our opinion, especially in this quality. Offered 
is a fine 7, notable for a perfect image and rich color. Well 
centered, this is quite clean and has four strong corners.

1960 Topps

192  148 Yaz RC PSA 7 ............... 400
Very fine 7, this is notable as it has outstanding centering. 
The card offers vibrant color and a perfect image, the cor-
ners are sharp, the borders are white, this is a very high-end 
7 to our eyes.

193  316 McCovey RC PSA 7 ............... 350
Beautifully centered, which is just so unusual on this card. 
Gorgeous 7, this has four sharp corners, superb color and 
pristine white borders. The centering is world class, this is 
a real keeper!

194  343 Koufax PSA 8 ............... 200
Classic Koufax card, this is well centered with four sharp 
corners. The card has rich color and a fine image.

195  350 Mantle PSA 6 ............... 400
Elusive Topps Mantle card, these are missing or in terrible 
condition in so many 1960 Topps sets. Clean and crisp card, 
this has rich color and no print issues. The corners come 
to points, this is centered mildly to the bottom border and 
displays very well for the grade.

196  377 Maris PSA 8 ............... 130
Elusive card, this is from Roger’s first MVP season. A terrific 
8, this is well centered with four sharp corners and a beauti-
ful photo. The color is terrific.

197  475 Drysdale PSA 8 ................. 50
Elusive 8, this is well centered with rich color and four 
sharp corners.
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198 1961 Golden Press 25 Cobb PSA 8 ................. 30
Very colorful card, this has four very sharp corners and 
looks great.

199 1961 Scoops 428  Jackie Robinson PSA 8 ................. 35
Well centered and super sharp, this is a very high-end 8.

200 1961 Topps 300 Mantle PSA 6 ............... 200
Key 1960s Mickey Mantle card, this is a great looking card. 
Superbly well centered with great color and a vibrant black 
background, this sharp card looks awfully, awfully nice for 
the grade.

201 1961 Topps 417 Marichal RC PSA 8 ............... 200
Desirable HOF Rookie Card, this is well centered with four 
super sharp corners. The image looks great, the borders are 
pristine.

202 1961 Topps 443 Snider SGC 7.5 ............. 25

203 1962 Topps 1 Maris   PSA 7 ............... 250
A key to a high grade 62 set, these usually have major cen-
tering and other condition issues. The offered card should 
be very popular as it has outstanding centering. The corners 
come to solid points, the brown borders are strong, the 
image of Maris looks great.

204 1962 Topps 10 Clemente PSA 7 ............... 150
A key to the set, this is a sharp card with terrific brown 
borders. Centered to the upper left corner, this looks like a 
really nice 7 to our eyes.

205 1962 Topps 200 Mantle PSA 6 ............... 350
Very sharp 6, this has four strong corners, rich brown bor-
ders and a superb image. The card has a very fresh and clean 
look and feel, the eye appeal is well beyond a 6. Centered 
slightly to the upper right border, this is an awfully nice card 
for the grade.

206 1962 Topps 320 Aaron PSA 7 ............... 250
Superb 7, this card has outstanding centering, rich brown 
borders and great color. The corners are sharp, the slightest 
flicks of white keep this at a very high-end 7.

207 1962 Topps 575 Miller SP PSA 8 ................. 35
Popular 62 Met high number, this is well centered with 
four sharp corners.

208 1963 French Bauer Reds Milk Caps
 Pete Rose   PSA 2 ............... 100
Such a cool Rose item, these are from his Rookie year and 
hardly ever come to market. Freshly graded, PSA rated this 
only a 2 due to the typical creasing for the issue. There are 
no tears or edge issues, the image of Rose looks good, this 
displays well and has no back damage. How many of you 
advanced Rose collectors have one of these?
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1963 Topps

209  200 Mantle PSA 7 ............... 600
Well centered with a very slight diamond cut, this has four 
strong corners. The green borders are very strong, the image 
of Mantle has no print issues and displays quite well.

210  210 Koufax PSA 7 ............... 150
Classic Sandy K card, this has sharp corners, white borders 
and great color. Centered to the left border, these are always 
very popular.

211  275 Mathews PSA 8 ................. 40
Centered slightly to the right border, this has four very 
sharp corners and terrific color.

212  380 Banks PSA 7 ................. 90
Elusive card is a key to a sharp set, this fine 7 is well centered 
with sharp corners.

213  390 Aaron PSA 7 ............... 200
Centered slightly to the left border, this key card has four 
square corners. Bright and clean, this has no chipping 
issues and is a solid 7.

214  400 F Robinson PSA 8 ............... 100
Tougher 8, this is well centered with four sharp corners,
the color borders look great, as does the image.

215  412 Podres/Drys/Koufax   PSA 7.............. 75
Centered mildly to the left border, this has sharp corners 
and no chipping in the green border.

216  525 Fox  PSA 8 ................. 25
Key high number, this is very well centered with a terrific 
image.

217  537 Rose RC SGC 5 .............. 750
Classic Rookie Card, this one is a very nice 5. Well centered 
for the grade, this has rich color and bright white borders. 
The corners come to points, the blue borders have no chips. 
A flick at the upper right corner of white keeps this at a 
very high-end 5.

218  540 Clemente PSA 7 ............... 200
Classic Clemente card from an extremely popular set, this 
card looks great. Super sharp with great color, there are no 
chips in the color borders. Centered slightly to the left 
border, this otherwise might have graded an 8 or higher, 
it is that sharp and clean.

219  550 Snider PSA 8 ................. 50
One of my favorite 63s, this example is well centered. The 
color is outstanding, the corners are super sharp, the red 
borders look great.

220  553 Stargell RC PSA 7.5 ............ 200
Very popular card, this example has outstanding centering 
and superb color. Really sharp with the slightest flicks of 
white showing, PSA really split hairs with the grade here.

221   Lot of 12 different PSA 7 Semi 
  and High Number Commons PSA 7 ................ 75
Sharp lot, excellent value. The card numbers are 468, 475, 
477, 523, 529, 531, 534, 542, 543, 551, 554 and 572.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
 many additional images. 

Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST 
on Wednesday January 30.
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1963 Topps Peel Offs

222  6 Ken Boyer PSA 8 ................. 20
223  10 Orlando Cepeda PSA 8 ................. 15
224  36 Frank Robinson PSA 8 ................. 40

1964 Topps

225  50 Mantle PSA 6 ............... 200
A 7 on the right day, this has four sharp corners and clean 
white borders. Well centered left to right, this is centered 
mildly to the bottom border. This is a very solid 6 overall.

226  50 Mantle PSA 7 ............... 150
Classic 1960s Topps Mantle card, this has four super sharp 
corners and bright white borders. The image looks great, 
slight centering to the right border keeps this out of conten-
tion for an 8 or higher grade that it otherwise appears 
to merit.

227  50 Mickey Mantle PSA 7 ............... 150
The key card to this widely collected set, offered is a superb 
7. Strikingly well centered with four strong corners, this 
looks great. The borders are white, the image of Mantle is 
perfect. Who wants to upgrade?

228  125 Rose  PSA 6 ............... 200
Super popular card, this one is nice as it is well centered. 
Crisp and clean, the corners come to points, the image 
looks great, this is very solid for the grade.

229  150 Mays  PSA 6 ............... 150
Sharp card has four strong corners and a perfect image; 
centering to the right border keeps this at a 6.

230  155 Snider PSA 8 ................. 30
Solid 8, this is well centered with four very sharp corners.

231  243 R Allen RC PSA 7 ............... 150
A cult favorite, this is well centered with four square cor-
ners. The card is a very high-end 7 and looks great.

232  300 Aaron PSA 8 ............... 450
Beautiful 8, this is a gorgeous card. The centering is superb, 
the image is great, the borders are white, the corners are all 
very sharp. This is a super high-end 8 to our eyes.

233  331 Mantle/Maris Et Al PSA 8 ............... 250
Often found with a diamond cut issue or other centering 
issues, this one is truly exemplary. Well centered with four 
sharp corners, this is a remarkably fine 8 overall.

1965 Topps

234  8 Koufax/Drysdale PSA 8 ................. 50
Very popular card, this has rich color, terrific centering 
and four sharp corners.

235  115 Richardson SGC 7.5 ............. 15

236  207 Rose  PSA 8 ............... 120
Fine 65 Rose, this has four sharp corners and bright white 
borders. Reasonably well centered, this will look great in 
your high grade set or Rose card collection.

237  400 Killebrew PSA 8 ................. 50
An elusive card in this quality, the offered card is well 
centered with four very sharp corners.
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1966 Topps

238  50 Mantle PSA 7 ............... 500
An ideal 7 of a widely collected Mantle, the offered card has 
four sharp corners and terrific centering. The borders are 
bright white, the color is terrific.

239  200 Eddie Mathews PSA 8 ................. 45
Well centered with four super sharp corners, this is a really 
nice 8.

240  288 Sutton RC PSA 8 ............... 150
So tough to find well centered and in this quality, this is a 
terrific 8. Super sharp and clean, the color is terrific, the 
card is well centered and looks great.

241  524   PSA 8 ................. 30
242  533   PSA 8 ................. 15
244  571   PSA 8 ................. 15

243  567 Howser PSA 8 ................. 45
Beautifully centered with four very sharp corners, this is a 
very high-end 8 to our eyes.

245  580 Billy Williams SP PSA 8 ................. 75
So undervalued in our opinion, this key high number 
HOFer has a terrific image. Well centered with four sharp 
corners, I always really liked this classic 1960s Topps card.

246  591 Jackson RC SP PSA 8 ............... 150
An absolute key to this widely collected set, these are miss-
ing from so many sets. Fine and fresh 8, this has four 
sharp corners, bright white borders and excellent color. 
Reasonably well centered, this will look great in your high 
grade 66 set.

247  598 Perry PSA 8 ............... 130
A key to this great set, these are never easy to find in 8s. 
Bright and clean, the card has prstine white borders and 
superb color. The corners are sharp, this is nicely centered 
and will look great in your top quality 66 set.

1967 Topps

248  1 The Champs PSA 8 ................. 50
Fine 8, this is well centered with four sharp corners, 
the borders are white, the classic image looks great.

249  5 Ford  PSA 8 ................. 30
Sharp and well centered, nice 8.

250  30 Kaline PSA 8 ................. 40
Very sharp and well centered, this looks like a high-end 8.

251  60 Aparicio PSA 8 ................. 20
259  166 Mathews PSA 8 ................. 25

252  86 McCormick No Trade  PSA 8 ............ 50
Tough variation, this is well centered and very sharp. 
It is always neat to find this in an 8 holder.

253  100 F Robinson PSA 8 ................. 45
Strikingly well centered and sharp, these usually have 
centering issues.

1967 Topps

254  105 Ken Boyer PSA 9 ................. 30
Mint 1967 Topps Mets card, the color is terrific.

255  109 Colavito/Wagner PSA 9 ................. 30
Fun card, this is exceptionally well centered and super 
sharp.

256  140 Stargell PSA 8 ................. 75
Fine 8, this is well centered with four sharp corners, 
the image and color are both terrific.

257  146 Carlton PSA 8 ................. 90
A key to the set, this example has exceptional centering 
and four very sharp corners.

258  150 Mantle   PSA 8 ............... 750
Classic 1960s Topps Mantle card of a smiling Mantle, this 
is a superb card. From a mini-find in the original boxes, 
this card has four razor sharp corners, brilliant color and 
immaculate white borders. Well centered, this is an awfully, 
awfully nice 8.
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260  200 Mays  PSA 9 ............... 700
Key card of a smiling Willie Mays, this is one of the keys to 
this super popular set. From a mini-find in the original box-
es, this has four dead Mint corners, perfect white borders 
and superb color. A great addition to a high grade 
1967 Topps set or Willie Mays collection, this should be a 
very popular lot.

261  215 Banks PSA 9 ............... 350
From the same find as the Mantle and Mays, this card is 
notorious for centering issues. A pricey Mint 9, these are 
needed by almost all high grade 1967 Topps set collectors. 
Mint and superb, this card is immaculate!

262  234 Koufax LL PSA 7.5 .............. 15
267  551   PSA 8 ................. 10
271  591   PSA 8 ................. 10
272  596   PSA 8 ................. 20

263  250 Aaron PSA 8 ............... 250
One of my favorite Aaron cards, this example has great 
color, four super sharp corners and perfect white borders. 
Well centered, this is a fine 8.

264  285 Brock PSA 8 ................. 75
An elusive 8 due to centering, the offered card has outstand-
ing centering. Well centered with four solid corners, the 
card has great color.

265  302 Orioles TC PSA 9 ................. 35
Mint 9 card, who wants to move up on the registry?

266  334 Killebrew/Allison PSA 9 ................. 35
Fun card is usually off-center, this is a pristine Mint 9.

268  580 Colavito PSA 8 ................. 60
Classic 1967 high number, these are always desirable. 
Well centered with four sharp corners, this has great color 
and a super sharp look and feel.

269  581 Tom Seaver RC PSA 7 ............... 400
Vital Rookie Card of a beloved HOFer, this is also the key 
card to one of the most widely collected Topps sets. Fresh-
ly graded, the offered card has rich color and super clean 
surfaces. The corners come to solid points, there is no tilt or 
diamond cut, this is centered to the left border.

270  581 Tom Seaver RC PSA 8 ............... 500
The key card to this super popular set, this is naturally a 
vital HOF Rookie Card. Presented in a lofty PSA 8 grade, 
this is a seriously sharp card. Razor sharp card, the corners 
are all super sharp and superb. The back color has no chips, 
the borders are white, the color is terrific, the card has a very 
fresh look and feel to it. Centered very slightly to the right 
border, it will be interesting to see where these trade at in a 
few years. Great card.

273  600 B. Robinson PSA 8 ............... 450
Super hot card of late, centering makes this a very difficult 
and desirable 8. The centering here is outstanding, the cor-
ners are all super sharp, this is an awfully high-end 8 to our 
eyes and will great in any high grade 1967 set.



274 1968 Kahns Aaron (small) PSA 9 ............... 250
Super cool card, this is the very tough and fun smaller size 
variation. Amazing quality, this is absolutely pristine. These 
are such incredible bargains in today’s market for no logical 
reason.

1968 Topps

275  110 Aaron PSA 6.5 ............ 150
Perfectly centered, the corners come to points, the color is 
terrific. PSA split hairs a bit with the grade, we have seen 
far worse cards in 7 holders.

276  151 Brock PSA 8 ................. 15

277  177 Ryan/Koosman RC SGC 5 .............. 250
Classic Rookie Card, this has rich color and is well centered 
left to right. Centered to the bottom border, the corners 
exhibit light and consistent wear.

278  177 Ryan/Koosman RC PSA 7 ............... 900
Vital Rookie Card of this beloved and iconic HOFer, this is 
always a very desirable card. Offered is crisp 7, this has four 
solid corners and very rich color. Centered just about 50/50 
left to right, a hair to the bottom border, which is terrific 
for a Ryan Rookie. The back is perfectly clean, the card has 
a fresh and colorful look and feel to it. Not rare but always 
very desirable, these really do seem so undervalued com-
pared to the key modern cards.

279  280 Mickey Mantle PSA 7 ............... 150
Ideal 7, this has outstanding centering and four sharp cor-
ners. The color and image could not be any nicer, this will 
look great in your sharp set or Mantle Topps run.

280  330 Roger Maris PSA 9 ............... 100
Not rare but his last card, this one has perfect centering 
and four Mint corners. This is a good card to put in a box 
for a few years.

1968 Topps Milton Bradley

281  45 Tom Seaver PSA 7 ................. 50
Very tough card, this has four strong corners and a perfect 
image. Centered slightly to the right border, we hardly ever 
see these.

282  110 Hank Aaron PSA 7 ................. 50
Fun card that hardly ever comes to market, this has great 
color and four sharp corners. Superb quality, slight center-
ing to the bottom border keeps this from grading higher.

283  177 Nolan Ryan RC PSA 4 ............... 200
Very tough card, advanced Ryan collectors fight over these. 
Offered is a really fine 4, we cannot see any creases or 
wrinkles, even under magnification. The card has excellent 
centering and perfect color, the images look great. The card 
has the usual white line at the left border and one corner line 
on the back, it is much more like a 5 than a 4 to our eyes.
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284 1968 Topps Venezuela  100 Bob Gibson  PSA 5 ....... 50
So hard to find, a 5 is super high grade for one of these. A 
key card from one of the greatest pitching seasons in base-
ball history, this looks great. Well centered with very mild 
wear, this is a solid 5 of a card that you just never see.

285 1969 Kahns Aaron (large) PSA 8 ............... 120
Sharp and super clean, I love Hank’s uniform in this picture. 
Far from common, these are supremely undervalued in 
today’s market.

286 1969 Kahns Tiant  PSA 9 ................. 30
Mint 9 card of this charismatic pitcher, this cannot be the 
simplest card to find.

287 1969 Topps 120 Rose PSA 8 ............... 100
Very popular Rose card from a widely collected set, this 
example has four very sharp corners and perfect white bor-
ders. Reasonably well centered, the color is terrific.

288 1969 Topps 260 R Jackson RC PSA 7 ............... 350
The key card to this very popular set, this will be an upgrade 
for most of you. Well centered with four strong corners, the 
borders are white, the image looks great, the color is terrific.

289 1969 Topps 533 Nolan Ryan PSA 7 ............... 150
Only Ryan’s second-year card, I always found these elusive 
to find. Offered is a beyond ideal 7, the card has terrific cen-
tering, four sharp corners and perfect white borders. Our 
consignor has a great eye in collecting PSA cards, this really 
looks much more like an 8 than a 7, terrific condition card.

290 1969 Topps Super 41  Pete Rose PSA 7 ............... 100
Classic Rose card, I always really liked these. A super col-
orful 7, we do not see any edge wear, perhaps slight surface 
wear led to the very conservative grade, the card looks 
terrific.

1970 Topps

291  160 P. Niekro PSA 8 ................. 15
292  170 Williams PSA 8 ................. 20
294  190 Torre PSA 8 ................. 15
296  315 Aparicio PSA 8 ................. 10
297  403 Bunning PSA 8 ................. 10
298  440 Maz  PSA 8 ................. 20
299  502 Fingers PSA 8 ................. 20
301  537 Morgan PSA 8 ................. 25
302  560 G Perry PSA 8 ................. 10

293  189 Munson RC PSA 7 ............... 125
Such a popular card, these are not easy to find in quality 
condition. Offered is a superb 7, this is well centered with 
four solid corners and is quite clean. This will be an upgrade 
for almost all of you.

295  250 McCovey PSA 9 ............... 100
Immaculate card, this has four perfect corners and that 
signature Mint look and feel.

300  530 Gibson PSA 8 ................. 45
Well centered with four sharp corners, this is a fine 8.

303  600 Mays  PSA 8 ............... 150
A key to this widely collected set, this example has a great 
image. The corners are sharp, the borders are perfectly 
clean, this is centered slightly to the right border.

304 1971 Bazooka  Billy Williams Full Box PSA 8 ........ 300
From a small find, this was the only 8. Very low population 
box, this is in immaculate condition and looks great in its 
large format holder. Very nice.

305 1972 OPC 79 Fisk RC PSA 8 ................. 90
Very elusive card in quality, these usually have major 
centering and cutting issues. Well centered with four sharp 
corners, the color is terrific.

306 1972 Topps 559 Rose PSA 8 ................. 75
A key to the set, this is well centered with four sharp cor-
ners. The borders are white, this is an awfully fine 8 overall.

307 1972 Topps 761 Ogilvie/Cey PSA 8 ................. 45
Key high number, this extremely popular card is reasonably 
well centered with four super sharp corners.

308 1973 Topps 615 Schmidt RC/Cey  PSA 7 .......... 200
Terrific 7, this has four super sharp corners. Centered slight-
ly to the left border, the card has perfect images and is super 
clean for the grade.
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309 1974 Topps 456 Winfield RC PSA 8 ............... 130
Strong 8, this is well centered with four sharp corners.

1976 Topps

310  10 Lou Brock PSA 9 ................. 25
311  17 Yanks Team PSA 8 ................. 10
314  180 Gossage PSA 9 ................. 20
317  331 Padres Team Card PSA 9 ................. 10
318  347 Ted Williams ATG PSA 8 ................. 10
319  361 Tigers Team Card PSA 10 ............... 25
320  365 Fisk  PSA 8 ................ 25
322  450 Jim Palmer PSA 8 ................. 10
323  520 Willie McCovey PSA 9 ................. 20
324  530 Don Sutton PSA 9 ................. 15

312  61 LeFlore PSA 10 ............... 45
Gem Mint 10 card of this Detroit speedster, who wants to 
upgrade?

313  98 Dennis Eckersley RC  PSA 8 ....................... 60
An elusive card in quality, this has four super sharp corners 
and great color. Well centered overall, this will dramatically 
elevate the stature of your clean 76 set.

315  316 Robin Yount PSA 9 ................. 50
Only his second year, this stunning 9 has four Mint corners 
and outstanding centering.

316  330 Nolan Ryan PSA 9 ............... 200
An absolute key to this widely collected set in high grade, 
this is a desirable 9. Offered is an immaculate card that 
deserves its lofty grade. Extremely well centered with four 
Mint corners, the color and image quality are superb. 
It does not get any nicer than this.

321  420 Joe Morgan PSA 9 ................. 35
Mint 9 from Joe’s second MVP season, these are always 
popular.

325  550 Hank Aaron PSA 8 ................. 60
A key to the set, these are not easy to find in this quality. 
Very sharp, this is reasonably well centered with great color 
and four Mint corners. The white borders are immaculate.

326  550 Hank Aaron PSA 8.5 .............. 90
Superb card, this has outstanding centering and four super 
sharp corners. This is a great card to add to a very high 
grade 76 set. Aaron’s last card, these are scarce in this qual-
ity.

327 1978 Topps 703 Jack Morris RC  PSA 8 .............. 10

328 1979 Topps 116 Ozzie Smith RC  PSA 8 ........... 125
So hard to find with good centering, this is the first 8 that we 
have had in years. Fine card has sharp corners and 
good centering, this is very nice.

329 1983 Topps 482 Gwynn RC PSA 9 ................. 25

330 1984 Fleer Update 
 27 Roger Clemens RC PSA 9 ............... 100
Key 1980s Rookie Card, it is always nice to find these in 
9 holders. Well centered with four Mint corners, the color 
and image quality are terrific.

332 1997 Fleer Ultra 518 David Ortiz RC  PSA 8 ........... 30

333 2007 Upper Deck Goudey  
 Derek Jeter Signed Card Beckett 9.5/10 ... 50
Fun signed card of Derek Jeter, Beckett graded the card 
itself a 9.5 and the autograph a 10, this looks great.

334 2014 Bowman Chrome
 109 Mookie Betts  PSA 9 ................. 40

335 2014 Bowman Chrome
 109 Mookie Betts  PSA 10 ............. 100
Gem Mint 10 Mookie Betts card, now is probably a great 
time to add one of these to your collection.

336 2017 Bowman Prospects Chrome 
 127 Ronald Acuna RC PSA 10 ............. 150
Gem Mint 10 of this Braves superstar, now is probably the 
right time to pick one of these up.

337 2019 Topps 410 Fernando Tatis   PSA 10 ............ 60

338 2020 Finest 
 Mike Trout Autograph        PSA 7/Auto 10 .............. 175
Great looking Mike Trout signed insert card, PSA graded 
the card a 7 and the autograph a 10.
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Baseball Card Sets, Lots & Ungraded Cards

1907 W601 Sporting Life Composites

339  Boston Red Sox (Young, J. Collins)  NM ....... 250
Straight from an original issue book, the condition here 
is amazing. The surfaces are pristine, the display value is 
terrific. The HOFers are Cy Young and Jimmy Collins. These 
are very hard to find with full borders, you will not find a 
cleaner copy!

340  Chicago Cubs 
  (Brown, Tinker, Evers, Chance)  NM ............. 250
Desirable piece of a mighty Cubs team, this is stacked with 
four HOFers. Gorgeous condition, right from an original 
book, the quality is stunning. The edges are crisp, this could 
not be any nicer.

341  Chicago White Sox (Walsh, Davis)
   VG-Ex/Ex ........ 120
Full size and straight from an original issue book, this looks 
great. The surfaces are clean, there is one nick in the 
right border. The HOFers here are Comiskey, Walsh and 
George Davis. These do not come around very often with 
full borders.

342  Cincinnati (Kelley, Huggins, Hanlon)
   NM .................. 120
With three HOFers, this is a nice piece. Straight from an 
original book, this is superb and pristine. With hardly any 
wear, this has full borders and is in world class condition.

343  Cleveland (Lajoie, Joss, Flick)  Ex++.............. 250
Straight from an original issue book, the condition here is 
amazing. The surfaces are pristine, the display value is terrif-
ic. The HOFers here are Lajoie, Joss and Flick. These do not 
come around very often with full borders.

344  Detroit (Crawford, Cobb) Ex-Mt/NM ....... 450
Super early Ty Cobb piece, you have to love the novel Cobb 
image that you will not find anyplace else. Remarkable qual-
ity, the condition is just stunning. Straight from a book, the 
edges are crisp, this could not be any nicer. Please note these 
are very scarce with full borders, this will be one of the finest 
examples of this fun oversize piece in circulation.

345  New York Giants (Mathewson, McGinnity, 
  McGraw, Bresnahan) Ex-Mt .............. 250
Straight from an original issue book, the condition here is 
amazing with hardly any wear. The surfaces are quite clean 
the display value is terrific. The four HOFers here make this 
a very substantial piece, these are so hard to find with full 
borders.

346  New York Highlanders (Keeler, Chesbro, 
  Griffith) Ex++ ................ 175
Sstraight from an original issue book, the condition here is 
amazing. The surfaces are pristine, the display value is ter-
rific. The HOFers here are Clark Griffith and Jack Chesbro, 
along with the infamous non-HOer Hal Chase. These do not 
come around very often with full borders.
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347  Philadelphia Athletics (Mack, Bender, 
  Plank, Waddell) NM .................. 300
Loaded team, there are four HOFers on this strikingly clean 
oversize piece. Straight from an original book, the condition 
is unimproveable. Superb.

348  Pittsburgh (Wagner, Clarke, Dreyfuss)
   Ex-Mt .............. 250
Straight from an original issue book, the condition here is 
superb with full borders and hardly any wear. Very elusive 
card with both Honus Wagner and Barney Dreyfuss, this 
should be a very popular lot!

349  Birmingham NM .................... 60
Straight from an original issue book, the condition here 
is superb with full borders and hardly any wear.

350  Boston Braves NM .................... 75
Straight from an original issue book, the condition here 
is superb with full borders and hardly any wear. Pristine 
condition, this is perfect for an advanced Boston Braves 
collector.

351  Brooklyn Dodgers NM .................... 90
Straight from an original issue book, the condition here is 
superb with full borders and hardly any wear. Pristine con-
dition, Charles Ebbetts is the only big name here, it is a few 
years too soon for Zack Wheat!

352  Buffalo NM .................... 60
Straight from an original issue book, the condition here 
is superb with full borders and hardly any wear.

353  Columbus NM .................... 60
Straight from an original issue book, the condition here 
is superb with full borders and hardly any wear.

354  Grand Rapids NM .................... 60
Straight from an original issue book, the condition here 
is superb with full borders and hardly any wear.

355  Norwich Ex-Mt/NM ......... 60
Straight from an original issue book, the condition here is 
superb with full borders and hardly any wear.

356  Philadelphia Phillies (Duffy) Ex-Mt ................ 90
Straight from an original issue book, the condition here is 
superb with full borders and hardly any wear. HOFer Hugh 
Duffy gets the center spot, this is the Phillies so he is the 
lone HOFer!

357  Scranton NM .................... 60
Straight from an original issue book, the condition here 
is superb with full borders and hardly any wear.

358  St. Louis Browns NM .................... 75
Straight from an original issue book, the condition here 
is amazing. The surfaces are pristine, the display value is 
terrific. Since this is the Browns, Bobby Wallace is the only 
HOFer! It is very unusual to find these will full borders.

359  St. Louis Cardinals (Beckley) Ex-Mt/NM ...... 100
Straight from an original issue book, the condition here is 
amazing with hardly any wear. The surfaces are quite clean 
the display value is terrific. Jake Beckley is the lone HOFer 
here.

360  Washington Senators NM .................... 75
Straight from an original issue book, the condition here is 
amazing. The surfaces are pristine, the display value is terrif-
ic. No HOFers, but this still looks great!
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361 1909 T206 Lot of 7 Different SGC Graded Cards 
 - All Sweet Caporal 150 649 OP Subset ................... 100
Nice lot of clean T206 commons, these are as follows: 
Bates SGC 2, Jones (St. Louis) SGC 2, Killian (hands at 
chest) SGC 2.5, Manning (batting) SGC 2, McQuillan (ball 
in hand) SGC 3.5, Owen SGC 3.5 and Schmidt (throwing) 
SGC 3. The cards display very well for the grades.

362 1936 R314 Wide Pen
 211 assorted R313/4s w/36 HOFers   GVG ............... 300
Low grade, these widely range from Poor to a nice VG-Ex, 
some have pinholes and major chipping, the condition is 
somewhat typical for these condition sensitive 1930s issues. 
A huge quantity, the value as singles could well be substan-
tial in light of the stars and HOFers. Our grade is a rough 
approximation of the average condition.

363 1949 Jimmy Fund Boston Braves Die-Cuts
 Holmes, Tommy (signed) 9 ....................... 150
Such a neat issue, the images do not do justice to these great 
looking 11 inch tall die-cut cards. Full size with the easel, 
the condition is mid-grade and nice. Notable as it has been 
signed and inscribed in blue ink, how many of you advanced 
signed card collectors have one of these? JSA LOAA.

364 1949 Jimmy Fund Boston Braves Die-Cuts
 Torgeson (signed) 9 ....................... 150
Such a neat issue, the images do not do justice to these great 
looking 11 inch tall die-cut cards. Full size with the easel, 
the condition is mid-grade and nice. Notable as it has been 
signed and inscribed in bold period blue ink, how many ad-
vanced signed card collectors have one of these?  JSA LOAA.

365 1950-1955 Slabbed Common Lot (47 pcs) .............. 150
Box of lesser Bowman slabbed cards, a full inventory will be 
on our website. With the recent cutoff of affordable slabbed 
cards, these types of cards are more desirable than ever. 

366 1950 Royal Desserts
 21 Virgil Trucks Full Box Good ................. 60
Charismatic pitcher threw two no hitters, offered is a 
scarce full 1950 Royal Desserts box. The condition is low 
grade, see the pictures for more detail.

367 1951 Topps Red Back
 Complete Set w/variations VG+ ................. 200
Popular early Topps set, the cards present in the Ex range 
but tend to have extremely minute surface creases as is 
typical for the issue. Nice as it has both Zernial and Holmes 
variations, the key are as follows: 1 Berra VG-Ex/Ex, 5 Riz-
zuto VG, 8 Wynn VG+, 15 Kiner VG-Ex, 22 Feller VG-Ex/
Ex, 30 Spahn VG, 31 Hodges VG+, 36.1 Zernial (Chicago In 
bio) VG, 36.2 Zernial (Philadelphia in bio) Ex-Mt, 38 Snider 
VG-Ex/Ex, 50 Irvin  Ex, 52.1 Holmes (Boston in bio) VG and 
52.2 Holmes (Hartford in bio) Ex.
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368 1953 Topps
 203 different w/secondary stars & SPs  VG-Ex ........ 500
The core of a very solid 53 set, the condition is reasonably 
consistent, with mild variance. There are no ugly or beaten 
up cards here, the value as singles is no doubt very sub-
stantial. These better cards come in the lot: 9 Collins, 10 
Burgess, 31 Blackwell, 43 McDougald, 44 Kinder, 61 Wynn, 
66 Minoso, 72 Hutchinson, 77 Mize, 81 Black, 87 Lopat, 
109 Dark, 119 Sain, 138 Kell, 141 Reynolds, 143 Pierce, 149 
DiMaggio, 151 Wilhelm, 154 Groat, 158 Logan RC, 162 
Kluszewski, 176 Hoak RC, 183 Miller RC, 188 Carey RC, 
210 Cerv RC and 214 Bruton RC.

370 1954 Bowman Very Near-Set (200/224)
  w/some stars & 9 SGC cards Ex+ to Ex-Mt ... 400
Quality 1954 Bowman lot, the condition varies mildly but is 
a solid Ex Plus to Ex-Mt overall to our eyes. Attractive and 
undervalued set, this lot is unusual in that the 24 missing 
cards are not all stars, so there is a substantial value here as 
singles. These better cards come in the lot: 2 Jensen, 6 N Fox, 
15 Ashburn, 23 Kuenn RC, 26 B Cox SGC 5.5, 33 Raschi 
TR SGC 5, 38 Minoso SGC 5, 42 B Loes SGC 6.5, 45 Kiner, 
49 Byrd SGC 6, 50 Kell, 58 Reese SGC 5.5, 64 Mathews, 
66.2 Piersall, 74 Gilliam, 84 Doby SGC 5.5, 95 Roberts, 101 
Larsen RC, 122 Furillo, 129 Bauer SGC 5.5, 138 Hodges, 141 
Garagiola, 144 Johnson RC, 154 Newcombe, 164 Wynn SGC 
5.5, 201 Thomson, 210 Piersall and 224 Bruton FBC.

369 1953 Topps 127 different PSA 6s and 7s 
 - no qualifiers! (VCP 4,410)   ...................... 1000
Great lot of sharp 1953 Topps cards, our consignor has a 
great eye, these are almost invariably superb cards for the 
grade. The issues with PSA have only made these cards more 
desirable, it will be years most likely before cards like this 
can be slabbed again at reasonable price levels, making lots 
like this especially desirable. A hefty portion of one of the 
great Topps sets, we will have an exact inventory on our 
website. Please note the VCP was calculated in June, it may 
have changed since then. By grade, there is one 7.5, for-
ty-four 7s, seven 6.5s and seventy-five 6s. The average grade 
is 6.385. The lot includes a few secondary stars, Dodgers and 
Yankees, it is not a pure common lot. 
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371 1954 Topps  228 different w/some stars   VG-Ex .... 500
Not a bad lot at all, the cards are about 40% Ex, 40% VG-Ex, 
20% VG. A fine foundation for a mid-grade set, this is only 
missing 22 cards for a full set. These better cards come in the 
lot: 3 Irvin, 20 Spahn, 25 Kuenn RC, 35 Gilliam, 36 Wil-
helm, 45 Ashburn, 52 Power RC, 54 Stephens, 55 Cavarretta, 
59 Conley, 63 Pesky, 85 Turley RC, 98 Black, 102 Hodges, 
137 Moon RC and 205 Sain.

372 1954 Topps  209 different w/27 7s    NM ................ 600
The heart and soul of a truly stunning 1954 Topps set, this 
is the finest and largest lot of it’s kind that we have ever 
seen or handled. The collector who assembled these had a 
remarkable eye, and was particularly focused on centering. I 
would almost defy someone to find this many different well 
centered 1954 Topps cards. A fresh and superb group, this 
will be almost impossible to replicate in today’s market. A 
foundation for a world class set, there could well be 8s and 
possibly a 9 in here. There are 27 slabbed cards in the lot, no 
qualifiers, these are the card numbers, all are PSA 7s unless 
noted: 27, 34, 38, 39, 41, 42, 44, 57, 67, 71, 78, 81, 86 (SGC 
7.5), 91 (SGC 8.5), 95, 108 (SGC 7), 113, 115, 134 (SGC 7), 
144, 158 (PSA 7.5), 195, 200, 203 (SGC 7.5), 209, 210 (SGC 
7.5), 223 and 243. These better ungraded cards come in the 
lot as well: 3 Irvin, 5 Lopat, 7 Kluszewski, 14 P Roe, 35 Gil-
liam, 36 Wilhelm, 130 Bauer, 137 Moon RC, 166 Podres, 
183 Combs CO, 187 Manush CO and 205 Sain.

373 1956 Topps  Complete Set Ex ................... 1000
Very solid and consistent mid to better grade 56 set, each 
card is in an individual holder for protection. Loaded with 
value, these are among the most popular of all vintage Topps 
sets. The condition is very nice, about 25-35% of the cards 
are Ex Plus to Ex-Mt and super clean, most of the set is Ex 
or very close to Ex, these are nice cards that were clearly 
carefully collected. We grade the key cards as follows: 1 
Harridge RC VG-Ex/Ex, 5 Williams VG+, 10 Spahn Ex+, 
15 Banks VG-Ex/Ex, 20 Kaline Ex, 30 J Robinson PSA 5, 31 
Aaron  PSA 4, 33 Clemente PSA 5, 79 Koufax PSA 4, 101 
Roy Campanella VG-Ex/Ex, 110 Berra Ex++, 113 Rizzuto 
Ex, 130 Mays PSA 4, 135 Mantle PSA 3 (fairly well centered, 
no visible creases, tough grade), 150 Snider Ex, 166 Dodgers 
TC VG+, 200 Feller Ex, 240 Ford VG-Ex/Ex, 251 Yankees TC 
Ex, 260 Pee Wee Reese Ex++ and 292 Aparicio RC Ex++.64
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374 1959 Topps   Complete Set NM ................ 1500
Very sharp and fine set, this is a great set as it has a world 
of star cards and a high number run. The offered set is from 
an old time collector and has not been picked for grading. 
High grade, raw sets of this quality are extremely hard to 
find in this market. With the right grades on some of these 
cards, the breakdown value could well be tremendous. The 
set is about 50-60% Near Mint, the balance is almost all 
Ex-Mt, it is a very fine set overall with many, many great 
looking Near Mint cards, including stars. The set includes 
a few variations. Please note raw 59 sets almost always have 
very weak examples of the Mantle or Gibson Rookie or both, 
the offered has very strong examples of each, which is very 
unusual. We grade the many key cards as follows: 10 Mantle 
Ex-Mt+, 40.2 Spahn partial 1931 Ex-Mt+, 50 Mays Ex-Mt, 
150 Musial Ex-Mt+, 163 Koufax Ex-Mt, 180 Berra NM, 202 
Maris NM ctd, 350 Banks NM, 380 Aaron NM, 461 Mickey 
Mantle HR Ex-Mt+, 478 Clemente NM, 510 Yankees TC 
NM, 514 Bob Gibson RC Ex-Mt+, 515 Harmon Killebrew 
NM, 543 Trio/Clemente VG+, 550 Campanella NM, 561 
Aaron AS NM, 563 Mays AS NM and 564 Mantle AS Ex-Mt.

375 1960 Bazooka
  Near-Set (24/36) w/Mantle, Mays   ........................ 600
The first small size Bazooka issue, these are not easy to find. 
Offered is a beautifully cut near-set with almost all of the 
HOFers and stars. The cards have great color and a very 
sharp look, the year is written on the back as is typical for 
the issue. Loaded with value, these better cards come in the 
lot: 8 Yogi Berra, 10 Orlando Cepeda, 13 Willie Mays, 18 Al 
Kaline, 19 Warren Spahn, 20 Harmon Killebrew, 21 Jackie 
Jensen, 22 Luis Aparicio, 23 Gil Hodges, 26 Robin Roberts, 
28 Early Wynn, 29 Frank Robinson, 30 Rocky Colavito and 
31 Mickey Mantle.

376 1960 Topps
 483 different w/some stars Ex ..................... 300
Mid-grade lot, the condition is about 60% Ex, the balance 
is almost all VG to VG-Ex and not bad at all. There are no 
ugly cards here, this is a solid foundation for a mid-grade 
set. No high numbers, these better cards come in the lot: 1 
Wynn, 7 Mays/Rigney, 18 Dodgers TC, 28 B. Robinson, 72 
Tigers Team, 132 F Howard RC, 136 Kaat RC, 210 Killebrew, 
295 Hodges, 420 Mathews, 453 Vern Law, 465 Dickey, 475 
Drysdale, 484 Pirates TC, 488 N Cash, 490 F Robinson, 493 
Snider, 494 Orioles TC, 502 Bunning and 505 Kluszewski.

377 1961 Nu-Card Scoops  Complete Set  NM .............. 250
Very popular set of late, this is loaded with HOFers and 
big stars. Sharp set, the Spahn is an SGC 7, this has some 
stray weaker cards. We did not pick anything for grading, 
there could be some gems here. Loaded with value, we grade 
the key cards as follows: 422 Mickey Mantle Ex, 424 Lou 
Gehrig NM, 427 Willie Mays Nm-Mt, 428 Jackie Robinson 
Nm-Mt, 438 Joe DiMaggio NM, 439 Ted Williams NM+, 
443 Ty Cobb Nm-Mt, 447 Babe Ruth 60th Homer NM, 450 
Mickey Mantle VG+, 452 Ted Williams NM, 455 Babe Ruth 
3 Homers NM, 462 Hank Aaron NM and 467 Joe DiMaggio 
VG-Ex/Ex.
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378 1961 Topps        Complete Set NM ................ 1250
Very desirable 1960s Topps set as it is almost bursting with 
stars and a crucial high number run. With no less than 
five Mantle cards, the value here as singles is tremendous. 
Offered is a particularly sharp and fine raw set from an old 
time collector, nothing has been picked for grading. It is so, 
so hard to find sets like this because of slabbing, this is a po-
tential gold mine if one gets the right grades on some cards. 
The set is about 65-70% Near Mint, the balance is almost all 
a high-end Ex-Mt. The high numbers are particularly well 
centered overall and very fine, as nice as you will find in a 
raw set. The many key cards grade as follows: 2 Maris Ex, 35 
Santo RC NM ctd, 44 Mantle/Maris/Colav LL Ex-Mt+, 141 
B. Williams RC NM+, 150 Mays  NM, 287 Yaz NM+, 290 
Musial Ex-Mt+, 300 Mantle Ex-Mt+ (sharp and centered to 
the right, a 7 on the right day), 307 Mantle WS2 Ex++, 344 
Koufax  NM+, 350 Banks Nm-Mt ctd, 388 Clemente Ex-Mt, 
405 Gehrig Streak Ex-Mt+, 406 Mantle 565’ HR NM, 415 
Aaron  NM, 417 Marichal RC SP NM, 425 Berra Ex-Mt+, 
475 Mantle MVP NM, 542 Twins TC NM, 554 Pirates TC 
NM, 575 Banks AS Nm-Mt, 576 Maris AS NM, 577 Aaron 
AS NM, 578 Mantle AS Ex-Mt+, 579 Mays AS Ex-Mt+, 580 
Kaline AS NM, 581 F. Robinson AS Nm-Mt, 586 Ford AS Ex-
Mt+ and 589 Spahn AS Ex-Mt+.

379 1963 Fleer
 Complete Set no checklist Ex-Mt/NM ....... 500
Crisp and sharp set, these cards are so undervalued. There 
are several fine cards here, the set is well centered overall. 
Some of the cards, including the stars, could be excellent 
candidates for slabbing. We grade the key cards are as 
follows: 4 B Robinson NM, 5 Mays VG-Ex/Ex (sharp w/tiny 
crease), 8 Yastrzemski Ex-Mt, 41 Drysdale NM, 42 Koufax 
NM, 43 Wills RC NM, 45 Spahn Ex ctd, 46 Adcock SP Nm-
Mt ctd, 56 Clemente NM, 59 Mazeroski NM ctd, 61 Gibson 
Ex and 64 Cepeda NM.

380 1963 Topps   Complete Set VG ................... 900
Presented in holders, this fills up a small carton. Key 1960s 
Topps set, the condition here varies, about 30-40%+ VG-Ex, 
the balance is mainly GVG or VG with some lesser. Loaded 
with value, this has many key cards and a pricey semi-high 
number run. The Mantle and Rose cards are both centered, 
the set could benefit from some upgrading, the key cards 
grade as follows: 18 Clemente Special Ex, 120 Maris VG, 
138 Mays/Musial VG-Ex/Ex, 173 Best/Mantle GVG ctd, 200 
Mantle VG, 210 Koufax VG-Ex/Ex, 250 Musial VG+, 300 
Mays Good, 340 Berra Good, 380 Banks VG, 390 Aaron VG, 
472 Brock VG+, 473 Mets Team VG-Ex/Ex, 490 McCovey 
VG+, 500 Killebrew SP Ex mc, 537 Rose RC Good, 540 Cle-
mente Good, 550 Snider Ex and 553 Stargell RC VG.

381 1963 Topps  
 PSA 7/8 Lot (68 pcs w/some stars)   ........................ 300
Clean lot has no qualifiers, all are 7s but three cards. With 
some secondary stars (Hodges, Stengel etc), we will have an 
inventory on our website. There are six semi-high numbers 
in the lot.
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382 1964 Topps  Complete Set VG ................... 600
Popular Topps set, dealers love these because of the huge 
break value. The offered set varies in grade above and below 
VG, averaging VG to our eyes but with wide variance. An-
chored by a solid VG Plus Mantle, the cards tend to just have 
corner wear, they are honest lower grade cards. The under-
rated high number run varies in grade quite a bit, with sev-
eral clean cards. We grade the many key cards as follows: 21 
Berra Ex, 29 Brock VG, 50 Mantle VG+, 55 Banks VG, 125 
Rose VG, 150 Mays VG+, 200 Koufax GVG, 210 Yastrzemski 
Good, 225 Maris Good, 230 B Robby GVG, 250 Kaline VG, 
260 F Robby VG+, 287 Conigliaro RC VG, 300 Aaron Poor 
(ph), 306 Mays/Cepeda GVG, 331 Mantle/Maris Et Al Good, 
380 Ford VG+, 400 Spahn Ex, 423 Aaron/Mays Fair, 433 
Yanks TC VG, 440 Clemente GVG, 460 Gibson GVG, 468 G 
Perry VG+, 540 Aparicio NM oc, 541 Niekro RC , 543 Ueck-
er , 550 Ken Hubbs Ex oc and 570 Mazeroski Ex.

384 1965 Topps   Complete Set Ex ................... 1000
Not a bad set at all, the condition looks to be 60-70% Ex 
or better, the balance from VG to VG-Ex. Popular set, the 
cards tend to have bright color, fine images and clean white 
borders. Loaded with stars and better cards, we grade the 
rather nice run of key cards as follows: 3 Kill/Mantle Ex, 
16 Morgan RC Ex, 134 Mantle WS Ex, 155 Maris Ex, 160 
Clemente Ex, 170 Aaron VG+, 207 Rose Ex, 250 Mays VG+, 
300 Koufax Ex++, 320 Gibson VG+, 350 Mantle VG-Ex/Ex, 
385 Yastrzemski Ex, 400 Killebrew VG-Ex/Ex, 461 Carroll/
Niekro Ex+, 470 Berra VG-Ex/Ex, 477 Carlton RC Ex++, 
510 Banks Ex, 526 Hunter RC  Ex+, 540 Brock Ex++ and 581 
Perez RC Ex-Mt.

383 1964 Topps   Complete Set NM ................ 1200
Desirable 1960s Topps set, this one is beloved by dealers as 
it has a great breakdown value and an undervalued high 
number run. Offered is a fresh and sharp ungraded set from 
an old timer, something you hardly ever see anymore. The 
condition is a very fine Near Mint overall, perhaps 70-80% 
Near Mint or better, the breakdown value could be huge 
here with the right grades on some cards. A great opportu-
nity to own a sharp and fresh 1960s Topps set, we grade the 
many key cards as follows: 21 Berra NM, 29 Brock NM, 50 
Mantle Ex-Mt+ well ctd, 55 Banks Ex-Mt+, 103 Curt Flood 
NM, 125 Rose Ex+ ctd, 150 Mays NM, 200 Koufax Nm-Mt, 
210 Yastrzemski Ex-Mt+, 225 Maris Ex-Mt, 230 B Robby 
NM, 250 Kaline NM, 260 F Robby Ex-Mt+ well ctd, 287 
Conigliaro RC Nm-Mt, 300 Aaron Ex, 306 Mays/Cepeda 
Ex, 331 Mantle/Maris Et Al Ex-Mt+, 342 Stargell Nm-Mt, 
380 Ford Ex++ ctd, 400 Spahn NM, 423 Aaron/Mays Ex+ 
ctd, 433 Yanks TC Ex-Mt, 440 Clemente Ex-Mt, 460 Gibson 
Ex-Mt, 540 Aparicio NM, 541 Niekro RC NM, 543 Uecker 
Ex-Mt+ well ctd, 550 Ken Hubbs Nm-Mt and 570 Mazeroski 
Nm-Mt. Great set.
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385 1965 Topps       Complete Set NM ................ 1500
Popular set with a classic design, this has many stars and 
tougher single-prints, especially in the high number run. 
Sharp and clean set, the condition is about 70% Near Mint, 
the balance is almost all a fine Ex-Mt or better. Collected 
with care by an old time collector, the cards are really nice, 
nothing has been picked for grading. Sets of this quality 
are so hard to find due to slabbing. We grade the key cards 
as follows: 3 Kill/Mantle NM+, 16 Morgan RC NM ctd, 134 
Mantle WS NM, 155 Maris NM, 160 Clemente NM, 170 Aar-
on NM, 207 Rose Nm-Mt, 250 Mays Ex-Mt+, 300 Koufax Ex-
Mt, 320 Gibson Ex-Mt+, 350 Mantle Ex-Mt, 385 Yastrzemski 
Ex-Mt, 400 Killebrew Ex, 461 Carroll/Niekro NM, 470 Berra 
VG-Ex/Ex, 477 Carlton RC NM, 510 Banks NM, 526 Hunter 
RC  Nm-Mt, 533 McGraw/Swoboda Nm-Mt, 540 Brock NM 
and 581 Perez RC Ex-Mt+. Overall, this is a truly superior 
and sharp 1965 Topps set that looks terrific.

387 1966 Topps      Complete Set NM ................ 1500
Tough set to find complete due to the very difficult high 
numbers, sharp sets are always very popular at auction. 
From an old time collector, this is a fresh and sharp set. The 
condition looks to be about 70% Near Mint, the balance is 
almost all a strong Ex-Mt or Ex-Mt Plus. Nothing has been 
picked for grading, the set has many very fine cards and also 
many variations. The high number run is outstanding, espe-
cially for a raw set, this is an impressive 66 set. We grade the 
many key cards as follows: 1 Mays NM ctd, 30 Rose Nm-Mt, 
50 Mantle Ex-Mt, 100 Koufax Ex, 126 Palmer RC  Ex-Mt+, 
215 Clemente/Aaron Mays Ex-Mt+, 254 Jenkins RC Ex, 288 
Sutton RC NM ctd, 300 Clemente Ex-Mt, 365 Maris Nm-Mt, 
390 B. Robinson NM, 500 Aaron Ex-Mt+, 526 Twins Team 
Nm-Mt+ (superb), 530 Roberts Nm-Mt, 540 McLain NM, 
544 Cardinals RC SP Ex-Mt+, 547 Clarke SP Ex-Mt+ ctd, 
550 McCovey SP NM, 561 Coleman SP NM+, 580 Williams 
SP Nm-Mt+ (superb), 583 Tigers Team Ex-Mt and 598 Perry 
NM+ really nice.
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386 1966 Topps  Complete Set VG to VG-Ex ... 600
Collector grade example of this difficult set, anchored by 
a tough high number run. Each card is in a soft sleeve, the 
condition is not bad at all overall, 30-40+% VG-Ex, the 
balance is almost all GVG or VG. The set could benefit from 
some basic upgrading but presents perfectly well as offered 
for the grade. The high numbers are GVG to VG Plus over-
all. Anchored by a pretty nice Mantle, we grade the key cards 
as follows: 1 Mays Good, 30 Rose GVG, 50 Mantle VG+, 100 
Koufax GVG, 126 Palmer RC  GVG, 215 Clemente/Aaron 
Mays VG, 254 Jenkins RC GVG, 288 Sutton RC VG, 300 
Clemente GVG/VG, 365 Maris VG, 390 B. Robinson GVG, 
500 Aaron Good, 526 Twins Team GVG, 530 Roberts VG, 
540 McLain GVG, 544 Cardinals SP GVG, 550 McCovey SP 
VG, 561 Coleman SP VG, 580 Williams SP VG+, 583 Tigers 
Team Poor (tape), 591 Jackson RC SP Fair and 598 Perry 
VG+.

388 1967 Topps Red Sox Stickers 
 Lot of 23 different PSA Slabbed Cards .................... 120
Crisp looking lot on the front, we cannot follow how PSA 
grades these popular stickers. These look Ex-Mt overall to 
us but PSA clearly has a very different opinion. A near set, 
the grades range from 3 to 6, an exact listing will be on our 
website

389 1968 Topps  Very Near Set (572 different)  NM ...... 500
From a collector with a really sharp eye, these are really nice 
cards. We did not go through these for slabbing, there could 
well be some buried treasure. So close to a Near Mint 1968 
set, the condition looks to be 80% Near Mint, the balance is 
almost all Ex-Mt. The lot includes several HOFers (Banks, 
Brock, Kaline, Yaz etc on down) and most of the secondary 
stars and specials from the set.

390 1969 Topps  Very Near-Set (644 different 
 w/many secondary stars) Ex-Mt/NM ....... 400
Crisp and clean overall lot, this is extremely close to a full 
set. The cards are about half Near Mint or better, the balance 
mainly Ex-Mt, with some upgrades for centering that can 
done. These are very crisp and clean cards overall. This lot is 
perfect for someone who want to complete a nice set, some-
one who needs major upgrading and also for a dealer. These 
better cards come in the lot: 1 Yaz/Carter/Oliva, 85 Brock, 
99.1 Nettles RC, 130 Yaz, 151.2 Dalrymple Catching, 164 
McCarver/Maris, 200 Gibson, 250 F. Robinson, 295 Perez, 
400 Drysdale, 424 Rose, 516 Weaver RC MG, 539 Williams/
Epstein, 545 Stargell, 572 Marichal/McCovey, 573 Palmer 
and 640 Jenkins.

391 1970 Transogram
 Mays/Rose/Cleon Jones Full Box   ........................ 100
Great collectible, this is a tight and super fresh box. With 
the toys, the cellophane is perfectly tight, this shows hardly 
any wear. Very fine.

393 1971 Topps Supers
       Unopened 10 Cent Box ................. 50
Great looking display box, this has great 
color. Tight with all flaps, it would be 
difficult to find a more attractive exam-
ple.



392 1971 Topps   Complete Set Ex ..................... 600
Solid mid to better grade 1971 set, there are many, many 
very black and crisp cards here. The condition varies mildly, 
many of the key cards are a half a grade below the rest of the 
set but still nice. The high number run is solid overall, the 
condition is almost all VG-Ex to Ex Plus here. We grade the 
many key cards as follows: 5 Munson Ex, 20 Jackson NM, 
100 Rose VG-Ex/Ex, 160 Seaver Ex, 250 Bench Ex-Mt+, 341 
Garvey RC Ex-Mt+, 400 Aaron Ex, 513 Ryan VG-Ex/Ex, 525 
Banks VG-Ex/Ex, 530 Yaz Ex, 570 Palmer Ex+, 600 Mays 
VG-Ex/Ex, 625 Brock Ex, 630 Clemente VG-Ex/Ex, 640 F 
Robinson Ex, 650 Allen SP Ex, 688 Anderson Ex++, 709 
Baylor/Baker RC Ex+ and 740 Aparicio VG-Ex/Ex.

394 1972 Topps   Complete Set Ex-Mt .............. 700
Huge 1970s Topps set, these are loaded with stars and 
popular cards. The condition is a very solid Ex-Mt overall 
with slight variance in both directions. The high number 
run is strong and about Near Mint overall with many fine 
cards. We grade the key cards as follows: 49 Mays Ex-Mt, 
79 Fisk RC Ex-Mt, 299 Aaron Ex-Mt+, 309 Clemente  NM+, 
310 Clem IA Ex-Mt+, 433 Bench Ex-Mt, 435 Jackson Ex-Mt 
oc, 445 Seaver Ex-Mt+, 550 B Robby NM, 559 Rose NM, 
560 Rose IA Ex-Mt, 595 Ryan Ex-Mt, 686 Garvey NM, 695 
Carew NM, 696 Carew IA NM, 751 Carlton Tr Ex-Mt+, 752 
Morgan Tr Ex-Mt, 754 F Robby Tr Ex-Mt and 761 Cey/Ogil-
vie RC Ex+.

395 1975 Topps
 Complete Set w/Brett PSA 7 NM .................. 250
Colorful and sharp example of this super popular set, the 
condition looks to be about 65-70% Near Mint, the balance 
is almost all Ex-Mt or very close to Ex-Mt. Fresh and fine, 
this came from an old time collector and only three cards 
were pulled for slabbing. We grade the key cards as follows: 
1 Aaron HL PSA 6, 5 Ryan HL Ex-Mt+ ctd, 61 Winfield NM, 
70 Schmidt Ex-Mt, 223 Yount RC PSA 5 (sharp card, very 
tough grade), 228 Brett RC PSA 7, 260 Bench Ex-Mt, 300 
Jackson NM, 320 Rose NM, 500 Ryan Ex-Mt, 616 Rice RC 
Ex-Mt, 620 Carter RC Ex-Mt+ and 660 Aaron Ex-Mt.

396 1980 Topps 482 Rickey Henderson RC 
 (lot of 10)                            Strong Ex-Mt/NM ............ 300
Bright and clean, these are generally well centered, crisp 
and clean. It is not easy to find ten of these in one lot.

397 1981 Topps  Cello Box minus two packs .............. 130
Desirable issue, this box has 22/24 packs. HOFers Gossage 
and Molitor appear on the front of two packs, they are all 
tight and clean.

398 1983 Topps  Wax Box   ........................ 200
Key 1980s baseball set is notable for three HOF Rookie 
Cards. Tight and clean box, the packs look great, this is a 
fresh box.
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399 1986-2010 Topps Full Factory Sealed Set Run ........ 200
Terrific run, grading has made these all but disappear in 
today’s market. Loaded with value, this will instantly fill a 
major run of baseball card sets in one fell swoop!

400 1991 Ultra  Wax Case (20 boxes)  ........................ 100
Factory sealed case of 20 wax boxes, 10s anyone?

401 1993 Topps  Near-Vending Case (22/24 boxes)
     Nm-Mt ............... 60
Series two case, from a very good source, these have not 
been searched.

Pete Rose Insert Cards

402 2008 Diamond Cuts Linked In History
     Joe Jackson - Pete Rose Dual Signed Relic Card ............ 50
Very cool card, this is signed by Joe Jackson’s wife and 
Pete Rose.

403  Lot of 85 Pete Rose Autographed Cards ................. 200
Offered is a lot of 85 autographed cards signed by the ‘Hit 
King’ Pete Rose. The lot includes many different SP and SSP 
cards 1/1, /5, /10, /50 etc with a variety of unique inscrip-
tions. Card brands include Panini, Leaf, Upper Deck, 
Razor etc.’

404  Pete Rose Assorted Card Collection ....................... 100
Offered is a lot of over 900 Pete Rose assorted cards. The 
highlights of the lot include 30 auto, 10 relic and SP cards 
from a variety of brands including Leaf, Donruss, Pinnacle 
and Upper Deck etc. Various SP cards /10, /25, /50, etc are 
scattered throughout the lot. The majority of the lot consists 
of unofficial patch and art cards produced by several exter-
nal artists and companies. 

405    Lot of 5 Pete Rose 1/1 Signed Cards ........................ 75
Produced by Leaf and Panini, these are all true 1/1 Pete Rose 
cards, each is signed.

406   Lot of 10 Pete Rose 1/1 Signed Cards ..................... 150
Fun lot of Pete Rose 1/1s, these are from various manufac-
turers and look great. We will have front and back scans of 
all of the cards on our website.

407  Lot of 4 Pete Rose 1/1 Production Proof Cards ........ 50
Produced by Leaf, these are all 1/1s in different colors, 
they are all slabbed.

408   Lot of 5 Pete Rose 1/1 Signed Cards ......................... 75
Produced by Donruss and Leaf, these are all true 1/1 
Pete Rose cards, each is signed.
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409 1957 Topps 17 Bob Cousy RC PSA 3.5 ............ 500
Hot card of a beloved Celtic HOFer and broadcaster, this is 
a key NBA HOF Rookie Card. Offered is a really nice mid-
grade example, the centering is good, the image is strong, 
the borders are clean. The corners show mild and consistent 
wear, one tiny wrinkle by a bottom corner on the back keeps 
this at a conservative 3.5.

410 1957 Topps 19 Heinsohn RC PSA 4 ................. 75
Beautifully centered with no creases or wrinkles, this is an 
awfully nice 4. Key HOFer and popular broadcaster, good 
card.

411 1961 Fleer 38 Bill Russell PSA 5 ............... 150
Great looking Bill Russell card, only his second. An ideal 
5, this has quality centering and outstanding color. Bright 
and very clean, the borders are white, very mild corner wear 
keeps this at a very solid 5.

412 1961 Fleer 38 Oscar Robertson RC  PSA 4 ........ 200
Beautifully centered Rookie Card of an amazing player, 
this is awfully nice for the grade. Much more like a 5 than a 
4, this has mild and consistent corner wear, clean surfaces 
and great color. We cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even 
under magnification.

413 1961 Fleer 43 Jerry West RC PSA 4 ............... 500
One of the most vital NBA Rookie Cards, Jerry West is Mr. 
Logo! Ideal 4, this is well centered with no visible creases or 
wrinkles, even under magnification. The card retains bright 
color and clean white borders, the corner wear is moderate 
and consistent. Conservatively graded, this will match up 
favorably to most 5s.

414 1961 Fleer 43 Jerry West RC PSA 5 ............... 800
Mr. NBA himself, this is of course a most vital Rookie Card! 
Sharp 5, this has four strong corners, an excellent image 
and rich color. Centered to the right border, there is slight 
tinting from moisture at the upper left corner. The back is 
clean and fine.

416 1970 Topps 100 Robertson PSA 7 ................. 75
Well centered and sharp 7, this is very high-end for the 
grade.

417 1970 Topps 123 Maravich RC PSA 7.5 ............ 200
Very solid card, this has terrific color and a perfect image. 
The borders are white, the corners come to solid points. 
Well centered overall, this will fit nicely in your high grade 
set or NBA HOF Rookie Card run.
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415 1969 Topps 
 Near-Set (89 different) w/many stars  Ex+ ............... 350
Super hot issue, the market has finally come around to 
these fun and very attractive cards. The core of a set, this is 
missing some major stars. These cards are a crisp and clean 
Ex Plus overall with mild variance, mainly due to typical 
centering issues. A simple project to complete if desired, 
these many better cards come in the lot: 2 Goodrich RC 
Ex+, 10 Thurmond RC VG-Ex/Ex, 15 Hawkins RC Ex-Mt, 
40 Cunningham RC Ex-Mt oc, 43 Bradley RC NM oc, 44 
Wilkens Ex-Mt+, 45 Lucas RC Ex-Mt, 55 Bing RC NM oc, 56 
Unseld RC Ex-Mt, 60 Reed RC Ex-Mt, 75 Hayes RC VG+, 78 
Love RC Ex+, 82 Nelson RC Ex-Mt and 85 DeBusschere RC 
Ex-Mt.

418 1970 Topps  Complete Set Ex-Mt/NM ....... 400
Very desirable and hot basketball set of late, these have real-
ly dried up in recent years. Offered is a colorful, sharp and 
clean set that was part of a truly historic hobby collection. 
Obtained decades ago, we sent just three cards into PSA 
for slabbing. Very well centered and clean overall, the cards 
look to be roughly half Near Mint, half Ex-Mt, with some 
stray weaker cards (there could be more with tiny technical 
defects as always with oversize cards). A great value set, we 
grade the key cards as follows: 1 Alcindor LL Ex o/c, 2 West 
LL SP VG-Ex/Ex, 7 Bradley NM, 10 Havlicek SP Ex-Mt, 13 
Riley RC Ex, 50 Chamberlain PSA 4, 65 Baylor Ex-Mt, 75 
Alcindor PSA 6.5, 80 Wilkens SP Ex-Mt, 86 Nelson SP Ex-
Mt+, 100 Robertson Ex++, 107 West AS Ex-Mt, 112 Havlicek 
AS NM, 120 Frazier Ex-Mt, 123 Maravich RC PSA 6, 137 
Murphy RC NM, 148 Sloan RC Ex-Mt+ and 160 J West NM.

419 1970 Topps    Complete Set Ex-Mt/NM ....... 400
Fine set, these have naturally been very hot in recent years. 
Fresh, unpicked set, the cards have vibrant color and look 
great. The condition is about half Near Mint, maybe 60%, 
the balance is almost all a strong Ex-Mt. Centering is not 
bad at all, this is a very solid set. We grade the key cards as 
follows: 1 Alcindor LL Ex-Mt, 2 West LL SP Ex, 5 Alcindor 
LL NM, 7 Bradley Ex-Mt+, 10 Havlicek SP Ex-Mt, 13 Riley 
RC Ex++, 24 Checklist Ex-Mt+, 50 Chamberlain NM, 65 
Baylor NM, 75 Alcindor Ex-Mt, 80 Wilkens SP NM, 86 Nel-
son SP NM, 100 Robertson Ex-Mt+, 101 Checklist NM, 107 
West AS Ex-Mt, 112 Havlicek AS Nm-Mt, 120 Frazier NM, 
123 Maravich RC Ex-Mt+, 137 Murphy RC NM, 148 Sloan 
RC NM and 160 J West Nm-Mt.

431 1971 Topps Complete Set Ex-Mt .............. 300
Super popular set, this is the first standard card size issue 
of the era and has a very desirable run of ABA players. 
The offered set is about 30% Near Mint, 40% or so Ex-Mt, 
the balance varies. The cards tend to have bright color 
and display very well. We grade the key cards as follows: 1 
Robertson VG, 29 Archibald Ex-Mt cut short, 47 Cowens 
RC Ex++, 50 West Ex-Mt+, 55 Maravich NM, 63 Lanier RC 
Ex-Mt+, 70 Chamberlain VG-Ex/Ex, 100 Alcindor Ex-Mt+ 
well ctd, 142 Chamberlain Ex-Mt, 170 Barry RC Ex-Mt ctd, 
199 Melchionni RC NM and 200 Issel RC Ex-Mt.
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1971 Topps

421  47 Cowens RC PSA 8 ................. 50
Popular Celtic HOFer, this super sharp 8 is well centered 
with four superb corners.

422  55 Maravich PSA 8 ................. 90
Popular card, this has great color and four super sharp 
corners. Slight centering to the right border kept Pistol 
Pete out of contention for a 9, this is a seriously sharp card.

423  100 Alcindor PSA 7 ............... 175
A key to the set, these often have condition issues. Offered 
is a very sharp and colorful 7, slight centering to the right 
border keeps this from grading higher.

427  133 Alcindor PSA 8 ................. 35
Tougher 8, this is reasonably well centered with four very 
sharp corners.

428  142 Chamberlain PSA 8 ................. 70
Scarce in this quality, these usually have major centering 
issues. Razor sharp, this is a very fine 8.

420  25 Hairston PSA 8 ................. 10
424  107 DeBusschere PSA 8 ................. 15
425  110 Hudson PSA 8 ................. 15
426  121 Goodrich PSA 8 ................. 15
429  143 West LL PSA 8 ................. 20

430 Near-Set w/PSA 8s (212/233)   ........................ 175
Very popular basketball set, these are super sharp cards 
that were obtained decades ago. We sent many into PSA 
and received what we felt were some ruthless grades. There 
are 17 PSA cards in the lot, all 8s unless noted, as follows: 
3 (6.5), 19 Van Lier, 41, 42, 46 (7.5), 49 (6.5), 73, 83, 95 
Unseld (6), 103 (8.5), 112, 127, 148, 177 (7.5), 188, 202 (7) 
and 213 Mount RC (7). Missing only 21 cards, these cards 
also come in the lot (a few came back min. size requirement 
from PSA): 30 Reed, 35 Havlicek, 50 West, 65 Frazier, 79 
Cunningham, 80 Wilkens, 120 Hayes, 137 Robertson LL, 
138 Havlicek LL, 140 Chamberlain, 144 NBA Checklist, 147 
ABA LL, 149 ABA LL, 152 Brown RC, 170 Barry RC, 199 
Melchionni RC and 224 Dampier RC. The ungraded cards 
are all double-wrapped in top loaders for protection, they 
are super sharp and clean overall. Centering is an issue as 
always, of the ungraded cards, approximately 70-75% appear 
to be well centered. A key basketball set with the fun ABA 
cards, this super sharp and fresh lot is loaded with value.

1972 Topps

432  1 Chamberlain PSA 7 ............... 125
Super sharp card, centering to the right border keeps this 
at a 7.

433  5 Pete Maravich PSA 8 ................. 75
Super sharp card, this is much better centered than usually 
found. The card has perfect color, four Mint corners and is 
quite clean.

434  5 Pete Maravich PSA 9 ............... 100
Mint 9 card of the legendary Pistol Pete, this one usually 
has major centering issues. Razor sharp and pristine, these 
1970s basketball cards are such fun and so desirable of late.

435  8 Smith PSA 8 ................. 50
Tough 8, this is extremely well centered with four sharp 
corners.

436  25 Robertson PSA 8 ................. 60
Very sharp and fresh card, slight centering to the left border 
keeps this at an 8.

437  55 Silas PSA 9 ................. 10
438  62  PSA 9 ................. 20
439  73 Monroe PSA 8 ................. 25

440  100 Abdul-Jabbar PSA 8 ............... 200
A key to the set, this is usually found with major centering 
issues. A superb 8, a real gem, this has terrific centering, 
four super sharp corners, perfect white borders and great 
color. This is his first card as Kareem Abdul Jabbar.74
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1972 Topps

441  112 Russell PSA 9 ................. 10
442  115 Archibald PSA 8 ................. 15
443  129 Reed PSA 8 ................. 20
444  161 Havlicek AS PSA 8 ................. 15
446  166 Love AS PSA 8 ................. 15
452  245 ABA Championship Game 5  PSA 7 ......... 25

445  164 West AS PSA 9 ............... 100
Immaculate Mint 9, this has great centering and four razor 
sharp corners, who wants to upgrade their set?

447  168 Chamberlain AS PSA 8 ................. 90
Remarkably well centered, this has four very sharp corners 
and is a terrific 8.

448  180 Gilmore RC PSA 7 ................. 60
Well centered with four square corners, this is a very 
high-end 7.

449  195 Erving RC PSA 6 ............... 300
Classic HOF Rookie Card, this is a really nice 6. Well cen-
tered with no print marks, the color and image are superb. 
The corners come to solid points, this is an awfully nice card 
for the grade.

450  204 Ligon PSA 8 ................. 35
Tougher 8, this is well centered with four sharp corners.

451  243 McGinnis   PSA 9 ................. 90
Another desirable 9, these usually have major centering 
issues. Who wants to upgrade their set?

453  255 Erving AS PSA 8 ............... 130
Colorful card with a great image, this has four super sharp 
corners. The card is perfectly clean, slight centering to the 
left border kept this out of contention for a 9.

454  263 Rebound LL w/Erving  PSA 8 .................... 75
Fine 8, this is well centered with four sharp corners.

455 1973 Topps   Very Near-Set (255/264)
 w/some PSA 8 commons      NM to Nm-Mt ............. 125

456 1974 Topps 176  West PSA 8 ................. 35
His last card, this is centered slightly to the top border 
with four super sharp corners.

457 1974 Topps 226  Nets TL PSA 8 ................. 15

458 1974 Topps 250 Chamberlain PSA 8 ............... 120
Wilt’s last card as well, this is well centered with four 
very sharp corners and a perfect image.

459 1977 Sportscaster  Larry Bird RC PSA 5 ............... 100
So undervalued, this is just a super cool card of Larry Leg-
end playing at Indiana. Scarce, PSA was a bit harsh with the 
5 grade in our opinion. This is a great card to put in a closet 
for a few years and see what happens with the market.

460 1979 Sportscaster
  Magic Johnson RC SGC 6 .............. 130
So undervalued, this just a great card of the legendary Mag-
ic Johnson as a College player at Michigan State. The large 
format provides for a great image. Slight wear keeps this 
at a solid 6, this is a fine looking card.
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Basketball Cards

463 1980 Topps Bird Magic Rookie Card PSA 7 ....... 500
Vital card, these are in amazing demand of late. Offered is 
a superb 7, this has outstanding centering and four razor 
sharp corners. This has the stray black print mark at the 
lower right corner.

469 1986 Fleer 57 Michael Jordan RC
                                    SGC 5 (centered) ............. 1200
The ultimate card to many contemporary collectors, this is 
an ideal card for the grade. The offered Jordan Rookie has 
perfect centering, rich color and vibrant red borders. The 
corners show light and consistent wear, the back is perfectly 
clean. This is an ideal way to pick up one of these without 
breaking the bank!

471 1986 Fleer Unopened Wax Pack
  w/Ewing Sticker on Back   PSA 7 .... 1000
Quality pack from this legendary basketball set, these are 
always desirable. The packs may be underpriced these days 
given what Jordan 9 and 10s bring, we can tell you that this 
pack has a Patrick Ewing sticker on the back, which may be 
unusual. This is PSA slabbed Near Mint 7.
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461 1980 Topps Bird/Cartwright/Drew PSA 9 ......... 75
Mint Larry Bird Rookie Card, this has excellent centering 
and four dead Mint corners.

462 1980 Topps   Bird/Brewer/Brown PSA 9 ....... 120
Mint Larry Bird Rookie, this has four Mint corners and 
outstanding centering.

464 1981 Topps 4 Larry Bird PSA 9 ....... 100
Mint Larry Legend card, his first by himself. Fine image, 
these usually have terrible centering issues. Razor sharp, 
this has terrific centering.

465 1981 Topps 21 Magic Johnson PSA 9 ......... 50
Mint 9 Magic card, his first by himself. Often found with 
centering issues, this looks great.

466 1981 Topps 106 Jabbar West PSA 9 ......... 50
Well centered with four perfect corners, solid 9.

467 1981 Topps 109 Magic Johnson West PSA 9 ....... 100
Tougher 9, this has a great image. Perfectly centered with 
four Mint corners, this is pristine.

468 1986 Fleer 7 Barkley RC PSA 6 ......... 30
Well centered and very sharp, we thought this was an 8. 
There must be a minute flaw somewhere as there are no 
chips in the borders and the card looks super sharp.

470 1986 Fleer 82 Olajuwon RC PSA 8 ......... 50
Vital NBA HOFer, this is freshly graded. Sharp and well 
centered, this is a fine 8.

472 1986 Fleer Stickers 8 Michael Jordan PSA 8 ....... 150
Rock-solid 8, this is well centered with four super sharp 
corners. The borders are perfectly white, this looks like a 
super high-end 8 to our eyes.

473 1987 Fleer 59 Michael Jordan PSA 7 ....... 100 
   
474 1987 Fleer 59 Michael Jordan PSA 8 ....... 150
Ideal Jordan second-ear 8, this has solid centering and 
four very sharp corners. Freshly graded, the color and 
image quality are perfect.

475 1987 Fleer Stickers 2 Michael Jordan PSA 7 ......... 30
Sharp and very colorful card, centering to the right 
border keeps this at a 7.

476 1988 Fleer 17 Michael Jordan PSA 8 ......... 60

477 1988 Fleer 43 Dennis Rodman RC PSA 9 ......... 45
Fun Rookie Card of the ever charismatic Rodman, this 
has perfect centering and corners.

478 1992 Stadium Club Beam Team
 1 Michael Jordan PSA 8 ....... 100
Very fun and popular Jordan card, this has great color and 
four very sharp corners.

479 1992 Stadium Club Beam Team
 21 Shaquille O’Neal PSA 9 ......... 50
Fun and very popular early Shaq card, it is always nice to 
find these in PSA 9 holders.

480 1992 Topps Gold  141  Michael Jordan PSA 10 ....... 50
Neat Jordan card from a popular set, it always nice to find 
these in Gem Mint 10 holders.

481 1992 Topps Gold  362  Shaq RC PSA 9 ......... 75
Affordable Shaq Rookie from a better set, it is always nice to 
find these in PSA 9 holders.

482 1996 Collectors Choice
 278 Ray Allen RC PSA 10 ....... 30

483 1996 Topps 138 Kobe Bryant RC 
                                 Beckett 9.5 .......... 300
Gem Mint Kobe Rookie, this is a vital modern basketball 
card, the condition is immaculate.

484 1996 Topps 171 Iverson RC PSA 9 ......... 30
485 1998 Flair Showcase 25 Vince Carter Row 1  PSA 9 . 45
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486 1998 Fleer Ultra Star Power Supreme Die-Cut
    Complete Set on Uncut Sheet (2 sets, 40 total cards) 
      w/Kobe Bryant and Tim Duncan Rookies  ................. 100
Fun 1990s basketball item, this is on plastic stock in one 
sheet and looks great. The star power includes a Kobe Bry-
ant RC, Tim Duncan RC, Michael Jordan, Shaq, Iverson and 
Olajuwon. There are two each of these cards.

487 1998 SP Authentic 27 Vince Carter PSA 10 ....... 45
488 1998 Topps Chrome 135 Paul Pierce RC  PSA 9 ...... 35
489 1998 Topps Chrome 199 Vince Carter RC PSA 9 ..... 35
490 1998 Topps Chrome 199 Vince Carter RC PSA 9 ..... 35

491 2003 Bowman 149
   Dwayne Wade Autographed Card     Beckett 8.5/10 ..... 100
Desirable signed Rookie Card of the great Dwayne Wade, 
Beckett graded the card itself an 8.5 and the autograph a 10. 
Good card.

492 2003 Topps Gold  36   Kobe Bryant PSA 7 ....... 750
Very desirable Kobe Rookie, the grade here is awfully con-
servative. Strikingly clean, we hardly see any wear, even un-
der magnification. This might be a good card to review with 
PSA in the future, it looks much more like an 8 than a 7.

493 2003 Upper Deck Sweet Shot
 91 LeBron James RC                     Beckett 8.5........ 150
Fine looking LeBron Rookie, he is just so young and thin 
in this photo! Limited edition card (764/799), this is super 
sharp and clean. Beckett slabbed this an 8.5 Nm-Mt Plus.

494 2006 McDonalds    Complete Set w/Durant RC
  - All PSA 10s (24 cards)  ................. 250
Neat item, every card is graded a PSA 10!

495 2006 Topps Triple Threads
 43 Dwyane Mwade Relic Auto 1/1 PSA 7 ....... 100
Desirable 1/1 card of the beloved Wade, this is a printer’s 
press cyan. Wade signed this in bold blue ink.

496 2006 Upper Deck Dual Fabric Reflections Gold
  Nowitzki/Wallace PSA 7 ......... 10

497 2007 Topps Triple Threads
 Magic Johnson/Shaq/K. Malone 1/1 PSA 9 ....... 100
Fun triple relic card of these vital HOFers, the card is a yel-
low printer’s plate 1/1. Fun card celebrates the NBA’s 
50th anniversary, very nice.

498 2018 Panini Prizm 280  Luka Doncic RC  PSA 9.... 100
Cool card of this incredible talent, the card deserves its 
Mint 9 grade.

499 2019 Panini Prizm Fast Break Prizm-Blue 
 88 Michael Porter RC PSA 9 ....... 120
Mint 9 card of this star player, the card looks great.

500 2019 Panini Select
 199 Zion Williamson Red Wave PSA 10 ..... 150
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Basketball & Boxing
Basketball Autographs & Memorabilia

501  Photo  1959-60 Boston Celtics 
 with vintage Russell (11 sigs) 9 ....................... 200
Gorgeous piece, this is a superb 1959-60 Celtic yearbook or 
magazine page. Remarkably, this has eleven superb peri-
od blue ballpoint ink signatures. A Championship team, 
the autographs include HOFers Russell, Cousy, Heinsohn, 
Sharman, both Jones and Auerbach, Vintage signed basket-
ball items of this quality hardly ever come to market and are 
revered by collectors. Superb. PSA DNA (full).

502 Album Page Huge 1970s-1980s Autograph Lot
  (1,500 sigs!)   9 ....................... 100
Offered is a massive single owner collection of album 
pages. Featuring players predominately from the 1970s-80s, 
the highlights include Erving, West, Robertson, Barkley, 
O’Brien, Auerbach, Wilkens, KC Jones, Parish, Fitzsim-
mons, Dawkinsn Nelson, Schayes, Havlicek, Phil Jackson, 
Monroe, Bradley, McHale, Heinsohn, Holzman and D. 
Wilkins. Please note many of these are desirable signatures 
from the 1970s that were signed as active players, most 
pages are signed on both sides and include handwritten 
collector notations and player identifiers, mostly basketball 
with 30-40% football, hockey, and other signers. The count 
is approximate, the lot will have some secretarial signatures 
given the size. It is very unusual to find this large a quantity 
of basketball autographs.

503    Check   Chamberlain, Wilt 9 ....................... 400
Clean Wilt Chamberlain personal check, this is signed in 
solid black ballpoint ink. PSA slabbed Authentic, this is 
dated November 3, 1998 and payable to a Mike Weaver for 
$2,000. Chamberlain checks are scarce and desirable.

504  2003  LeBron James 
 First Game Ticket!  VG-Ex ................. 100
Extremely desirable ticket, these can sell for 
$1,000. A true piece of NBA history, this was 
the first game for then 18-year old LeBron 
James, arguably the finest player in NBA his-
tory. This full ticket retains great color, there 
is one very fine crease that does not crack the 
paper. This game took place on October 7th, 
2003, Cavs won the game 100-96.

Boxing Cards & Autographs

505 1890 John L. Sullivan Cabinet Card ......................... 60
Offered is a fine looking 4.25 x 6.5 true cabinet card of the 
legendary John L. Sullivan. The back is blank, we have not 
seen this one before. There is some stray surface wear, this 
has a mid-grade appearance.
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Boxing
Boxing Cards & Autographs

506 1911 T9 Turkey Red  Complete Set  ...................... 1000
Such a great set, these are such wonderful and striking-
ly attractive cards. Not rare but very condition sensitive, 
these are so undervalued in reasonable condition in today’s 
market. We sent two cards into PSA: Johnny Coulon (3.5) 
and Jack Johnson (2.5). The set is a very consistent GVG to 
VG Plus overall, the backs are clean. Only three cards of the 
twenty-five in the set could be upgraded, including Attell. 
Who wants to own a simply beautiful set that is literally 
bargain priced right now by the card market for no logical 
reason? Please note this is almost a must-have if you are 
lucky enough to the have the T3 baseball set as this will 
fill in 25 cards on the checklist!

507 1951 Ringside 49 Bob Murphy SP   PSA 5 .......... 100
The toughest card in this fun and widely collected set, these 
are always desirable. Offered is an uncommonly well cen-
tered 5. The corners show only slight wear, this looks much 
more like a 6 than a 5, solid card.

508 1951 Ringside 32 Rocky Marciano RC  PSA 5.5 ..... 100
Fun card, the key to the set, these have been appreciating 
rapidly in price in recent years. Bright and clean, this is cen-
tered slightly to the right border. The corners show only very 
slight wear, the borders are white, the image is clean. This is 
a very nice 5.5.

509 Large Print Ali, Muhammed (framed)  9.5 ........... 200
Classic 20x16 b/w image of Ali from his crowning moment 
as a boxer, this is great photography. Signed by Ali in large 
and impressively bold silver sharpie ink, the signature and 
placement are perfect. Matted and framed, total size 25x21. 
JSA LOAA.

510 Frazier, Joe Signed/Slabbed Large Format Check
     9 ......................... 45
Dated 1976, this is a desirable and uncommon large format 
Joe Frazier check. PSA slabbed Authentic, this has a solid 
blue ballpoint ink signature.

511   8 x 10  Marciano, Rocky 9 ....................... 250
Legendary and beloved boxer, he died in 1970 at a young age 
and is always a very desirable autograph. Offered is a nice 
Two Champions 8x10 print, this has a large inscription and 
a huge signature, vey nice. Matted and framed, total size 
15x17. Beckett LOA (full).

512  Muhammed Original Snapshot
  Photo Collection (26 pcs)   ........................ 300
Fine lot of candid Muhammed Ali color snapshot photos, 
these look to be from the 1970s but we are not sure. Some 
picture Ali in the ring, others show various aspects of Ali’s 
very interesting life. The photos look great, these can retail 
for $100 each at shows, this lot should have a very solid 
value as singles. These would also look great framed with an 
autograph. We will have images of all of the photos on our 
website. 80
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Football Cards

513 1950 Topps Felt Backs  Complete Set   VG-Ex ...... 1000
Extremely scarce as a full set, these hardly ever come to 
market. The offered set has a wide variance in condition, we 
feel it averages about VG-Ex overall. The cards tend to have 
bright color and good images. A very tough spot to fill in 
any vintage football set run, this large set is very difficult to 
complete and may not come around again to an auction for 
some time. The stars grade as follows: Creekmur VG-Ex/Ex, 
Davis Good, Dublinski Fair-Good, Galifa VG-Ex/Ex, Hart 
VG-Ex/Ex, Jensen Ex, Justice VG-Ex/Ex, Lee (yellow) VG+, 
Martin (yellow) Good, Mathews (yellow) VG, Nomellini 
VG+, Paterno RC VG+, Royal GVG, Towler VG and Doak 
Walker GVG.

514 1951 Bowman Complete Set Ex+ .................. 750
Beautiful Bowman set, you have to love the colors and the 
wonderful images. The offered set varies somewhat in grade 
but averages a very colorful and attractive Ex Plus overall to 
our eyes. Loaded with value with the many star cards, full 
sets seem like such bargains in today’s market. There are 
many really nice cards in this fresh, attractive and unpicked 
set. We grade the key cards as follows: 1 Humble/RC Ex-Mt, 
2 Graham NM, 4 Van Brocklin VG+, 12 Bednarnik Ex-Mt+, 
20 Landry RC VG-Ex/Ex ctd, 32 Tittle VG-Ex/Ex, 34 Baugh 
Ex-Mt, 56 Conerly Ex-Mt+, 75 Groza VG+, 76 Hirsch Ex, 91 
Tunnell RC Good, 96 Stautner FBC VG-Ex/Ex, 102 Layne 
Ex, 105 Perry Ex++, 109 Motley Ex-Mt and 144 Dudley VG-
Ex/Ex.

515 1954 Bowman  Near-Set (122 different) 
 w/Blanda RC                              Ex-Mt/NM ................. 300
This is a supremely nice run for the grade, the cards are su-
per clean and extremely consistent overall. Centering varies 
as always, these are fresh cards, nothing has been picked for 
grading. Anchored by a really nice Blanda RC, the lot has 
virtually every key card, this should be a simple thing to 
complete. We grade the key cards as follows: 1 Ray Mathews 
Ex-Mt+ ctd, 4 Doug Atkins RC Ex-Mt, 6 Joe Perry Ex-Mt, 8 
Norm Van Brocklin Ex+, 23 George Blanda RC Ex-Mt+, 32 
Elroy Hirsch Ex-Mt, 40 Otto Graham  Ex, 42 Y.A. Tittle Ex-
Mt, 53 Bobby Layne NM, 55 Frank Gifford NM, 57 Chuck 
Bednarik  Ex-Mt, 70 Rote SP NM, 73 Taylor SP Ex-Mt, 76 
Leo Nomellini SP NM, 78 Richter SP NM, 79 Kilroy SP Ex-
Mt+, 85 Lou Creekmur SP Ex-Mt and 128 John Lattner RC 
Ex-Mt.

516 1955 All American 1 Herman Hickman PSA 9 ...... 600
Mint All American card, this is absolutely ideal for a top 
quality 55 All American set. Mint in all respects, this has 
outstanding centering and four perfect corners. The borders 
are bright white, the card is immaculate.

517 1955 All American 20 Baugh PSA 8 ............... 130
An absolute key to this great set, this is well centered with 
four super sharp corners. This looks like a very high-end 
8 to our eyes.

518 1957 Topps 138 Unitas RC PSA 4 ............... 200
Key football Rookie Card, this is an awfully nice card for the 
grade. Centered to the top border, this has rich color and a 
terrific image. The corners are not bad at all, we cannot see 
any creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. 81
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519 1958 Topps 
 Complete Set w/Brown RC PSA 5   ........................ 500
Very popular 1950s Topps football set, the Jim Brown 
Rookie is of course the key! I like this set in particular as 
the Unitas and Starr second-year cards are PSA 8s and the 
Jurgensen RC is a PSA 7. The Brown RC is well centered and 
looks terrific for the grade, it has sharp corners and very 
subtle print, it is very nice. The set has 36 PSA cards, 12 8s 
and 23 7s with no qualifiers, an exact inventory will be on 
our website. The ungraded cards are a very fine Near Mint 
overall, our consignor took particular care with centering. 
The key cards grade as follows: 2 Bobby Layne PSA 7, 3 Joe 
Schmidt PSA 7, 7 Cassidy PSA 8, 20 Jon Arnett RC PSA 8, 
22 Johnny Unitas PSA 8, 30 Webster PSA 7, 62 Jim Brown 
RC PSA 5, 66 Bart Starr PSA 8, 73 Gifford PSA 8, 84 Char-
ley Conerly PSA 7, 86 Y.A. Tittle PSA 7, 89 Leo Nomellini 
PSA 7, 90 Sonny Jurgensen RC PSA 7, 100 Hazeltine PSA 7, 
102 Roosevelt Brown PSA 7, 103 Jim Ringo PSA 7, 106 Art 
Donovan  PSA 8, 120 Raymond Berry PSA 7 and 122 Hugh 
McElhenny PSA 7.

520 1958 Topps 
 Lot of 30 different PSA 7s w/Gifford ....................... 175
Sharp lot, these are not easy to find in pure 7s. No qualifers, 
the lot is as follows: 4, 7 Cassidy, 8, 12 Alan Ameche, 13, 
13, 14, 17 Renfro, 20 Jon Arnett RC, 24, 30 Webster, 34, 38 
Wade, 38, 39, 40, 42 Emlen Tunnell, 43, 50, 60, 61, 73 Gif-
ford, 89 Leo Nomellini, 91, 105 Richter, 108, 111, 114 Willie 
Galimore RC, 116, 130.

521 1959 Topps 6 Joe Schmidt PSA 8 ................. 15

522 1959 Topps 20 Frank Gifford PSA 8.5 .............. 60
Great looking card, these often have centering issues. Well 
centered and super sharp, the card has great color. A flick 
from a 9, this is really nice.

523 1959 Topps 40 Bobby Layne PSA 8 ................. 35
Well centered with great color, the image looks great,
the corners are all quite sharp.

524 1959 Topps 114 Roosevelt Brown PSA 8 ................. 10

525 1959 Topps  17 different PSA 7s   .......................... 75
Colorful and sharp lot, the card numbers are as follows: 
22 (8), 32, 35 (8), 37, 67, 68, 71, 95, 101, 113, 121, 123, 134, 
136, 138, 151 and 174.

526 1961 Fleer 41 Meredith RC PSA 8 ............... 120
Cowboy HOF QB, this is reasonably well centered with four 
sharp corners. The borders are white, the image looks great.

527 1962 Topps 17 Ditka RC PSA 6.5 ............ 200
Extremely popular Bears HOFer, this is not an easy card to 
find in this quality. Centered slightly to the left border, the 
card has rich and vibrant black borders and great color. The 
corners show hardly any wear, this is a very solid 6.5.

528 1963 Fleer 47 Dawson RC PSA 8 ............... 450
Key football HOF Rookie Card, these are not easy to find 
and are extremely desirable. Freshly graded, this is centered 
mildly to the left border. The card has four super sharp 
corners and great color, the image looks terrific. This should 
be a very popular lot. 82
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529 1963 Topps 14 J Brown PSA 6 ............... 150
Strong 6, this has terrific centering and hardly any wear on 
the color borders. The corners come to points and show only 
very slight wear.

530 1963 Topps 96 Nitschke RC PSA 6 ................. 50
Classic Packer HOFer, this is reasonably well centered and 
a solid 6 overall.

531 1965 Topps 122 Joe Namath RC PSA 3 ............... 900
Vital football card, this is a true classic. Offered is a very 
attractive 3, notable for an outstanding image and beautiful 
color. There is a very subtle crease on the front that does not 
crack the paper. The borders are white, the corner wear is 
not bad at all. Centered heavily to the right border as is typi-
cal, this is a very solid card for the grade, it is freshly graded 
by us in recent months.

532 1965 Topps   Complete Set -2 VG-Ex .............. 400
Missing only Namath and Biletnikoff, this is a very substan-
tial lot. Mid-grade lot, the cards vary mildly in grade in both 
directions and display well. Generally well centered, the set 
could benefit from some light upgrading but is rather well 
composed and consistent overall to our eyes. The better 
cards grade as follows: 1 Tommy Addison SP Ex, 35 Jack 
Kemp SP Ex, 36 Daryle LaMonica VG-Ex, 46 Willie Brown 
RC SP VG+, 69 Blanda Ex+, 87 Checklist SP GVG un-
marked, 91 Bell VG+, 94 Buchanan VG-Ex/Ex, 99 Dawson 
VG-Ex/Ex, 121 Maynard VG-Ex/Ex, 137 Ben Davidson RC 
SP VG+, 155 Lance Alworth GVG, 161 John Hadl SP VG-Ex, 
176 Checklist SP GVG unmarked.

533 1966 Philadelphia  Complete Set Ex-Mt/NM ....... 400
Very popular and desirable set, this has many desirable 
Rookie and star cards, particularly the key Butkus and Say-
ers Rookie Cards. Fresh and sharp looking set, nothing has 
been picked for grading. Solid and consistent set, the con-
dition averages a strong Ex-Mt/NM overall to our eyes. We 
grade the key cards as follows: 24 Unitas Ex-Mt+, 31 Butkus 
RC Ex-Mt, 32 Ditka Ex-Mt+, 38 Sayers RC Ex-Mt, 39 Sayers   
Ex-Mt, 41 Brown NM, 58 Hayes RC Ex-Mt, 59 Howley RC 
Ex-Mt+, 60 Lilly Ex+, 61 Meredith Ex-Mt, 88 Starr NM w/
wax on back, 89 Taylor Ex-Mt+, 114 Tarkenton Ex-Mt, 197 
Checklist Ex-Mt and 198 Checklist NM w/wax on back.
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534 1967 Topps Milton Bradley
 98 Joe Namath PSA 7 ................. 50
Scarce Joe Namath card, we hardly ever see these. Well cen-
tered with four square corners, the card has excellent color. 
This is a very high-end 7 to our eyes.

535 1969 Topps 161 Griese PSA 8 ................. 35
Only his second-year card, this is well centered with four 
sharp corners and great color.

536 1969 Topps  Complete Set Ex-Mt/NM ....... 250
Very crisp and fine set, this came from a collector with a 
great eye who was really skilled at buying raw cards and 
getting back high grades. Super clean and colorful, the cards 
are a very strong Ex-Mt/NM overall, there should be many 
solid candidates for slabbing here. One of my personal fa-
vorite football sets, we grade the key cards as follows: 1 Kelly 
NM, 25 Unitas Ex-Mt+, 26 Piccolo RC Ex-Mt, 51 Sayers Ex-
Mt+, 75 Meredith Ex-Mt+, 100 Namath Ex-Mt, 120 Csonka 
RC NM, 139 Butkus Ex-Mt, 150 Tarkenton NM, 161 Griese 
Ex-Mt+, 215 Starr Ex-Mt and 232 Blanda Ex-Mt.

537 1969 Topps 4/1 Complete Set (66 pcs)  NM ......... 120
Fun football set from 1969, this is loaded with HOFers and 
stars. Fresh, unpicked set, nothing has been pulled for slab-
bing. The cards look to be a fine Near Mint overall to our 
eyes, with only very, very slight variance. We grade the cards 
with the key players individually as follows: Butkus NM, 
Griese Ex-Mt, Kemp Nm-Mt+, Namath Nm-Mt, Piccolo 
NM, Sayers Ex++, Starr NM, Tarkenton Ex-Mt+ and Unitas 
Ex-Mt.

538 1970 Topps Glossy  Complete Set Ex-Mt/NM ....... 120
Very colorful glossy set, these have a fresh look and feel. 
Centering varies a bit, nothing has been picked for grading, 
these look to be a very solid Ex-Mt/NM overall to our eyes. 
Small set is loaded with HOFers and stars, it is a good value.

539 1972 Topps 343 Joe Namath In Action  PSA 9 ...... 100
The key to this super popular football set, this is a Mint 
9 card. Strikingly sharp and with outstanding centering, 
the card could not be any cleaner or sharper. This is a very 
shrewd addition to any 1972 Topps football set.

540 1972 Topps  Complete Set NM .................. 600
Classic and vital 1970s Topps football set, these have been 
very hot in recent years. Anchored by a great high number 
run, these have a huge breakdown value as singles. The 
offered set is a rarely presented sharp set with no graded 
cards, something you hardly ever find anymore. From an 
old time collector, nothing has been picked for grading, 
these are really nice cards. The condition is about 70% Near 
Mint, the balance is almost all Ex-Mt with some variance. 
Centering varies, especially in the main series cards, the 
high numbers have better centering than usually found. We 
grade the many key cards as follows: 100 Namath NM, 150 
Bradshaw Ex, 200 Staubach RC Ex-Mt+ great centering!, 
267 L Little AP NM+, 271 Warfield AP Ex-Mt, 272 Griese 
Nm-Mt, 278 B Smith AP Ex-Mt+, 279 A Page AP NM+, 280 
Lilly NM, 281 T Hendricks AP Ex-Mt, 283 W Lanier AP Ex-
Mt, 285 W Brown AP Ex-Mt, 287 K Houston AP NM, 291 S 
Spurrier RC NM, 294 Checklist NM, 300 A Page NM, 331 M 
Morris NM, 334 CTaylor Nm-Mt, 338 S Spurrier IA Ex, 340 
L Dawson IA NM, 341 D Butkus IA NM+, 343 Namath IA 
NM, 348 G Blanda IA Ex-Mt and 351 K Willard IA Ex-Mt.

Football Cards
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541 1975 Topps   Complete Set NM to Nm-Mt . 175
Key football set, this is a particularly sharp and fine overall 
set with only slight variance, mainly due to centering. Fresh 
set, nothing has been picked for slabbing, and there look to 
be many fine candidates here for slabbing. Ungraded sets of 
this quality are almost impossible to find in today’s mar-
ket, the many key cards grade as follows: 12 Mel Blount RC 
NM, 39 Rocky Bleier RC NM, 65 Drew Pearson RC Nm-Mt, 
145 Staubach Nm-Mt+, 282 Swann RC Ex-Mt+, 300 Harris 
Nm-Mt, 367 Fouts RC NM, 380 Stabler NM, 416 Thiesmann 
RC Nm-Mt, 461 Bradshaw NM, 500 Simpson NM and 524 
Branch RC Ex-Mt.

542 1976 Topps 148 Walter Payton RC   Beckett 8 ...... 300
Vital NFL HOF Rookie Card of the beloved Payton, this is 
a key card. Well centered with four sharp corners, this card 
has a perfect image. The borders are perfectly white, the 
surfaces are pristine. 

543 1976 Topps 148 Walter Payton RC   SGC 7 ........... 250
Pleasing 7, the corners all come to solid points, the borders 
are white, the image is quite nice. Centered very slightly to 
the left border, this will look great in almost all of your sets.

545 1979 Topps 390 Earl Campbell RC   PSA 9 ........... 175
Neat HOF Rookie Card as it is his only card. Not a scarce 
card but it is not easy to find these in Mint 9 holders. The 
offered card has four perfect corners and terrific centering.

547 1986 Topps 161 Jerry Rice RC PSA 8 ............... 100

548 1986 Topps 161 Jerry Rice RC PSA 8 ............... 100
Freshly graded, this has four sharp corners and is well 
centered.

549 1987 Topps 362 Jim Kelly RC PSA 9 ................. 30
550 1998 Topps 360 Peyton Manning RC  PSA 8 .......... 30

544 1976 Topps Complete Set NM .................. 300
Key 1970s Topps football set, this is anchored by the vital 
Walter Payton’s Rookie Card. The offered set is a fresh 
and solid Near Mint overall. The set has typical centering 
issues, some of which need to be upgraded but it is very nice 
overall, we did not pull anything for slabbing, there could 
be something here as these are sharp cards. This lot should 
very ably fill this spot in many collectors football set runs. 
We grade the key cards as follows: 75 Bradshaw NM, 100 F 
Harris NM, 128 Fouts Ex-Mt, 140 Swann NM oc, 148 Payton 
RC Ex-Mt, 158 White RC NM, 220 Lambert RC Ex-Mt+, 274 
Spurrier Ex-Mt, 300 Simpson NM, 395 Staubach NM and 
427 Jones RC Nm-Mt.

546 1984 Topps Wax Box (sealed)   ........................ 750
Vital football set, this set of course has Rookie Cards of Dan 
Marino, John Elway and Eric Dickerson among many other 
stars. BBCE sealed, these are always extremely desirable and 
prized by collectors.



551 1998 Upper Deck SP Authentic
 14 Peyton Manning RC PSA 9 ............... 900
Great looking Rookie Card of ATG Peyton Manning, this is 
a desirable card in a Mint 9 holder. The imagery looks great, 
the corners are super sharp.

552 2000 Black Diamond  
 Sealed Hobby Box Nm-Mt ............. 150
Very desirable box, there are BINS for $2,000 these seem to 
sell in the $1,000 range. Sealed, who wants to hunt for some 
Rookie 10s?

553 2009 SP Authentic
 21 Tom Brady (lot of 10 PSA 9s)  ........................ 100
Nice lot, these can sell for $40 each as singles.

555 2020 Panini Contenders 
 Sealed Hobby Box (18 packs) Nm-Mt ............. 130
Hot box, these have been flying out of our inventory. 
Who wants to spec on some future stars?

Football Autographs & Memorabilia

556  Tom Brady Rare 2004 Signed Figurine ................... 100
Signed in 2004, this is in the original box with the paper-
work. Tom Brady hand-signed this in bold black sharpie 
ink, this is a terrific display piece from this GOAT.
JSA LOA (full).

558 1962 Packers Signed Autograph Book 
 w/Vince Lombardi (37 sigs) 9.5 .................... 450
Very nice Packers item, this is a perfectly preserved auto-
graph book from 1962. Filled with an amazing 37 signatures 
from the 1962 Green Bay Packers Championship team, 
the autographs are all in period ballpoint ink and look 
terrific. Loaded with big names, the key here is of course 
Vince Lombardi, which is a large and Mint red ballpoint ink 
signature. The other signatures include Starr, Ray Nitschke. 
Kramer, Adderley, Hornung, Thurston, Ringo, Dowler, 
Pitts, Wood and Taylor. JSA LOA (full).
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Football

559  1967 Packers w/Lombardi (30+ sigs)  8 .................. 450
Offered is simply a really cool and neat Packers signed 
program. This is a Giants-Packers October 22, 1967 game 
program. Obtained by someone very close to Vince Lombar-
di, Lombardi signed this Uncle Vince Lombardi at the right 
edge of the front cover. The signatures are on the front cover 
and on one interior pages, there are 32 in total. All vintage 
signed, the autographs include the aforementioned Lom-
bardi, two Starrs, Pitts, Adderley, Dowler, Jordan, McGee, 
Gregg, Davis, Adderley and Thurston. JSA LOA (full).

560  Grange/Nagursky/Sayers Signed Bears Poster
   from Gale Sayers! 9.5 .................... 150
Something you just never see, offered is a fine color 16x20 
Chicago Bears poster. With an LOA from Gale Sayers, this 
is from his estate. There are three fine silver sharpie ink 
signatures: Grange, Nagurski and Sayers. Please note it is 
extremely rare to find Grange or Nagurski on oversize items 
of this kind. Framed. JSA LOA (full).

561  Neale, Greasy Signed 9x13 Original Photo  7.5 .... 250
A special item, this is a wonderful 9x13 original photo of 
pioneering NFL HOF coach Earl Greasy Neale reviewing the 
diagram of a play on a chalkboard. Neale was also a 1919 
Cincinnati Red, he died in 1973. Neale signed this in blue 
ballpoint ink at the upper right corner. JSA LOA (full).

562  Auto Football Payton, Walter 9 ....................... 175
Official Wilson NFL football, this is signed by the beloved 
Walter Payton. The signature is in large and solid silver 
paint pen with Payton’s 34. Steiner holo.

563  Ron Mix Signed Postcard Lot (71 different)
  - All With Individual PSA Cards 9 ....................... 450
Spotless lot of these fun and attractive signed oversize 
postcards, the autographs look great, each comes with an 
individual PSA DNA LOA card. An exact listing will be 
on our website. Quality lot, the autographs include: Larry 
Csonka, Len Dawson, Mike Ditka, Tony Dorsett, Dan Fouts, 
Jack Ham, Franco Harris, Paul Hornung, Gale Sayers and 
Mike Singletary. 

564  Super Bowl Players Signed Poster  9.5 .................. 450
Very nice item, offered is a beautifully framed 16x20 Super 
Bowl XXV print. Signed at the time (1992), this is filled with 
27 large and fine matching silver sharpie ink signatures. The 
autographs are mainly HOFers, some have added nice in-
scriptions. The autographs include Buck Buchanan (D’1992, 
making this very special), Starr, Namath, Jim Kelly, Hor-
nung, Theismann, Dorsett, Haley, Simms, Dawson, Warf-
ield, Plunkett, Sayers, Young and Hayes. Total size 23x27. 
JSA LOA Full..

565  Album Page Huge 1970s-1980s Autograph Lot
   (2,400 sigs!)  9 ....................... 150
Offered is a massive single owner collection of autograph 
album pages. Featuring players predominately from the 
1960s-80s, the highlights include Bradshaw, Ditka, Reeves, 
Shula, Pearson, Rayfield Wright, Dungy, Hickerson, 
Csonka, Morris, Warfield, Blount, L.C. Greenwood, Ham, 
Lambert, Ewbank, John Stallworth, Noll, Tarkenton, Page, 
Grant and Curt Gowdy (announcer). Most pages are signed 
on both sides and include handwritten collector notations 
and player identifiers, there may be a small percentage of 
non-football signers. The count is approximate, please allow 
for some secretarial signatures given the size of the lot.                                                                                                                                             
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566 1967 - 1987 Super Bowl Program Run (21 pcs)
     Ex ..................... 150
Always a great run, this is a pleasing mid-grade offering. As 
they only go to 1987, the lot is very manageable in size and 
shipping costs. We grade the first five programs as follows: 
Super Bowl I (Ex++ really nice), II (VG+), III (Good, water 
damage), IV (VG+) and V (Ex-Mt+, superb). The lot varies 
in grade, we will have images of the first ten programs on 
our website, the lot is clean overall.

567 1977 University of Tennessee Ring   ........................ 150
Very attractive size 9.75 ring, Jostens 10k is engraved on the 
inset. Issued to Stanley Morgan, a letterman, his name is on 
one flank, 1977 UT on the other. Morgan won 1976 All-SEC 
honors as a running back (AP) and receiver (UPI). Morgan 
played in the NFL from 1977-1992, with a long run as a 
Patriot. Nice ring.

Golf Autographs

568   Woods, Tiger Signed Golf Cap 9 ......................... 75
Fun piece, this is a very attractive Arnold Palmer Invitations 
golf cap. None other than Tiger Woods signed the brim in 
large black sharpie ink. JSA LOA (full).

Golf Autographs

569  Woods, Tiger Framed UDA Piece 9.5 .................... 175
Gorgeous UDA framed 13x16 signed photo, this is a real 
stunner. Extremely limited edition item (21/100), this has 
a large and Mint black sharpie ink signature. Beautifully 
matted and framed, this has the UDA paperwork. Total size 
23x28.

Hockey Cards

570 1954 Parkhurst  Complete Set Ex-Mt ............ 1800
Great looking set, this has many sharp cards throughout. 
Our consignor cracked several cards out of PSA holders, 
these range from 5.5 and 7s and he kept the flips if one 
wants to re-submit. High quality set, we grade the many key 
cards as follows: 1 McNeil VG-Ex/Ex, 2 Moore Ex-Mt, 3 Be-
liveau PSA 7, 7 Richard NM, 8 Geoffrion Ex-Mt+, 14 Harvey 
Ex-Mt+, 24 Armstrong Ex++, 31 Horton Ex-Mt, 33 Sawchuk 
Ex-Mt, 36 Delvecchio Ex+, 41 Howe PSA 6, 42 Kelly Ex+, 46 
Lindsay NM, 65 Bower RC Ex-Mt, 82 Sasakamoose RC NM, 
92 Lum Stops Howe Ex-Mt, 96 Terry Boots Teeder’s Ex-Mt, 
97 Plante/Bouch/Rieb NM, 98 Plante Protects NM, 99 Plante 
Foils Teeder Ex-Mt+ and 100 Sawchuk/BoomBoom Ex-Mt.

Various Sports
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Hockey Cards
Hockey Cards

571 1954 Topps 
 Complete Set - Almost All Slabbed   ...................... 1800
The first Topps hockey set, a true classic. Extremely well 
designed issue, these have attractive color borders and fine 
images. So undervalued compared to other sports, this is a 
fine set with many very clean cards. The exact inventory is 
as follows (all are PSA graded unless noted): 1 Dick Gamble 
6, 2 Ex, 3 Harry Howell 6, 4 KSA 7, 5 Red Kelly 7, 6 7, 7 7, 8 
Gordie Howe 4.5, 9 7, 10 Gump Worsley 7, 11 Andy Bath-
gate 7, 12 6, 13 6, 14 6, 15 7, 16 KSA 6.5, 17 Ex-Mt, 18 Doug 
Mohns 7.5, 19 7, 20 6, 21 6, 22 6, 23 7, 24 7, 25 7, 26 6, 27 7, 
28 6, 29 6, 30 6.5, 31 7, 32 SGC 7, 33 6, 34 6, 35 7.5, 36 Ex++, 
37 KSA 7, 38 7.5, 39 Alex Delvecchio SGC 6, 40 Ex+, 41 Al-
lan Stanley 7, 42 6, 43 6, 44 6, 45 7, 46 7, 47 7, 48 7, 49 7, 50 
7, 51 Ted Lindsay 7, 52 6, 53 Ex++, 54 7, 55 6, 56 6, 57 KSA 
6.5, 58 Terry Sawchuk KSA 6.5, 59 5 and 60 Milt Schmidt 5.

572 1957 Topps Complete Set, All Slabbed ............... 1800
Sharp and fine set, all but two cards are slabbed. With many 
fine 7s and 8s, there should be some serious value here. Not 
an easy thing to find in this quality, the exact breakdown 
is as follows (all are PSA-graded unless noted otherwise): 
1 Real Chevrefils 6, 2 5, 3 7, 4 6, 5 Beckett 7.5, 6 7, 7 Bron-
co Horvath 7.5, 8 7, 9 8, 10 Johnny Bucyk 6, 11 7, 12 Doug 
Mohns 6, 13 7, 14 Don Simmons 6, 15 Allan Stanley 7, 16 
7, 17 SGC 7, 18 SGC 7.5, 19 7, 20 Glenn Hall KSA 8, 21 Ted 
Lindsay KSA 6, 22 Pierre Pilote 7, 23 Beckett 7.5, 24 6, 25 6, 
26 Ed Litzenberger 7, 27 7, 28 8, 29 7, 30 7, 31 6, 32 8, 33 7, 
34 Alex Delvecchio Ex, 35 Terry Sawchuk 7, 36 Guyle Field-
en 7, 37 7, 38 Al Arbour Beckett 7, 39 8, 40 7, 41 7, 42 Gordie 
Howe Beckett 7, 43 Marcel Pronovost 7, 44 8, 45 7, 46 Norm 
Ullman 7, 47 7, 48 Red Kelly SGC 7, 49 7, 50 Forbes Kenne-
dy Ex++, 51 Harry Howell 6, 52 7, 53 Gump Worsley SGC 
7, 54 7, 55 7, 56 8, 57 6, 58 Andy Hebenton 6, 59 7, 60 Andy 
Bathgate 5, 61 SGC 7.5, 62 7, 63 Camille Henry SGC 7, 64 
Lou Fontinato 6, 65 Bill Gadsby 7 and 66 Dave Creighton 6.89



573 1959 Topps 47 Bobby Hull PSA 7 ............... 200
Only the second card of The Golden Jet, this is quite clean. 
The color and image look great, the card has four strong cor-
ners and bright white borders. Slight centering to the right 
border likely led to the conservative 7 grade.

574 1959 Topps 63 Gordie Howe PSA 7 ............... 350
Great looking 1950s Gordie Howe card, I love the image and 
color. Well centered with four square corners, this is a very, 
very high-end 7 to our eyes.

575 1960 Topps  
 Complete Set w/many PSA cards   ...................... 1500
Desirable little Topps set is loaded with HOFers and stars. 
Not an easy set to find, offered is a very nice one. All but 18 
cards in the set are slabbed, an exact inventory of the graded 
cards will be on our website. The key cards are as follows: 
1 Lester Patrick ATG Ex-Mt+, 7 Eddie Shack VG-Ex, 11 
Johnny Bucyk   Signed (SGC slabbed), 14 Stan Mikita RC 
PSA 6, 19 Georges Vezina ATG Beckett 7, 20 Eddie Shore 
ATG NM, 25 Glenn Hall KSA 7.5, 26 Dit Clapper ATG PSA 
8, 27 Art Ross ATG PSA 7, 35 Frank Nighbor ATG KSA 6.5, 
36 Gump Worsley VG-Ex/Ex, 39 Jack McCartan RC PSA 7, 
45 Andy Bathgate PSA 6, 46 Cyclone Taylor ATG  KSA 6.5, 
47 King Clancy ATG PSA 8, 48 Newsy Lalonde ATG PSA 7, 
58 Bobby Hull PSA 6.5, 59 Howie Morenz ATG PSA 7 and 
66 Vic Stasiuk PSA 8. 

576 1967 Topps 33 Derek Sanderson RC   PSA 8 ...... 150
Bruins HOF center, this is a desirable HOF Rookie Card. 
Great looking set, the color is strong, the corners are sharp. 
Well centered overall, solid 8.

577 1967 Topps 48  PSA 8 ................. 25

578 1968 Topps 29 Gordie Howe PSA 8 ............... 100
Great looking card, the imagery is terrific. Well centered 
with four super sharp corners, this is quite clean.

579 1970 OPC  195 Bobby Clarke RC   PSA 6 ............. 100
Very popular hockey HOFer, this seem like great deals right 
now. Colorful 6, this is centered slightly to the left border 
with four square corners.

580 1970 Topps  Complete Set VG-Ex .............. 150
Cute little set, these are a pleasing VG-Ex overall with slight 
variance in both directions. The set is anchored by solid 
examples of the key Orr and checklist cards. We grade the 
stars as follows: 1 Gerry Cheevers VG-Ex, 3 Bobby Orr Ex, 
11 Phil Esposito VG-Ex/Ex, 15 Bobby Hull VG-Ex/Ex, 20 
Stan Mikita VG-Ex, 29 Gordie Howe  VG-Ex/Ex, 67 Brad 
Park RC VG, 78 Bernie Parent VG+, 131 Gilbert Perreault 
RC VG-Ex/Ex and 132 Checklist Card Ex++.

Hockey Cards
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581 1970 Topps 29 Gordie Howe PSA 9 ............... 100
Mint Gordie Howe card that will not break the bank, this 
would be a very shrewd addition to a high grade set.

582 1972 OPC 58 Bobby Orr PSA 9 ................. 50
Mint 9 Bobby Orr card, this has a great image and is razor 
sharp. These are not easy to find in this quality.

584 1972 Topps 500 Assorted Cards Ex-Mt .............. 175
Large lot of 1972 Topps hockey, the condition is a clean 
Ex-Mt overall with better and slightly lesser cards. A good 
quantity, these better cards come in the lot: 18 Marcel 
Dionne (2), 20 Tony Esposito, 61 Espo/Hadf/B.Hull LL, 62 
Orr/ Espo/Ratelle LL DP, 79 Guy Lafleur DP, 100 Bobby Orr 
DP, 122 Bobby Orr AS1 and 126 Bobby Hull AS1.

585 1972 Topps Empty 10 Cent Display Box ............... 120
Very fun item, this is a full box with all the flaps. The box is 
clean overall, the color is terrific. The box should be able to 
be assembled with care (we did not try and cannot guaran-
tee it), but we are going to leave it flat for shipping purposes. 
Scarce, these hardly ever come to market and are great both 
to pair with a complete set and also for unopened pack/box 
collectors.

587 1979 Topps  Complete Set w/Gretzky PSA 4  ......... 600
Anchored by a really nice Gretzky Rookie 4, we thought PSA 
was beyond harsh with the grade. The Gretzky has excellent 
centering, rich blue borders and a perfect image. The cor-
ners come to points, the edges are crisp and show only slight 
wear. The rest of the set looks to be a solid and well centered 
Near Mint overall.

586 1979 Topps 18 Gretzky RC PSA 6.5 ............ 600
Vibrantly colored Gretzky Rookie, this has rich blue colored 
borders. The image could not be any nicer. Centered very 
slightly to the right border, the corners come to points, this 
looks very solid for the grade.

588 1981 OPC 125 Gretzky PSA 9 ................. 25
Mint early Gretzky card, this has raxor sharp corners and
a novel image.

589 1985 OPC 9 Lemieux RC SGC 8.5 ........... 450
Great looking card, this has four super sharp corners, the 
corners do not even show wear on the back. Very well cen-
tered, the image is perfect, this is an awfully strong card 
for the grade, a 9 on the right day in our opinion.

590 1986 Topps 53 Roy RC PSA 8 ............... 100
Fine 8, this is sharp and perfectly clean. Nicely centered, 
this looks like a high-end 8 to our eyes.

Hockey Cards
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Hockey Autographs & Memorabilia

591 Bobby Orr First Game Program/Ticket
  (10/19/1966)     ........................ 175
Very nice hockey item from a true legend and ATG, this is 
Bobby Orr’s first Boston Bruins game program. A partial 
ticket stub comes with the program, the program has been 
lightly folded but is otherwise crisp and very clean.

592    1972 Boston Bruins Team Signed Playoff Program 
      w/double Orr & Espo ( 23 sigs) 9.5 .................... 175
Superb Boston Bruins item, this is an unscored April 11, 
1972 Stanley Cup program that is almost bursting with 22 
superb blue sharpie ink signatures. Bobby Orr and Phil Es-
posito signed the cover and also appear inside the program. 
The other autographs include Bruins mainstays Johnston, 
Cheevers, Hodge, Sanderson, Stanfield and Schmidt.
JSA LOAA.

593 1980 U.S. Olympic Team Signed 16x20 
 w/Herb Brooks  9.5 .................... 250
Fun piece, this is a 20x16 enlargement of a ticket from the 
historic 1980 U.S. Winter Olympics. Signed by 13 mem-
bers of this legendary team, the autographs look great. The 
signatures include Craig and Eruzione, but the key is coach 
Herb Brooks, who sadly died in a car accident in 2003, his 
signature is missing from most 1980 U.S. Olympic hockey 
pieces that trade. JSA LOAA.

594 1980 U.S. Olympics Gold Medal Game
  (Finland) Full Ticket PSA 8 ............... 150
Great piece, people forget that the monumental victory 
against the Russian team was not the gold medal game, the 
U.S. team had to beat a mighty Finland team to capture the 
gold. Offered is a beautiful full ticket from this vital game, 
one example sold for $960 in 2017, these are very desirable.

595   Signed Card Lot (800) w/25 HOFers  9 .................. 450
Box lot of signed hockey cards, these are mainly 1980s era 
cards. Obtained in the New England area, the cards are clean 
overall, the autographs are very solid. The HOFers include: 
Bucyk (4), Ciccarelli, Dionne, Federko, Gillies, Gilmour, 
Hawerchuk (2), M. Howe, Kurri (2), Langway (2), Mullen, 
Murphy (2), Park (4) and Stastny (2). Due to the size and 
nature of the lot we did not have JSA review this, it is being 
sold as-is but we would be very surprised if there were any 
major issues.

596    Large Olympic Ticket Collection (28 pcs) ............ 100
Presented in screw downs and individual holders, these 
hefty large format tickets display well. The lot starts in 1960 
in Rome and ends in 2018 in Sochi. The tickets are for both 
the summer and winter olympics, various sports are repre-
sented. This lot could well have a substantial value as singles.

597 Quality 1932 - 1968 Olympic Ticket Collection
   (7 pcs)     ........................ 150
Good lot of olympic tickets, some of these ran our consignor 
over $150 each. Condition varies, each is in a screwdown or 
other individual holder for protection and display. Main-
ly Winter Olympics, the years are 1932, 1936, 1952, 1956, 
1960, 1964 and 1968.
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Baseball Autographs
Autographed Baseball Cards

598 1909 T206 George McBride 8 ....................... 250
Classic signed card, this was obtained by our consignor de-
cades ago. The card has bright color and excellent centering, 
the signature is in solid blue ballpoint ink in a good spot. 
Authentic T206 signed cards are prized by collectors. 
JSA LOA (full).

599 1909 T206 Fred Snodgrass 7 ....................... 250
Famous for his error in 1908, this is a very desirable and 
scarce signed card. The card is a pleasing VG with good 
color, the autographs fills the entire length of the card. Ob-
tained by our consignor decades ago, authentic T206 signed 
cards are prized by collectors. JSA LOA (full).

600 1911 M101-2  Johnny Kling (extremely rare)  8 ..... 250
The third baseman to Tinker-Ever-Chance, Kling died in 
1947 and is a very tough signature. This is very special as it 
is signed on Kling’s M101-2 Sporting News Premium card 
from 1911. Signed in fountain pen towards the center, the 
signature is in slightly light but certainly legible fountain 
pen ink. There is a chip at the lower right corner and other 
condition issues typical for the set (they are printed on 
fragile stock), the image is not affected in any way and looks 
great. Nice piece. JSA LOA (full).

601 1933 Goudey  234  Carl Hubbell    9.5 ................... 50
Colorful card of Carl Hubbell has a classic image. Beckett 
slabbed Authentic, the card itself is lower grade but has 
strong color and image quality. Hubbell signed the card in 
bold and spotless blue sharpie ink in a perfect spot.

602 1933 Goudey  37   Jimmy Wilson   8 ....................... 150
Rare signed original 1933 Goudey card, Jimmie Wilson died 
in 1947 at only age 46. A desirable autograph on any medi-
um, he hardly ever comes up on a vintage card. Offered is a 
colorful lower grade 1933 Goudey card, signed in fountain 
pen ink. The front has wear but displays reasonably well, the 
back has extensive damage. PSA slabbed.

603 1947 Exhibit   47 different w/HOFers   9 ................. 200
Solid lot of signed Exhibit cards, the autographs look great. 
These mainly look to be bold vintage ballpoint ink sig-
natures from the 1950s. Content is fairly basic, with Car-
rasquel, Dobson, Doerr, Irvin, Kell, Kiner, Lemon, Raschi, 
Sain and Schoendienst. JSA LOAA.

604 1954 Topps 128  Hank Aaron RC   ........................ 900
Key card, this is one of the anchors of a signed Rookie Card 
collection. The card itself is graded a somewhat harsh 1 by 
PSA. Centering is strong, the color and image quality are 
solid, the creasing on the card does not crack the paper. 
Aaron signed this in large and bold blue sharpie ink by the 
bottom border. PSA slabbed Authentic for the autograph, 
this is a fine combination of card and signature.
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605 1957 Topps 328 Brooks Robinson RC   9.5 ........... 250
Desirable signed card as it such a difficult and expensive 
card unsigned, this one is very nice. Beautifully centered 
with great color, the borders are white, the image is terrific. 
There is hardly any creasing, the corners are not bad at all. 
This has a solid black ballpoint ink signature in a good spot 
at the lower left corner. JSA LOA (full).

606 1962 Mets Signed Card Collection (40 different!)
     8 ....................... 200
Very interesting signed card lot, this is a remarkably 
comprehensive 1962 Topps Mets signed card lot. These are 
signatures of players, coaches and anyone else affiliated with 
the team. All are signed on early 1960s cards, some have 
vintage signatures. The autographs vary but are nice overall, 
the cards all have tape on the back from scrapbook removal. 
Fifteen of the cards are 1962 Topps Mets cards, the others 
are from different years or a different team. This is probably 
an almost impossible lot to replicate, we will have scans of 
everything on our website. The autographs include Ashburn, 
Kranepool (RC), Lavagetto, Neal, Miller and Ruffing among 
so many more. JSA LOAA.

607 1964 Topps  Roger Maris 8 ....................... 150
Elusive signed Maris card, this one is lower grade. Well 
centered with good color, creasing keeps the card at GVG. 
The vital autograph is in solid blue ballpoint ink in a perfect 
spot. JSA LOA (full).

608 1976 HRT/RES Lot of 67 different signed cards 
  w/HOFers & Stars 9 ....................... 200
Charming 1948 Bowman style issue, these are filled with 
perfect ballpoint and sharpie ink signatures. A substantial 
lot, these are ideal for slabbing. There are 13 HOFers and 
many recognizable secondary stars. Very uncommon signed 
card issue, the autographs include Berra, Musial, Reese, 
Mize, Chandler, Spahn, Keller, Keltner, Blackwell, Terry 
Moore, Newhouser, Lemon, Vandermeer and Sain. Nice lot. 
JSA LOAA.

Autographed Baseball Flats

609   Agganis, Harry Signed Large Newspaper  9 .......... 200
Offered is a very unique and fun 10x11 newspaper article 
about Harry Agganis. This was a 1951 Boston Post article 
with images of Agganis celebrating his award at a Gridiron 
Club dinner for his prowess as a football player. Signed and 
inscribed at the time by Agganis, all in solid fountain pen 
ink. Framed, Agganis tragically died in 1955 at only age 26 
and is a very desirable autograph. JSA LOA (full).

611   Photo  Conigliaro, Tony (superb image)  9.5 ......... 200
Super cool piece, this is a superb 7 x 9.5 publicity photo for 
Chevrolet. A very stylish Tony C is posed in front of a fun 
1960s Trans Am convertible. This piece is hand signed by 
Conigliaro in bold blue sharpie ink right next to his image. 
JSA LOA (full).
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610   8 x 10 Clemente, Roberto 8 ....................... 600
Very attractive and engaging b/w portrait image of Clem-
ente in uniform, this looks great. Very clean and fine, this 
terrific photo is signed and inscribed to Henry in flowing 
blue ballpoint ink. The signature has a great look to it and is 
a touch light but still very solid. This is naturally a key 8x10 
signed HOF photo to add to any collection. JSA LOA (full).

612     Foxx, Jimmie Signed 1952 American Girls 
     Program (League of Their Own) 9 ...................... 450
Great piece, Jimmie Foxx was the inspiration for Tom 
Hanks’s beloved character in the classic movie A League Of 
Their Own. Offered is a great looking 1952 Rockford Peach-
es 1952 program. Jimmie Foxx signed the cover in bold and 
spotless pencil, the autograph contrasts perfectly against the 
program. Foxx died in 1964, this is something that you will 
rarely ever see. Framed. JSA LOA (full).

613  Gehrig, Lou Signed 1939 Who’s Who   8 ................ 500
Fine piece, this is a rare Lou Gehrig signed 1939 Who’s 
Who in Baseball paperback. These are rare as Gehrig barely 
played in 1939 and nearly all of his autographs from that 
year are secretarial. Offered is a fine red ink signature on his 
page, as he is Lou Gehrig he gets page two! There are six oth-
er signatures in the book (Caster (D’1955 at age 48), Hasset, 
O’Dea, Shofner and Tray). JSA LOA (full).

614     Mantle, Mickey Signed 1962 S.I. Cover  9........... 150
Really nice piece, this is the classic 1962 Mickey Mantle 
Sports Illustrated cover. Not the full issue, this is matted and 
framed. I really like that this is signed in blue ballpoint ink, 
it gives it a vintage feel that you cannot get with sharpie ink. 
PSA DNA (full).

615  Mantle, Mickey Signed 1950s Beauty 
  Contest Ribbon  9 ....................... 200
Hilarious piece, this is a Shenandoah Valley beauty festival 
ribbon. Mickey Mantle signed this at the time as follows: 
“To Brucie you’re cute Brucie Mickey Mantle”. How is this 
for a unique Mantle signed item? JSA LOA (full).
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616  Mantle, Mickey Signed Budweiser Sign  8 .............. 300
Amusing piece, this 16x24 sign from 1987 promotes Bud-
weiser beer. Mickey signed the top and added This Buds on 
you. Nicely matted and framed, this is a fine Mantle display 
item. Total size 23x32. PSA DNA (full).

619  Black and White HOF Plaque 
   Ed Walsh (double-signed) 8 ....................... 250
Desirable HOF signed plaque, this top deadball era HOF 
pitcher died in 1959. Offered is a desirable double-signed 
Albertype plaque. Signed in superb bold fountain pen ink, 
there is a tiny tape stain affecting one letter on the front of 
the card. Postmarked 1952, the back has a bold signature 
but there is extra paper covering up his middle initial. 
JSA LOAA.

618    Ruth, Babe Signed 1938 Exhibition Program
       9 ....................... 400
Interesting item, offered is a bold Babe Ruth circa 1938 sig-
nature. Signed on a Brooklyn Dodgers - Sons of Italy game 
program, the program has major condition issues. The auto-
graph is not affected in any way, and can easily be cut in any 
desired manner, we just did not have the heart to do it. Nice 
Ruth signature on a very unusual program. JSA LOA (full).

617   Mantle, Mickey New York Yankee Payroll Check
       PSA 7 ............. 1000
Terrific Mickey Mantle item, offered is a large format 1973 
New York Yankees payroll check. Dated May 26, 1973, this 
is payable to Mantle for $306.74. Signed by Mickey on the 
back, the autograph is in flawless blue ballpoint ink. 
PSA slabbed this and graded the autograph Near Mint 7. 
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620  Letter   Williams, Ted (1954) 9.5 .................... 120
Scarce, this is a terrific Ted Williams Inc TLS from 1954. 
A short letter regarding a Board of Directors meeting, this 
has a perfect period blue ballpoint ink Ted Williams signature. 
JSA LOA (full).

621   Williams, Ted Superb Rookie Signature  9 ............ 300
So desirable, this is a great Ted Williams fountain pen ink 
Rookie signature. Obtained on September 22, 1939, this is 
signed on better stock and looks great. JSA LOA (full).

622  Black and White HOF Plaque  Young, Cy   9 .......... 750
A classic signed item, these have been appreciating rapidly 
in recent years. Offered is a pleasing unmailed postcard with 
some slight paper creasing away from the signature. The leg-
endary Cy Young signed this in flowing blue ink at the bottom 
border, the signature displays very well. JSA LOA (full).

623  3 x 5   Boston Red Sox Vintage Autograph Collection 
  (155 pcs) 9 200
Quality binder of Red Sox autographs, these are almost players 
from the 1930s through the 1960s, with some 1970s players 
included. There is hardly any duplication, the autographs are 
quite clean overall. They are almost all signed on 3x5s, some on 
related flats. The presentation is nice. These better autographs 
are included in this fne lot: Tony Conigliaro (slabbed), Cronin, 
Grove (2), Hooper, E. Howard, Hoyt (postcard), Jensen (1951 
GPC), Manush, McCarthy (3 w/ANS), Runnels and Wood
JSA LOAA.

624  Album Page   Huge 1970s-1980s Autograph Lot
  (2,000 sigs w/150 HOFers!) 9 ....................... 200
Offered is a fresh and massive single owner collection of album 
pages (the count is approximate). Featuring players predom-
inately from the 1960s to the 80s, there is impressive content 
here. Loaded with recognizable names and a world of HOFers, 
many of the autographs are early playing career signatures that 
looks great. Signed on autograph album pages, the autographs 
are very strong. The highlights include Maris, Koufax, Bob 
Prince (Pirates Announcer), Seaver (early), Torre, Jack Buck, 
Red Barber, Tony Gwynn (2), Ozzie Smith (very early), Mar-
quard, Giles, Santo, Ryan (2), Hooper, Ruffing, Drysdale, Dick-
ey, Schmidt (early), Lasorda, Lindstrom, Kaline, Gomez, Berra, 
F. Robinson, Alston, Bench, Combs, Reggie Jackson (early), 
Reese, Sandberg, Mattingly, Carew, Rickey Henderson, Lindsey 
Nelson, Bob Moose, Curt Flood, Chico Ruiz, Steve Macko, Jim 
Konstanty and Don Wilson. Most pages are signed on both 
sides and include handwritten collector notations and player 
identifiers, please allow for <10% of non-baseball signers and 
some secretarial signatures given the size of the lot.
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625  Massive 1940s-70s Sports Hall of Famers and Stars 
  GPC, Cut Signature, and Photo Collection 
 - Over (3100) Signatures!  9 ...................... 300
Offered is an enormous single-owner collection of auto-
graphs comprised mainly of GPCs and cut signatures from 
GPCs. Loaded with star-power and tough to find oddities 
alike, there is terrific content here and no doubt the lot 
will carry a huge value as singles. A very detailed descrip-
tion will be on our website. The better baseball autographs 
include:  Walter O’Malley, Tom Gastall (D’ 1956, scarce), 
Sad Sam Jones, Ed Barrow, Danny Thompson, Ray Schalk, 
Bill Veeck, Bob Meusel, Howie Fox, Dick Brown, Ford 
Frick, Earle Brucker, Fred Hoffman, Paul Derringer, Don 
Bessent, Wilcy Moore, Packey Schwartz, Bill Carrigan, Bob 
Keely, Chuck Dressen, Willie Jones, Dixie Walker, Luke 
Easter, Dale Mitchell, Yogi Berra, Jake Pitler, Mayo Smith, 
Don Hoak, Eddie Waitkus, Walt Alston, Charlie Caldwell, 
Darrell Porter, Danny Murtaugh, Nap Rucker, Byron By 
Saam, Harry Simpson, Eddie Dyer, Fred Hutchinson, Duke 
Maas, Charlie O. Finley, Michael Burke (Yankees GM), Tom 
Seaver, Dave Bancroft, Jack Brickhouse, Gene Autry, Frank 
Kellert, Karl Spooner and Billy Cox. The better football 
autographs include: Bosh Pritchard, Glenn Davis, George 
McAfee, Reds Bagnell, Carl Snavely, Tuss McLaughry, Vic 
Janowicz, Ivy Williamson, Harvey Harman, Red Drew, Rip 
Engle, Ed Franco, Blair Cherry, Bobby Layne, Ernie Staut-
ner/Earl Morrall/Billy Wells (1957 Steelers), 1951 Redskins 
(9 sigs), Don Shula, 1949 NY Giants (5 sigs), 1957 Navy (6 
sigs), 1949 Columbia (9 sigs), 1949 Army w/ Red Blaik (17 
sigs), 1949 Wisconsin (8 sigs), 1949 Indiana (11 sigs), 1955 
Navy (12 sigs), 1957 LA Rams (10 sigs), 1954 Philadelphia 
Eagles (17 sigs), 1956 Navy (15 sigs), 1949 Lehigh (30+ sigs), 
1957 Army w/ Pete Dawkins (30 sigs), 1955 LA Rams w/ 
Norm Van Brocklin (8 sigs), 1951 SF 49ers (9 sigs), 1949 
Harvard (15 sigs), 1957 Duke (22 sigs), 1957 Notre Dame 
(13 sigs), 1957 Purdue (36 sigs) and much more. The count 
is approximate, please allow for some secretarial signatures 
given the quantity.

Signed Documents

626  Freigau, Howard (extremely rare) 9.5 .................... 300
How is this for a good autographed item? Offered is a fully 
executed 1923 Cardinals Howard Freigau player contract. 
Perfectly clean, this is signed by Freigau and also happens to 
have a Gem Mint Branch Rickey signature. This is special as 
Freigau sadly died in 1932 at only age 29. Great piece. 
JSA LOAA.

627  McKechnie, Bill 1927 Cardinals Contract  9 .......... 450
Desirable contract of a HOFer, this is for Bill McKechnie to 
coach the 1927 Cardinals (he became the manager the fol-
lowing season). Fully executed, this has a large and perfect 
signature from McKechnie (D’1965) and is also signed by 
Sam Breadon and John Heydler. 1920s contracts of HOFers 
are extremely desirable and undervalued. JSA LOAA.

628  Sothoron, Allan (rare) 9 ....................... 250
Another great signed item, this is a fully executed 1926
Cardinals player contract. Signed by the rare Allan So-
thoron (D’1939 at age 46) and also by Branch Rickey, this is 
a terrific signed contract. JSA LOAA.

629  Southworth, William 1926 Cardinals 
   Player Contract  9 ....................... 450
Nice contract was assigned to the Cardinals from the Gi-
ants, this has lots of fascinating detail. A HOFer, this was 
one of his final seasons as a player. Fully executed, this has 
Mint fountain pen ink signatures from Southworth (D’69), 
Charles Stoneham of the Giants (he began the season as a 
Giant) and a James Tierney. This has a real John Heydler 
signature on the front, nice piece. JSA LOAA.
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630  Umbricht, Jim 1963 Houston Colt 45s 
  Signed Player Contract 9 ....................... 600
Very desirable contract, this is a fully executed 1963 player 
for Jim Umbricht to pitch for the Houston Colt 45s in 1963. 
Signed James Umbricht in flawless blue ballpoint ink, the 
autograph is very solid. This is a key contract as Umbricht 
sadly died right before the 1964 season at only age 33. 
JSA LOAA.

631  Vance, Dazzy Signed Questionnaire    9.5 .............. 150
Neat item, this is an 8x8 fully penned questionaire. Signed 
and written out in ballpoint ink in Vance’s hand, this is 
likely from the late 1950s. The content Is very interesting, 
it has a perfect signature at the top. Vance, a popular 1920s 
and 1930s Brooklyn Dodger HOFer, died in 1963 and is very 
unusual to find on these types of items. PSA DNA (full).

Large Prints

632  1941 Yankees True Vintage Signed 
     Oversize Photo 5 ....................... 200
Legendary World Champion Yankee team, this was the year 
of Joe DiMaggio’s historic 56-game hitting streak. Offered 
is a terrific 13x10 (as matted) signed photo. Very likely an 
original photo, this is a beautiful period image. Remarkably, 
this is signed by ALL 30 PICTURED. The autographs are 
in period fountain pen but have faded from possible direct 
exposure to sunlight. If the image is tilted in proper light, 
the autographs can all be read. There are five clubhouse 
signatures (DiMaggio, Gordon, Gomez, McCarthy and Bor-
dagaray). The authentic HOF signatures are: Red Ruffing, 
Bill Dickey, Phil Rizzuto and Earle Combs. Remarkably 
detailed, the other autographs include famed Yankee trainer 
Doc Painter, coach Arthur Fletcher (D’1950), Ernie Bonham 
(D’49), Charlie Keller, Tommy Henrich and Norm Branch. 
I highly doubt that many of these exist, so perhaps the ad-
mitted condition and clubhouse issues should be somewhat 
offset. Very nicely matted and framed, total size 18x14. 
PSA DNA (full).

633  1950s Rookie Of Year Winners w/Mays  9.5 ........... 250
Very nice item, this is the first time that we have seen or 
handled one of these. So creative, this is a wonderful 22x33 
poster showcasing 16 different Rookie of the Year players 
from 1947 to 1959. Signed by all sixteen featured players, 
the autographs are in matching spotless blue sharpie ink. 
Extremely attractive piece, the signatures include Willie 
Mays with a rare ROY 51 inscription, McCovey, Frank 
Robinson, Cepeda, Aparicio, Jethroe, Newcombe, Dropo, 
Score and Sievers. Very nicely matted and framed, total size 
31x42. JSA LOA (full).

634  1996 Yankees Signed Animation Cel 
  (20 w/Jeter, Rivera) 8 ....................... 250
Fun larger size Bugs Bunny cell, this has 20 signatures of 
various members of the World Champion 1996 Yankees. 
The signatures are a touch light from improper exposure to 
sunlight, but everything is legible. Matted and framed to 
18x21, the signatures include Jeter, Rivera, Bernie Williams, 
Raines, Boggs, Torre, Key, Tino Martinez and Gooden. 
Very limited edition item (18/100). JSA LOA (full).
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635  1998 Yankees Stunning Signed Canvas   8.5 ........... 900
The 1998 Yankees are the winningest team in Yankee history, 
among the very best in their storied history. The Yanks 
avenged a painful loss in the 1997 playoffs to the Cleve-
land Indians to steamroll through the league to win a title. 
They signed many items of course, but some are better than 
others. The first time that we have seen or offered this item, 
offered is a striking and stunning 39x32 signed canvas. 
Titled Dream Season, this has 28 signatures. An extremely 
limited edition piece (10/24), the autographs include Jeter, 
Rivera, Torre, O Neill, Martinez, Wells, Cone, Pettite, Girar-
di, Strawberry, Knobloch, Raines, Randolph and El Duque. 
Framed to 45x37, who wants a 1998 Yankee piece that no 
one else has? JSA LOA (full).

636  3000 Hit Club  8.5 .................... 300
This is a huge 38x26 print of the 3,000 hit club. The size 
really makes the piece, a picture does not do it justice. Very 
nicely matted and framed to 48x36, this is a conversation 
stopper. Signed by Aaron, Mays, Yaz, Musial, Murray, 
Carew, Kaline, Molitor, Brett, Brock, Yount, Winfield and 
Rose. The signatures are a touch light but pleasing. Signed 
by the artist, this is a terrific display piece. JSA LOA (full).

637  3000 Hit Club (Looney Tunes) 9.5 .................... 250
Terrific display item, offered is a very limited edition Artists 
Proof (7/100). The piece is matted to 29x20 and the total 
size is a very robust 38x27. There are strong signatures from 
twelve different 3,000 hit club members. The autographs 
include Aaron, Mays, Musial, Brett, Rose, Yount, Winfield, 
Brock, Yaz, Carew, Kaline and Murray. These hardly ever 
come to market. This includes the original paperwork from 
1995. JSA LOAA.

638  Fun 500 Home Run Club Signed Display   9 .......... 300
Something you just never see, this is a 12 x 16 custom 
cardboard display with 11 members of the 500 Home Run 
Club. Obtained by someone with great access at the famed 
signing, the autographs are all in matching pleasing blue 
sharpie ink. We all know the names here: Mantle, Williams, 
Mays, Aaron, Banks etc. The person who put this together 
must have been a Giants fan as Willie Mays got the premier 
spot! JSA LOA (full).

639  500 Home Run Club 9.5 .................... 300
Great looking piece, this extremely well rendered print is 26 
x 28.5. Very limited edition Artists Proof (8/25), these hard-
ly ever come to market. The huge size makes this a real con-
versation stopper, it is also beautifully matted and framed 
to 36x39. There are eleven perfect sharpie ink signatures, as 
follows: Williams, Mays, Aaron, Schmidt, Mathews, Murray, 
Killebrew, F. Robinson, Jackson, McCovey and Banks. This 
is the kind of thing that a picture cannot do justice to, it is 
stunning when viewed in person. JSA LOA (full).

640  500 Home Run Club 9.5 .................... 350
Fine looking 29x27 large format display item, there are 
eleven terrific quality sharpie ink signatures. They are as 
follows: Williams, Mays, Aaron, Schmidt, Mathews, Murray, 
Killebrew, F. Robinson, Jackson, McCovey and Banks. This 
is the kind of thing that a picture cannot do justice to, it is 
stunning when viewed in person. Nicely matted, the total 
size is 40 x 22. JSA LOAA.



641  Branca/Thomson/Leroy Neiman 
   Signed Rare Poster 9.5 .................... 200
Far from your average Branca/Thomson item, we have not 
seen one of these until now. Offered is an extremely well 
done Leroy Neiman 24x32 poster commemorating this most 
historic event in baseball history. The imagery is original 
and looks great, this is hand signed by Branca, Thomson 
and Leroy Neiman. Something that you just never see, this is 
nicely matted and framed to 28x37. JSA LOA (full).

642  Campanella, Roy Signed 16x20 9 ....................... 150
Extremely limited item, one hardly ever finds the beloved 
Campy on an oversize photo. Rolled in a tube for simple 
shipping, this is signed in large blue sharpie ink and looks 
terrific. PSA DNA (full).

643  DiMaggio, Joe  9.5 ...................... 60
Handsome Beniati limited edition serigraph (660/750), this 
comes with the original paperwork. Joe signed this in huge 
and perfect blue sharpie ink, it measures 25x32. JSA LOAA.

644  DiMaggio/Mantle Signed 11x14 Photo  9.5 ........... 150
Elegantly matted and framed, this looks terrific. Classic 
image, the autographs are both Mint and in perfect places. 
Always very desirable, the total size is 21x16. JSA LOA (full).

645  Jeter, Derek Gorgeous Embleshied Giclee  9.5 ....... 900
Something that almost has to be experienced in person, 
offered is a simply stunning DeLuce giclee of Derek Jeter. 
Titled King of New York, this measures a towering 35x44 as 
framed, this is a real conversation stopper. This piece offers 
three huge images of the legendary Jeter soaring above the 
New York City skyline. The piece has a beautiful color back-
ground and is just so well done. Part of an extremely limited 
edtion run (13/25), this has a huge Derek Jeter signature in 
the perfect spot; this is also signed by the artist. This lot is 
the kind of of item that may not come to market again for 
years. JSA LOA (full).

646  Mantle, Mickey Signed Print 9.5 .................... 120
Classic 18x24 Mantle Decathalon print, this celebrates 
Mickey’s 280th home run. Ideal for framing, this is signed 
by both Mickey and the artist. JSA LOAA.

647  Mantle, Mickey Signed/Framed Decathalon Print
       9.5 .................... 150
Always desirable, this was such a creative idea. Offered is a 
spotless 15x22 print of Mantle. A one-of-a-kind piece, this 
celebrates Mantle’s 71st career home run from 1954. Signed 
by Mickey in perfect black ink, this is beautifully matted and 
framed. So undervalued compared to other Mantle signed 
items, the total size is 25x30. JSA LOAA.

648  Mantle/Mays (superb) 9.5 .................... 350
Gorgeous image, this is a real stunner in person. Offered 
is a seldom seen beautiful 18x24 b/w image of Mickey and 
Willie posed together in uniform before a game, possibly 
during the 1962 World Series, each signed on their image in 
bold black sharpie ink. Extremely well matted and framed, 
this superb piece measures 25x31. JSA LOA (full).
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649  Mickey Mantle and Willie Mays 1953 Topps 
  Card Artwork Signed Prints   ........................ 200
Great pairing, the original art sold for six figures in the 
1990s, changing the sports memorabilia business forever. 
A limited edition run of signed prints were produced, these 
are scarce. Each is numbered 1684/2000 and signed in Mint 
blue sharpie. Presented in matching frames, these display 
extremely well and each measure 15x18. JSA LOAA.

650  Yankee HOFers Signed Cel (4) w/DiMaggio  8 ...... 150
Signed by Yankee HOFers Berra, DiMaggio, Ford and 
Rizzuto, this fun piece is titled You Make The Call. Limited 
edition piece (234/250), this is matted and framed to 20x18. 
JSA LOA (full).

Single Signed Baseballs

651  Roberto Clemente 7 ..................... 1250
One of the ultimate signed baseballs, this is almost a must 
have in any serious HOF single signed ball collection. Of-
fered is a pleasing Spalding ONL Giles model ball. 
The ball itself is clean and has a nice period feel to it. Clem-
ente signed and inscribed the ball as is typical, the signature 
is in attractive blue ballpoint ink and looks a little older 
than most Clemente balls that we see. Signed To My Friend 
Nick Best Wishes, this will nicely fill this key hole in your 
collection without running five figures! PSA DNA (full).

652  Jimmie Foxx (mini ball) 7 ....................... 300
Absolutely adorable item, this is an utterly charming Jimmy 
Foxx restaurant mini baseball. The ball is mildly toned and 
has a great antique look and feel to it. Foxx signed the sweet 
spot in large and pleasing blue ink, this is just such a cool 
signed baseball. For those of you who do not want to spend 
five figures for a high grade Foxx single, this is something to 
seriously consider. JSA LOA (full).

653  Ford Frick 8 ....................... 600
Long-time NL President and Baseball Commissioner, Frick 
was elected to the HOF in 1970 and died in 1978. Single 
signed balls are always scarce, and missing from even ad-
vanced collections. Offered is a mildly toned and attractive 
ball. Frick signed this in solid black fountain pen ink on the 
sweet spot. Solid ball. JSA LOA (full).

654  Hank Greenberg
            8 (inscribed, dated 1940) ....................... 500
Very cool Hank Greenberg single, how often do you find one 
with the box? Signed and inscribed with lots of writing, the 
ball is a really nice OAL Harridge model. Greenberg dated 
this 1940, one of his MVP seasons and a title season, this
is far more interesting and desirable than your typical 
Greenberg single. PSA DNA.
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657  Johnny  Keane 9 ....................... 700
Johnny Keane was the manager of the 1964 St. Louis Cardi-
nals that defeated the Yankees in the World Series. The 1964 
NL pennant chase was among the most exciting ever, Keane 
was apparently going to be fired just before the Cardinals 
got hot. After defeating the last Mantle-led Yankee team to 
make the World Series, Keane submitted his resignation to 
the Cardinals and enacted revenge. Keane only lasted into 
the 1966 season with the Yankees, and he died in 1967 at 
only age 55. Single signed balls of him are utterly unheard 
of. Offered is a clean and very solid Spalding ONL Giles 
model ball, Keane signed this in bold and large blue ball-
point ink, the signature contrasts perfectly against the ball. 
This has everything going for it: true rarity, condition and 
it is needed by virtually every Cardinal and Yankee single 
signed ball collector! Happy bidding. JSA LOA (full).

655  Gil  Hodges 7.5 .................... 750
Classic single signed ball from the beloved Gil Hodges, this 
one is special as it has a New York Mets inscrption. The ball 
is a lightly toned ONL Giles model, it was signed between 
1968 and 1972 by Hodges on a side panel as follows: Best 
Wishes Gil Hodges NY Mets. Nice ball. JSA LOA (full).

656  Derek  Jeter Signed 2000 World Series Game Ball
       9 ....................... 200
Really nice item, this is a true 2000 World Series game used 
ball. The ball shows lots of use and looks great. In a won-
derful touch, the ball is signed by 2000 World Series MVP 
Derek Jeter in bold blue ballpoint ink. JSA LOA (full).

658    Mickey Mantle 9 ....................... 150
Very strong Mantle single, the ball is clean. Mickey signed 
this on the sweet spot in strong blue ballpoint ink, this is 
very nice. JSA LOA (full).

659  Mickey Mantle      8 (536, unofficial ball)........... 250
Bright and clean unofficial ball, this is special as it has a 
superb Mickey Mantle 536 blue ballpoint ink signature. 
This is a scarce, desirable and very pricey inscription. 
JSA LOA (full).

660  Willie Mays 8 (660) ............. 150
Clean unofficial ball, this has a terrific Willie Mays signature 
and rare 660 inscription. Likely signed in the early 1980s, 
this has a nice older feel than the usual Willie Mays auto-
graphs that come to market on baseballs. JSA LOA (full).
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661  Willie Mays* (signed to Rusty Staub)  9 ................. 175
Cool ball, this is a Spalding ONL Feeney model ball, signed 
by Willie Mays to his teammate Rusty Staub and dated 1973. 
Clean ball and signature, Rusty Staub signed this on a sepa-
rate panel decades later. JSA LOAA.

662  Richard Nixon                 9 (ONL Feeney) ............. 600
Superb Nixon single, this came from a Mets employee. 
Signed on a clean ONL Feeney ball, Nixon pens an entire 
side panel, it would be very difficult to find a bigger or nicer 
signature. JSA LOA (full).

663  HOFers/Stars Signed Baseball Lot (20 pcs)   9 ....... 200
Nice lot of clean single signed balls, these are almost all 
HOFers and stars. The condition is clean, the lot includes 
mini bats signed by Crosetti and Yaz. The balls include: Er-
nie Banks, Yogi Berra, Barry Bonds, Branca/Thomson, Jose 
Canseco, Whitey Ford, Reggie Jackson, Al Kaline , Harmon 
Killebrew, Eddie Mathews, Willie McCovey, Stan Musial, 
Phil Rizzuto, Frank Robinson, Mike Schmidt, Duke Snider 
and Warren Spahn. JSA LOAA.

664  45 signed baseballs w/some stars 9 ....................... 200
Nice lot of signed signed balls, these are all recognizable 
players with a fair number of stars. High grade overall lot, 
just about everything should be on an official ball and not 
personalized, all are neatly identified in cubes. The content 
includes: Brunansky, Candiotti, W. Clark, Doerr, Drabek, 
Figeroa, Grace, Herr, Kiner, Kranepool, Perry and Wills. 
JSA LOAA.

665  27 different Red Sox singles w/stars    ..................... 200
Box of Red Sox singles, clean overall, these are mostly on 
official balls. Mainly contemporary players, the better balls 
are: Bay, Benitendi, Bradley Jr, Buckner, Canseco, Char-
rington, Cora, Dwight Evans, Lucciano, Lynn, Morgan, 
Porcello, H. Ramirez, Jim Rice, Varitek and Victorino. This 
should have a very solid value as singles.

666  49 signed baseballs w/some stars 9 ....................... 200
Nice lot of signed signed balls, these are all recognizable 
players with a fair number of stars. High grade overall lot, 
just about everything should be on an official ball and not 
personalized, all are neatly identified in cubes. The content 
includes: Conley, Drabek, Dropo, Feller, Foster, Frey, Good-
en, Guidry, Jenkins, Joost, Lockman, Ozark, Perry, Schoend-
ienst, Seminick, Shantz and Valo. JSA LOAA.

667      HOFers Single Signed Ball Lot (24 pcs)   7 ......... 250
Mixed grade lot, some are weak, others are much bolder. 
Only a few are personalized, almost everything is on an 
official ball. Solid value lot, the content is as follows: Richie 
Ashburn, Ernie Banks, Wade Boggs, Dennis Eckersley, 
Goose Gossage, Ferguson Jenkins (4), Juan Marichal, Paul 
Molitor, Gaylord Perry, Brooks Robinson (5), Red Schoend-
ienst, Dave Winfield (2) and Robin Yount (2). JSA LOAA.
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668  500 Home Run Club (11 sigs) 9 ....................... 250
Classic signed baseball, offered is a clean OAL Brown mod-
el. Nice as it has Ted Williams by himself on the sweet spot, 
the signatures are all in bold and impeccable blue ballpoint 
ink. We all know the names here: Mantle, Mays, Aaron, 
Schmidt, Banks, McCovey et al. JSA LOA (full).

669  Perfect Game Pitchers (14 sigs) 9 ....................... 750
Very desirable ball, this is a clean Selig model with 14 
signatures. These are all Perfect Game pitchers, the signa-
tures all include the perfect game dates. Very nice piece, the 
autographs include Roy Halladay (D’2017), Koufax, Randy 
Johnson, Bunning, Cone, Feliz Hernandez, Wells, Larsen, 
Martinez, Witt and Browning. JSA LOA (full).

Team Signed Baseballs

670 1937 Cardinals Team Ball w/5 HOFers   7.5 ......... 400
Very uncommon ball, offered is a clear-coated ONL Frick 
model ball. Signed by the Gashouse Gang 1937 Cardinals, 
there are 16 pretty solid blue ballpoint ink signatures. With 
real star power, the autographs include Dizzy Dean, Frank-
ie Frisch, Leo Durocher, Pepper Martin, Jesse Haines, Joe 
Medwick and Lon Warneke.  JSA LOAA.

673 1949 Indians  Team Ball w/Paige 5 ....................... 300
Very scarce ball, these hardly ever come to market. Offered 
is a pleasing off-white OAL Harridge ball, the 24 signatures 
vary in darkness. Anchored by the vital Satchel Paige, the 
other signatures include the elusive Joe Gordon, Bob Feller, 
Larry Doby, Early Wynn, Mike Garcia, Luke Easter, Al Ben-
ton (D’68) and Bobby Avila. Please note the ball has staining 
on some panels, the autographs vary quite a bit in darkness. 
JSA LOA (full).

671 1937 Yankees Team Ball   ...................... 1000
Yankee Championship team ball, this is an evenly toned 
OAL Harridge model. There are 25 signatures that vary 
in darkness. The key Lou Gehrig signature is on the sweet 
spot is a 6 to 7/10 to our eyes and nice. The other signatures 
include a very early DiMaggio, Lazzeri, Dickey, Ruffing, 
Powell (D’1948), Murphy, Crosetti and Henrich. The usual 
four suspects are clubhouse as is typical (Fletcher, Gomez, 
Malone and McCarthy). JSA LOA (full).
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672 1938 Yankees Team Ball w/real Gehrig   7 ....... 1000
Desirable World Championship Yankee team ball, these 
have been white hot in recent years. Offered is a pleasing, 
mildly toned OAL Harridge model ball. There are 18 reason-
ably consistent period ink signatures that vary only mildly 
in darkness. The key to this ball is an authentic Lou Gehrig 
on the sweet spot (oddly enough, writing above Gehrig’s 
signature has been removed according to the LOA). There 
are no clubhouse signatures, the other autographs include a 
very early DiMaggio, Ruffing, Gomez, Gordon and Dickey, 
for a total of six HOFers. The other signatures include Cro-
setti, Murphy, Wes Ferrell and Jake Powell (D’1948 at age 
48). Good ball. PSA DNA (full).

675 1969  Earliest Known Thurman Munson 
  Signed Ball  7 ....................... 250
Great ball for a big Yankee or Munson fan or just someone 
who appreciates rare autographs, offered is what we believe 
is the earliest known Thurman Munson signed baseball. 
Presumably signed as a College player, this toned ball has 17 
signatures. The Thurman Munson autograph is a solid 7 to 
8/10 in darkness. The Munson signature is in blue ballpoint 
ink, as are the other autographs on the ball. Munson is a for-
ever beloved Yankee and has a cult following, this should be 
a very popular lot. We are going to start this at a super low 
minimum bid to make things interesting! JSA LOA (full).

674 1961 Yankees Team Ball w/real Maris  7.5 ......... 250
Offered is a pleasing Spalding Home Run League model 
baseball from the early 1960s. The Mickey Mantle is the 
usual clubhouse, the Roger Maris is authentic. There are 24 
total signatures. The other autographs include Berra, Ford, 
Howard, Kubek, Richardson, Skowron, Cerv and Boyer. 
Affordable World Championship team ball. JSA LOAA.

676 1991 Twins  Team Ball 8.5 .................... 150
Popular Championship team, this very clean OAL Brown 
model ball has a full 30 solid blue ballpoint ink signatures. 
Not easy to find, the keys include Puckett, Morris, Hrbek, 
Kelly, Oliva, Mark, Erickson and Knobloch. JSA LOA (full).



Presidential Autographs

677 1998 Yankees Team Ball 9 ....................... 250
Spotless ball, perfect quality, this came from a Mets club-
house person. Budig model ball, there are a full 30 blue ball-
point ink signatures. The autographs include Jeter, Rivera, 
Torre and Raines for HOFers. The other signatures include 
Cone, Knobloch, O’Neill, T. Martinez, Pettite, Posada and 
Wells. JSA LOA (full).

Presidential Autographs

678  Madison, James Signed Document   8 ........... 500
Elusive Presidential document from only the fourth Presi-
dent, this is presented in a amazing oversize frame worthy 
of a museum. Dated 1813, this appoints a Naval Surgeon. 
The document itself is matted to 13x17 and retains striking 
visuals and a very clean overall appearance. The Presiden-
tial seal looks great, this has a slightly light but respectable 
signature from the Founding Father known as The Father of 
the Constitution. Total size 28x33. JSA LOA (full).

679  Document  Adams, John Quincy   8 .............. 350
Earlier and desirable Presidential signed document, this one 
is handsomely matted and framed to a total size of 28x16. A 
brilliant man and such an interesting story, the document 
has general wear from handling and is not bad at all. A Land 
Grant, this has a solid dark ink signature from the second 
President Adams. JSA LOA (full).

680  Letter  Van Buren, Martin  9................... 250
Uncommon Presidential autograph, this is a clean August 4, 
1850 ALS. The letter measures 8x9 and is in response to an 
autograph request! Van Buren signed this neatly at the close. 
JSA LOA (full).

681 Polk, Mrs. James Signed Page    9 ...................... 90
Offered is a very unusual First Lady signature. Signed on  
4.25 x 3.5 lightly lined page, this is signed and dated Febru-
ary 9, 1881. The signature is very solid. JSA LOAA.

682 Johnson, Andrew Framed Document   9.5 ...............  45
Visually striking Presidential document, the condition is su-
perb. The large format document measures 15x19. Framed, 
this has stamped signatures from President Andrew John-
son and his Secretary of War Edward Stanton. Total size 
23x27. JSA LOAA.

683   Hayes, Rutherford B. Framed Display  9 ............... 150
Excellent presentation, this is a 13x24 framed display. 
This consists of a partial signed document and a photo. 
Dated April 24th 1877, this has a perfect autograph from 
this 19th century President. JSA LOAA.

684   Check Harrison, Benjamin   9 ......................... 90
Check from 1879, this has a large and fine dark period ink 
signature. JSA LOAA.

685   Harrison, Benjamin Elegantly Matted Signature 
     9 ......................... 90
Outstanding presentation, this is a very ornate 13x16 
antique style frame. This has a bold and flowing signature 
from President Benjamin Harrison. Smartly tipped onto a 
handsome portrait image, this displays very well. 
JSA LOAA.

686  Document Cleveland, Grover 9 ....................... 150
Fine looking larger format Presidential document, this one 
is a hefty 15x20 as matted. The document appoints an Edwin 
Coates to be a Lieutenant Colonel of Infantry. Striking visu-
als, this has a solid signature and a strong Presidential seal. 
Matted and framed, total size 22x26. JSA LOA (full). 107



Presidential Autographs
Presidential Autographs

687  Grover Cleveland Second Inauguration 
  Fine Framed Display w/vintage photo  ..................... 90
Very attractive and well composed piece, this composition 
contains a huge 16x10 vintage sepia toned photo of Cleve-
land historic second inauguaration. This is presented with 
an 8x10 period image of Cleveland with his Adlai Stephen-
son. Total size 24x28, this is very well done and looks great.

688  Document  Taft, William Howard 9................. 150
Perfectly preserved 23x19 Presidential document, this 
appoints a Ralph Bader to be an interpreter for the United 
States in Persia. Dated 2/8/1912, this has a perfect Taft sig-
nature and Presidential seal.  JSA LOA (full).

689  Document  Wilson, Woodrow 5................. 120
Presidential document appoints a Francis Burr a Captain of 
Infantry in 1916. The document displays well with a spotless 
Presidential seal, Wilson’s signature is light but fully legible 
as is typical. The document measures 15x19. JSA LOA (full).

690  Document  Coolidge, Calvin 8................. 175
Handsome 23 x 18.5 Presidential document, this is dated 
January 23rd, 1929. Signed neatly by Coolidge in flowing 
black ink, this has a large and flawless Presidential seal. The 
document appoints a Verne Baldwin to the Foreign Service 
and is in clean condition. JSA LOA (full).

691  Coolidge, Calvin Framed Signed 
  White House Card 8................. 150
Excellent display, offered is a solid White House card signed 
by 1920s President Calvin Coolidge. This is very nicely mat-
ted and framed with a huge image of Coolidge. Total size 
17x23. JSA LOA (full).

692  Letter  FDR 9 120
Attractive FDR TLS, this is on New York State letterhead. 
Dated April 5, 1929, this is a short note that references 
Senator Robert Wagner. This is signed FDR in solid black 
fountain pen ink. JSA LOAA.

693  Letter Eisenhower, Dwight 9.5 ................ 90
White House TLS is dated August 1, 1958, the content 
relates to the Defense Reorganization plan. Signed DE by 
Ike in super bold black ink, this is a perfectly clean and fine 
letter. JSA LOA (full).

694  Document  Eisenhower, Dwight 9................. 200
Elusive Presidential document, Ike almost always comes 
around on a TLS or an 8x10, documents are unusual to find. 
Offered is a clean 23 x 19.5 document that has been neatly 
folded at one time for mailing. Ike’s signature is bold and 
strong, the large Presidential seal looks great. This docu-
ment appoints someone to the Atomic Energy Commission 
and is dated April 4, 1957. Nice Cold War piece, please note 
the Dulles signature is autopen as is typical. JSA LOA (full).

695  Cut  Nixon, Richard (JSA LOAA) 9................... 20
696  3 x 5  Ford, Gerald  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ................ 20
697  8 x 10  Ford, Gerald  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ................ 30

698  Ford, Gerald Signed Sealed Easton Press Book
     9................... 60
Handsomely bound, this is factory sealed as issued. Excel-
lent binding, these look great, this is a run that was issued 
with autographs and is desirable.

700  Bush, George W. Signed Portraits of Courage
     9................... 75
Handsomely bound, this is factory sealed as issued. Ex-
cellent binding, this had an issue price of $250 as they are 
issued with a President Bush autograph and thus desirable.
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699  Reagan, Ronald Signed Book in Wood Case
     9.5 .............. 300
Grandly presented in a custom 17x11x5 wood case, this 
book is Ronald Reagan An American Life. Signed by 
Reagan in perfect black ink, this is a limited edition piece 
(1355/2000). The case also includes cassettes of Reagan read-
ing his autobiography. JSA LOA (full).

Historical Autographs

701     Begin, Menachem Framed TLS 9................... 25
Nice display with a 1977 Time Magazine cover, this is signed 
by Begin in blue ballpoint ink. Framed, total size 21x16. 
JSA LOAA.

702  Ben-Gurion, David Signed/Framed 
  15x16 Display  9................... 30
Nice composition, this has a solid ballpoint ink autograph. 
JSA LOAA.

703     Buber, Martin TLS from 1962 9................... 25
An important Jewish philospher and writer (1878-1965), 
offered is a boldly signed TLS from 1962. Written in Jerusa-
lem, the content appears to be personal. JSA LOAA.

704     Churchill, John (first Duke of Marlborough) ...... 250
For the Anglophile in us, offered is a very sturdy and well 
rendered 32x21 framed display. The lot consists of a 14x12 
Court Martial document from 1711 and a color image. The 
document has some typical wear and displays well, it has a 
fine signature and is very neatly written. The first Duke of 
Marlborough, Churchill, a great military thinker, impact-
ed history during five British monarchies and played an 
important role in British history during his eventful life 
(1650-1722).

705     Cronkite, Walter 8x10 (JSA LOAA) 9................... 20
706     Dole, Bob  8x10 (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ................ 15

707     Ericcson, John Framed 1859 ALS 9................... 90
An important inventor in the 19th century, he lived from 
1803-1889. Offered is a fine display with a letter and image, 
framed to 15x12. The content relates to a patent. JSA LOAA.

708     Frankfurter, Felix Signed Business Card 
    Stock Card   9................... 25
Important Supreme Court Justice, this has a bold black
ink signature. JSA LOA (full).

709     Gore, Al  Signed 8x10 (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ................ 10

710     Hill, Clint Signed JFK and Jackie Kennedy Dallas  ...  
    Motorcade Photo  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ................ 20

711     Humphrey, Hubert Signed/Framed Letter 
    and Photo   9.5 ................ 60
Nicely presented, this matted/framed display checks in
at 19x15. The piece has a 1965 TLS on Vice Presidential 
letterhead and a signed photo. JSA LOAA. 109
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712     King George III Signed 1760 Document ............. 150
The Mad King George, the cause of the American Revolu-
tion! Offered is a handsomely framed 28x18 display. This 
looks to be a Military Appointment, George signed this in 
large ink at the lower right corner.

713  LeMay, Curtis Signed Vice Presidential 
  Campaign Brochure (JSA LOAA) 9................... 10

714   Leoncavallo, Ruggero (1857-1919)
   Signed/Framed Letter 9................... 90
Noted Italian operatic composer, this is a very elegant pre-
sentation. Total size 23x13, this has a signed letter and two 
images. JSA LOAA.

716     Mussolini and Vitorio Emanuel 
    Signed 1937 Document 9................... 75
Framed, this is from 1937. Signed by Mussolini and King 
Vitorio Emanuel III, the signatures are huge and look great. 
Total size 13x18. JSA LOAA.

718     Paddock, Charles W. (Chariots of Fire)  9 .............. 75
A fascinating person, Charles W. Paddock was the winner 
of the 1920 and 1924 Olympic gold medals and was the first 
athlete to be deemed the fastest man alive. Played by actor 
Dennis Christopher in Chariots of Fire, the 1981 classic 
film, Paddock died in 1943 in a plane crash near Alaska at 
only age 43. Offered is a superb quality 5x3 cut, it is signed 
Charles W. Paddock Pasadena, California in black black 
fountain pen ink. A 1935 card comes with the lot. 
JSA LOA (full).

717     Napoleon   6................. 750
Museum style presentation, this is an original 1813 docu-
ment signed by Napoleon. Very nicely matted and framed 
with an 8x10 image, the total size is 22x15. The document 
is written to the French Minister of War (Jean-Girard Lucee 
prepares France for the battles of Luzten and Bautzen along 
Germany’s Rhine and Elbe rivers).  Signed by Napoleon, 
this is his large N, it is a touch light but 100% legible. 
Who wants to own a real piece of history? JSA LOA (full).

719     Patton, George Signed Agreement (framed)
       9.5 .............. 600
Outstanding presentation, this is a worthy omage to the 
legendary General Patton. Offered is a terrific large format 
1934 TLS and a handsome image, matted and framed to 
23x19. Dated August 28, 1934, this is an interesting piece, it 
is an agreement for a Lieutenant John Beck to remove a barn 
from Patton’s property at no cost. Patton and signed this at 
the bottom in attractive period blue fountain pen ink. This 
is the kind of thing that might get a contemporary military 
person in some real trouble! The legendary Patton died in 
1945 from injuries due to a car accident, just months after 
the historic allied victory. PSA DNA (full).
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720     Pershing, John 8................... 25
Smartly presented with a photo, this displays well. 
JSA LOAA.

721     Pisanos, Steve Signed/Framed 16x20   9.5 ............. 20
World War Two hero, this s framed and looks great. 
PSA DNA (card).

722     Pyle, Ernie Signed Check PSA 8 ........... 45
Famed WW II correspondant, he died in 1945. A PSA 8, t
his 1944 check looks great.

723     Romney, Mitt Signed Red Sox Jersey 
     (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ................ 25

724   Teresa, Mother Signed/Framed Display   9 .............. 50
Charming and well rendered display piece of this beloved 
Saint, this checks in at 16x20. Elegantly matted and framed, 
this is a short TLS with a clean blue ballpoint ink signature. 
JSA LOA (full).

725   Weizmann/Sharett Signed Israel Airmail Cover
       9................... 75
From 1952, this looks great. Each of these vital figures in 
Israeli history signed at the time in matching blue fountain 
pen ink. JSA LOAA.

726    Wiesel, Elie Signed Night Special Signed 
   Leather Bound Limited Edition (640/850)  9.5 ...... 150
Beautiful Easton Press re-issue in a custom slipcase, this
is signed by Wiesel. Limited edition item (640/850), this 
looks great. JSA LOAA.

Entertainment Autographs

Signed 8x10s

733  Day, Dennis 9 ......................... 20
Handsome image, this is vintage signed with an extensive 
inscription. JSA LOAA.

734  Fairbanks, Douglas 1929 Framed Display 8 .. 150
Fun framed display, this consists of a dashing sepia toned 
8x10 photo of this famed early film star, a second photo and 
his 20 cent stamps. The signed photo is dated 1929 and has a 
a flowing ink signature at the lower right corner. Desirable 
and very uncommon signed 8x10 photo, Fairbanks died in 
1939. Total size 17x22. JSA LOA (full).

735  Gielgud, John 9 ......................... 20
Original publicity still for The School for Scandal, a fine 
portait image of this legendary thespian. Signed in bold 
black sharpie ink in a perfect spot by the left border.  
JSA LOAA.

739  Karloff, Boris 9.5 .................... 450
Iconic movie star known from Frankenstein and other 
classic films, Karloff died in 1969 and is a very difficult 8x10. 
Offered is a superb b/w portrait image, this is wonderful 
photography. Karloff signed this high quality photo in large 
and gorgeous dark fountain pen ink. Superb.
JSA LOA (full).

727  Aherne, Brian (JSA LOAA) 9 ......................... 10
728  Bacall, Lauren  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 30
729  Baker, Kenny (R2-D2)  (JSA LOAA)  9.5 ......... 10
730  Canova, Judy (5x7) (JSA LOAA)  9 .................. 10
732  Cosby, Bill  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 20
736  Hagman, Larry  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 20
737  Hasso, Signe (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 10
738  Jones, James Earl  (JSA LOAA)  9.5 .................. 15
741  Klugman, Jack  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 15
742  Manning, Irene  (JSA LOAA) 8 ........................ 10
743  Minelli, Liza  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ...................... 15

740  Kiss (4 sigs) 8 ......................... 20
Publicity still, this is signed by Kulick, Simmons, Singer
and Stanley. JSA LOAA.

744  Morgan, Helen 9 ......................... 25
Desirable 8x10, she was a noted blues singer and the first 
Julie in Show Boat. Fine 8x10 portrait image, signed and 
in flowing blue ink. D’41. JSA LOAA.

745  Murphy, Audie 9 ....................... 150
Fun image of this Western star, this is a fine b/w photo. 
Signed and inscribed in flowing black ink, the placement 
is perfect. World War Two hero and film star, Murphy died 
in 1971 at only age 45. Matted. JSA LOA (full).
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Signed 8x10s

741  Klugman, Jack  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ................ 15
742  Manning, Irene  (JSA LOAA) 8 ................... 10
743  Minelli, Liza  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ................ 15
746  O’Connor, Carroll  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ................ 20
747  Orbach, Jerry  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ................ 10
748  Paige, Janis (JSA LOAA) 9 ................... 15
749  Presley, Priscilla  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ................ 15
750  Raymond, Gene (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ................ 10
751  Richman, Harry (5x7) (JSA LOAA)   9 .................. 10
752  Singin Sam (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ................ 10
753  Singleton, Penny  (JSA LOAA) 9 ................... 10
754  Swarthout, Gladys (JSA LOAA) 9 ................... 12
756  Tracy, Arthur (JSA LOAA) 9 ................... 10
757  Warrick, Ruth (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ................ 20 
758  Weathers, Carl  (JSA LOAA) 9 ................... 10
759  Wilson, Julie (JSA LOAA) 9 ................... 10

755  Sweet, Sarah Blanche 9 ................... 30
Important Silent Film star, this is a terrific sepia toned 
image on better stock. Signed and inscribed in spotless black 
sharpie ink, very nice. D’86. JSA LOAA.

760  Country Music/Related Lot (28 pcs)  9 ................. 30
Lesser lot of signed 8x10s (with some 3x5s), these look to 
have been obtained through the mail in the late 1990s. The 
autographs are strong, there will surely be secretarial signa-
tures. Due to the nature of the lot, we did not have JSA look 
at the them, the lot is being sold strictly as-is. There is hardly 
any duplication, the content includes Vince Gill, Waylon 
Jennings, Merle Haggsard, Travis Tritt, Mel Tillis, Ricky 
Skaggs, Tom Jones, Tanya Tucker, Harry Connick Jr and and 
Charlie Black.

731  Collection of 108 pcs 9 ................... 90
Lesser lot of signed 8x10s (with some 3x5s), these look 
to have been obtained through the mail in the late 1990s. 
Neatly presented in sheets in two binders, the autographs 
are strong, there will surely be secretarial and/or facsimile 
signatures. Due to the nature of the lot, we did not have JSA 
look at the them, the lot is being sold strictly as-is. There is 
hardly any duplication, the content includes Don Adams, 
Alan Alda, Anne Bancroft, Yasmine Bleeth, Matthew Brod-
erick, Tony Curtis, Buddy Hackett, George Hamilton, Jay 
Leno, Judith Light, Susan Lucci, Olivia Newton-John, Patti 
Page, Bernadette Peters, Martin Sheen and Dick Van Dyke.

Album Pages

761  Hampton, Lionel 9 ................... 15
Small autograph album page, this was signed and inscribed 
in 1939. JSA LOAA.

762  Harrison, Rex (1956) (JSA LOAA) 9 ................... 15

763  Hollway, Stanley 9.5 ................ 20
Signed in 1956 at My Fair Lady, this actor died in 1982. 
JSA LOAA.

764  Parsons, Louella (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ................ 20
765  Schildkraut, Joseph (JSA LOAA) 9 ................... 20

Album Pages

766  Collection of 150 autographs 9 ................... 40
From a single owner collection of autograph albums, the 
highlights include Arthur C. Clarke (author), George 
Plimpton, Moby (w/ sketch), Buddy Rich, Chubby Checker, 
Dick Clark, Nipsey Russell, Jack Parr, Billy Crystal, George 
Peppard, Red Buttons, Gene Autry, Simon Cowell, Brad 
Paisley, Scott Caan, Colin Firth, Dustin Hoffman, Josh 
Groban, Boris Johnson (British PM), Ricky Gervais, Tom 
Selleck, Cristina Ricci, Naomi Watts, and more. Most pages 
are signed on both sides and include handwritten collector 
notations and player identifiers, some sports signers will be 
present as well. There can be some secretarial content here, 
the count is approximate.

767  Affleck, Ben and Matt Damon 
   Signed Red Sox Jersey 8 ......................... 50
Super cool item from these famed Boston icons! Offered is 
a road grey Red Sox jersey, these two huge movie stars have 
each signed it in black sharpie ink. JSA sticker.

768 3 x 5 Burns, George  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 ........................ 5
769 3 x 5 Caesar, Sid (4x6)  (JSA LOAA)  9.5 .................. 10
770 Letter  Caniff, Milton (JSA LOAA)  9.5 ..................... 15
771 Postcard  Carson, Martha (JSA LOAA)  9 ................. 15

772 GPC Chandler, Jeff 9 ......................... 20
GPC from 1954, this has a terrific bold period ink signature. 
Actor from the 1940s and 1950s, he died in 1961 at age 42. 
JSA LOAA.

773  Channing, Carol Signed Life Magazine Cover  9.5 .. 20
Folded Life Magazine cover from 1955, this is signed and 
inscribed in bold red sharpie ink. JSA LOAA.
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774  Cohen, Leonard Signed Program 9.5 .............. 90
Great looking oversize program from his 2013 tour, this has 
a huge and perfect blue sharpie signature. An iconic enter-
tainer, this looks great. JSA LOAA.

775  Photo  Fonteyn, Margot 9.5 .............. 20
Famous Ballerina, this is an oversize 9x11 image. Original 
publicity still, this has some edge wear and mild creasing. 
Signed and inscribed, a simply huge silver sharpie ink signa-
ture. D’91. JSA LOAA.

776  Photo  Ford, Glenn (vintage) 9 ................. 30
Clean 5x7 photo, this is on better stock. Vintage signed in 
fountain pen ink, this is something you do not see every day. 
JSA LOA (card).

777  Photo Henje, Sonja  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 .............. 20
778  Letter Herbert, Hugh ALS (JSA LOAA)  9.5 ........... 10
779  Photo  Jon Hall/Frances Langford 6x8 
  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 .............. 15

780  Document  Kern, Jerome 9.5 .............. 50
Important composer, he died in 1945. Offered is a finely 
done framed composition, the key piece here is a Canadian 
copywright document for the song Don’t Ask Me To Sing. 
This is undated and signed in fountain pen ink by Hern and 
Otto Harbach. Presented with image of both, the total size is 
21x17. JSA LOAA.

781  Munsel, Patrice Signed 1952 Life Magazine 
  Cover (JSA LOAA) 9.5 .............. 15

782  Letter  Powell, Dick 1947 TLS 9 ................. 25
Spotless TLS on his personal letterhead, this is from 1947. 
The signature looks terrific. JSA LOAA.

783  Sheen, Charlie Signed Platoon 16x20  
  (JSA LOAA) 9.5 .............. 20

784  Photo  Sheldon, Herb 9 ................. 30
Entertainer appeared on Wonderama and hosted The Loo-
ney Tunes Show, he died in 1964 at age 41. Offered is a fine 
looking 5x7 publicity still, signed and inscribed to Susan in 
fine looking green fountain pen. JSA LOAA.

785  Streisand, Barbra Signed Oversize Photo  9 ........... 75
Beautiful 13x10 portrait of this iconic star, this is always a 
very difficult and desirable autograph that is almost always 
forged. Signed in large and bold black sharpie ink, this is 
very nicely matted and framed to 19x15. JSA LOA (full).

786  Photo  Tamara 9 ................. 20
Fine looking 5x7 photo, signed and inscribed neatly in black 
ink. Prominent Broadway star died in a plane crash in 1943 
at age 33. JSA LOAA.

787  3 x 5  Collection of 125 political autographs  9....... 50
Box of 3x5s, these look to have been obtained in the 1970s 
and early 1980s. Almost all political, there is mild duplica-
tion overall. The lot are mainly signatures of U.S. Senators, 
Governors and Representatives. The content is mainly lesser, 
the more recognizable names will be pictured on our web-
site. JSA LOAA.

788  GPC  Collection of 70 Circa 
  1954 Entertainment Autographs 8 ............... 120
Fresh lot of signed GPCs, these are mainly from 1954. A sin-
gle owner collection, these are signed in various inks, many 
are inscribed To Pat. The condition varies but the lot is more 
than clean overall. There is hardly any duplication, there 
could well be some buried treasure here as we could not read 
all of the autographs. We did not do these with JSA due to 
the nature of the item, so there can be secretarial signatures 
here. These better autographs come in the lot: Eddie Albert, 
Steve Allen (2), Shirley Booth, Kitty Carlisle, Claudette 
Colbert, Jackie Coogan, Hume Cronyn, Robert Cummings, 
Dennis Day, Barabra Del Geddes, Joan Fontaine, Sally For-
rest, John  Forsythe, Reed Hadley, Burl Ives, June Lockhart, 
Vincent Lopez (2), Mary Martin, Audrey Meadows, Burgess 
Meredith, Ray Milland, Robert Mitchum, Pat O’Brien, Ed-
mund O’Brien, Patti Page, Janis Page, Mickey Rooney, Bob 
Smith and Allen Sothern. JSA LOAA.
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789  Bale/Wahlberg Signed/Framed The Fighter 
  Small Poster (JSA LOAA) 9.5 .............. 25

790  Barnum, P.T. Superb Signed 
  Original Cabinet Card 9 ............... 600
Terrific item from the one and only P.T. Barnum, this is a 
true piece of Americana! Offered is a great looking 4 x 5.5 
true cabinet photo. The cabinet is remarkably well preserved 
and looks great. Barnum signed this in bold black fountain 
pen ink and dated it 1885. This is a real little treasure, I won-
der what Barnum would make of his autograph selling for a 
high price! JSA LOA (full).

791  Barry, Gene Double-Signed Framed Display
     9.5 .............. 60
Fun piece, this is a very smartly composed 24x17 display 
of this 1950s star. With two 1950s comic books signed, the 
autographs both look great, each has a PSA DNA card. 

792  Beery, Wallace 9.5 .............. 60
Academy award winning actor from the 1930s, he died in 
1949. Huge signature on a 1940s autograph album page, this 
looks great. The back is signed by Postmaster James Farley. 
JSA LOAA.

793  Berlin, Irving Framed Display 9.5 .............. 20
Beautiful display, this has a superb fountain pen signature 
on a Beverly Hills hotel card. This is framed with a terrific 
b/w image, total size 12x16. Famed songwriter, D’1989. 
JSA LOAA.

794  Berry, Chuck Signed Guitar 9 ............... 150
Very cool guitar has an image of the legendary Chuck Berry 
on the left side. Berry signed this in bold and flowing black 
sharpie ink in a perfect spot. JSA LOA (full).

795  Burton, Richard & Hume Cronyn 
  Signed Hamlet Program 8 ................. 60
Fun piece, this is a large format program for a 1964 Colum-
bia Records recording of Hamlet. Noted thespian Richard 
Burton signed this in blue ballpoint, as well as fellow thespi-
an Hume Cronyn. JSA LOA (full).

796  Cooper, Alice Signed Golf Ball (JSA LOAA)  9.5 ... 15

797  Fontana/Moore Signed Elvis Golden 
  Records Album (JSA LOAA) 9.5 .............. 25

798  Gaye, Marvin Signed Slabbed Check 7 ............... 175
Nice display item, this is a 29x27 framed composition. The 
key here is a PSA slabbed Marvin Gaye hand-signed check 
from 1979. The autograph is in blue ballpoint ink and is a 
touch light but certainly legible. This is beautifully present-
ed with Gaye’s classic What’s Going On album and lyrics. 
Gaye tragically died in 1984 at only age 44 and is a very 
desirable autograph.

799  Jefferson Airplane Signed Record (3 sigs)  8 ........... 30
Signed by five members, two are secretarial according to JSA 
(Balin, Kantner). The authentic signatures are Grace Slick, 
Jack Casady and Jorma Koukonen. JSA LOAA.

800  Jett, Joan Signed Album 9 ................. 45
Unvarnished LP, this has a bold gold sharpie ink signature 
that contrasts nicely against the black cover. 
JSA LOA (card).

801  Liberace Framed Display 9 ................. 30
Fun oversize Liberace piece, this measures a stout 19x23. 
Beautifully framed, this is a large 12x10 scrapbook page 
with three images. Liberace signed this and dated it 1958. 
The autograph is huge and has a sketch of a piano. Very nice. 
JSA LOA (full).

802  Mellencamp, John Signed Guitar 9 ............... 150
Cool and very patriotic electric guitar, this has a large and 
fine John Mellancamp black sharpie ink signature. Nice 
piece. JSA LOAA.

803  Springsteen, Bruce Signed Born To Run Record
     7 ............... 300
One of the very finest albums ever created, this is a very 
desirable piece. Handsomely framed to 17x17, this is a full 
size Born to Run record. Signed by The Boss, the signature is 
large but has smudged in spots from handling. 
PSA DNA (full).

804  Thalberg, Iriving Signed Check 9 ................. 20
Framed with a high quality vintage photo, the total size is 
13.5 x 18. JSA LOAA.
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Entertainment/Non-Sports Cards
Entertainment Memorabilia

805   Penny Lane Framed Platinum Record  .................... 50
Cute Beatles item, this is a nicely framed Penny Lane plati-
num sales record. Good display piece of the Fab Four, total 
size 12.5 x 15.5.

806 1960 Hartland
 Lee, Robert E. w/horse and sword NM .................... 45
807 1960 Hartland
 Lone Ranger/Trigger NM .................... 45

808 1960 Hartland  Tonto/Tubby NM .................... 30

809  Rolling Stones Full Size Pennant Ex-Mt ................ 20

810 1966 Bill Graham Grass Roots Framed
  Concert Poster   .......................... 50
Attractive poster is nicely framed to 15x21. The condition is 
very clean, we believe this is the first printing but we are not 
100% sure. There was one public sale for $1,075 for one of 
these.

811 1967 Doors/Chuck Berry Days of Sound 
 Concert Poster   .......................... 50
Great looking poster from a terrific era in rock music histo-
ry, this is smartly presented in a matching blue 16x23 frame.

812 1968 Big Brother & Company Fillmore 
 Concert Poster CGC 9.6 ............. 30
Very attractive and superb condition concert poster from 
1968, this is matted and framed to 20x28.

813 1969 Led Zeppelin Bill Graham Taj Mahal 
 Original Concert Poster   ........................ 100
Good Zeppelin item, this is matted with three concert 
tickets. Total size 22x27, this is a really nice piece.

Non-Sports Cards

814 1887 N162   Buffalo Bill PSA 2 ............... 300
Great card from a revered set, these are so much fun. 
Colorful card has a fine image and no creasing, centered to 
the bottom border with typical corner wear, moderate back 
wear led to the 2 grade.

815 1910 Honest Long Cut Large Format Pack
    w/2 cards .......... 20

816   Shoebox 1930s Non-Sports Collection 
  (820 cards) GVG ................ 500
Neatly presented in sheets, this is an honest lower grade 
1930s non-sports card collection. Arranged by set, these 
look very nice as presented. The lot includes 1933 Western 
Strip Cards Series of 48 (369 pcs), 1935 National Chicle Sky-
birds (115 cards through #71), 1933 R172 Wild Wild West 
(130 pcs), 1933 Pirates Picture Bubble Gum (23), and Dick 
Tracy (27). The other cards include Cops and Robbers Gum, 
Big Game Peanut Blocks and 1930s Jungle and Zoo cards. 
Please note the condition varies from Poor to VG or perhaps 
VG-Ex. The cards are not bad at all overall and nothing has 
been picked, this is a typical condition lot for these fun and 
eminently affordable 1930s cards.

817 1931 W.D. & H.O. Wills
 24 Walt Disney/Mickey Mouse PSA 5 ............... 300
Key card of the vital Walt Disney, these have exploded in 
price in recent years. Strong 5, this is reasonably well cen-
tered with white borders and a flawless image. The corners 
are not bad at all, the back is clean.115



Non-Sports Cards

818 1933 Goudey Indians
 Lot of 202 assorted cards Good ............... 300
Classic and widely collected 1930s non-sport set, is it me or 
have larger lots become really hard to find in recent years? 
Offered is your typical low grade lot, the cards range from 
Poor to VG. The backs are quite clean overall, the cards have 
good color overall. There is a fair amount of duplication, 
various series come in the lot (48, 96, 192).

819 1934 Skybirds
 Very Near Set (96/108) GVG ................ 750
Key 1930s non-sports card issue, these are extremely popu-
lar among advanced collectors. Offered is a mixed set, these 
range from Poor to Ex, averaging in the GVG range but 
again with a wide variance. The lot is notable as it is missing 
only one high number (108). The high numbers are similar 
to the Diamond Star baseball set from the same manufac-
turer and can run $100 per card. Please also note that the 
condition of the high numbers is generally VG and better, a 
full grade better than the rest of the set. A solid offering as 
presented, some work could turn this into a fine set with the 
nice high numbers that come in the lot.

820 1938 Horrors of War
 Lot of 144 assorted cards Good ............... 300
Classic 1930s non-sports set, our overall grade may be a bit 
conservative, there are some nicer cards in the lot. Honest 
low grade but not abused lot, the backs are fine, the cards 
show typical wear. The duplication is mild, the card num-
bers run from 5 to 248.

821 1940 Lone Ranger
 Low Number Set (36 cards)   ........................ 200
Key pre-war non-sports gum card set, offered is the basic 
low number set. A good start on a full set, the cards are a 
pleasing and reasonably consistent GVG to VG Plus overall. 
The cards have clean backs and show typical wear for the 
issue, they tend to have solid images.

822 1941 Gum Inc Uncle Sam
 Lot of 351 assorted cards VG ................... 300
Large lot of these colorful and attractive cards, the cards 
show honest wear and are not abused or ugly. The condi-
tion is about 60% VG, the balance almost all a nice Good 
or GVG. The backs are perfectly clean overall, these run 
from card numbers 1 to 96, with of course a fair amount of 
duplication. It is always nice to get this many cards from a 
pre-war non-sports set in one shot.

823 1949 Turf Cigarettes Famous Film Stars
 19 Humphrey Bogart (w/tab) PSA 2 ................. 45

824 1950 Hopalong Cassidy
 40 different VG-Ex ................ 60
Colorful and attractive lot, these are about 60-65% VG-Ex 
or better, the balance is almost all a nice VG.

825 1956 Davy Crockett
 Complete Set (orange back) VG ..................... 90
Pleasing VG overall set, the condition varies mildly in both 
directions. The cards are all in top loaders for protection.

826 1964 Rosan JFK  Complete Set (64)  Ex-Mt .............. 20

827 1968 Laugh In Stickers
 Complete Set, all PSA Graded   ........................ 175
Very unusual 24-card set, these are all PSA graded. The 
grades are as follows: PSA 6 (1), PSA 7 (4), PSA 8 (9) and 
PSA 9 oc (10).

828 1985 Garbage Pail Kids
 Wax Pack (Adam Bomb)   .......................... 15
Pricey pack, this is from the person who obtained it at the 
time.116



Baseball Memorabilia
Baseball Memorabilia: Bats

829  1999 Mets Signed Bat 9 ....................... 150
Very nice item from this quality Met team that won 97 
games, offered is a fully signed Bobby Valentine model bat. 
There are over 30 signatures on the bat, they are signed in 
uniformly bold blue sharpie ink. The autographs include Pi-
azza, Rickey Henderson, Alfonso, Leiter, Hershiser, Franco, 
Ventura and Olerud. JSA LOA (full). JSA LOA (full).

830  Gibson, Kirk Signed Game Ready Bat ........... 150
From a TV host in Detroit, this is a fine looking Worth 
two-toned circa 1984 Kirk Gibson pro model bat. The bat 
measures 35 inches long, KG5 WC 137 is engraved on the 
knob, with 23 written in vintage marker. The bat shows ball 
marks it is game ready according to the PSA LOA, Gibson 
signed the bat in silver sharpie ink.

831  Martinez, Tino Signed Game Used Bat ......... 150
Cupped Tino Martinez New York Yankee pro model bat, 
this has a crack on the handle and shows outstanding use. 
Popular Yankee, this has a large silver sharpie ink signature 
and looks great. 21 is written on the knob, the bat is 34 inch-
es long and weighs 1.8 pounds.

832  Wagner, Honus Professional 
  Player Model Bat, Possibly Game Used .................. 300
Offered is a very interesting bat, the closest anyone may ever 
come to a true Honus Wagner game used bat. Offered is a 
reasonably well preserved H&B W107 Wagner pro model 
bat from the 1905-1911 era. The bat comes with an LOA 
from MEARS and they graded it an A5. The bat shows
moderate wear to the decal, stitch marks and ball marks.  
A hefty bat, it weighs 37.5 ounces and is 33 inches long. 

Please note these types of bats were used by various players 
so it is almost impossible to ascertain the use to only Honus 
Wagner but that also does not mean that he did not use it. 
Either way, this is a desirable, fully original turn of the 20th 
century bat inextricably linked to Honus Wagner as it his 
model bat, this is a fine addition to any quality bat or mem-
orabilia collection.

Publications

833 1912 World Series Program
  At Boston VG-Ex .............. 600
A classic World Series between two teams loaded with 
classic HOFers, these are so undervalued compared to the 
cards of this era. Famed for Fred Snodgrass’s muff, the 
Red Sox beat the Giants in seven games. Offered is a very 
desirable original World Series program, this example has a 
tight spine and a clean cover. There is a tiny nick at the lower 
right corner, the cover has some general wear. Unscored, the 
interior pages are clean. The back cover has a tiny nick and 
is very clean overall.

834 1917 World Series Program
  At Giants Good ............... 600
Classic World Series program, scarce, this is notable for a 
classic cover of President Woodrow Wilson throwing out the 
first pitch on the cover. Wilson was a huge baseball fan, as a 
note. The offered program grades Good due to a small chip 
on the cover on the right border and folding/general wear. 
Low grade but still fully presentable, this is a better program 
as it was the first appearance of the soon to be 1919 Black 
Sox team with Joe Jackson, Eddie Cicotte etc in the World 
Series. The White Sox won this one four games to two. 
Scored, the interior pages are clean, the back cover is fine.

835 1921 World Series Program
  At Yankees GVG ................ 600
Scored for game 3, this is a historic program as 1921 was the 
first Babe Ruth Yankee team to make it to the World Series. 
The cover has been folded and is otherwise nice, the spine 
looks fine, the program displays well. Scored, the interior 
pages are clean. 1920s World Series Programs with Ruth or 
Gehrig seem like such unbelieveable bargains right now rel-
ative to what their baseball cards sell for, it will be interest-
ing to see what happens with these over the next few 
years in this market. 117



Baseball Memorabilia
Publications

836 1922 World Series Program
  At Yankees w/game 1 ticket Good ............... 600
Desirable early Yankees World Series program, this is an 
interesting piece. Lower grade due to some tape fragments 
by the spine, the cover is otherwise not bad at all. Unscored, 
the interior pages have mounted newspaper articles about 
the World Series and in an interesting touch, a 1922 World 
Series game one ticket. The ticket is mounted into the pro-
gram, we did not attempt to remove it.

837 1923 World Series Program
  At Yankees VG-Ex .............. 600
Vital World Series program, after tough losses to the cross-
town Giants in the 1921 and 1922 World Series, the Ruth-
led Yanks finally broke through in 1923. Anything from 
this team is particularly desirable, offered is one of the best 
things one can collect, an original World Series program. 
Scored neatly in pencil for game one, this has a very clean 
and attractive cover. The back cover has no issues, the interi-
or pages are clean. The spine is fine, the cover has a very nice 
look and feel to it.

838 1951 Branca Thomson 1951 Game Scorecard ........ 450
One of the most famous games in all of baseball history, 
offered is a truly great item. Smartly matted and framed, 
this is an original scorecard from the 1951 Dodgers-Giants 
epic playoff game 3, ended by Bobby Thomson’s Shot Heard 
Round The World home run. Very neatly scored, I love the 
notation around Thomson’s home run (WIN PENNANT!). 
Scored in vintage pencil, this is wonderfully detailed and 
very neatly done. We have not seen or handled of these until 
now, this is a truly historic and important item. Total size 
21x16.

Pennants

839  1940s Homestead Grays Negro League Pennant
     ........................ 250
Classic Negro League team, this is a very desirable pennant 
that seldom comes to market. The offered lot is strikingly 
clean, colorful and attractive. We cannot see any condition 
defects, just some very slight wear at the extreme right tip, 
the pennant measures 23 inches long.

840  1940s New York Cuban Stars Negro League
   Pennant   ........................ 175
Gorgeous pennant, this has rich color, pristine surfaces and 
crisp edges. Measuring 23 inches long, it does not get any 
cleaner than this. Desirable pennant, these do not come 
around very often.

841  1940s Baltimore Elite Giants Negro League 
  Pennant   ........................ 150
Very scarce Negro League pennant, this is the first one that 
we have handled. The pennant is just shy of 24 inches long 
and is quite clean. This has a vibrant green background with 
a novel image that we have not seen on any other pennants.

842  1940s New York Black Yankees Negro League
  Pennant   .......................... 60
Fun pennant, this has vibrant original color and looks great. 
The condition looks to be super clean, the pennant measures 
25 inches long.

843  Joe DiMaggio Player Pennant   ........................ 200
Desirable player pennant of the legendary DiMaggio, these 
are not easy find. Bright and well preserved, this has a slight 
pinhole at the right tip and some general wear. The pennant 
measures nearly 28 inches long and displays very, very well.



Baseball Memorabilia
Tickets

844 1926  World Series Game 1   ........................ 100
Desirable ticket from a classic World Series, this has superb 
color and excellent eye appeal. There is some light creasing 
on the front, which other than wear at the left edge, displays 
quite well. The back has some paper loss from scrapbook 
removal. PSA slabbed Authentic.

845 1946  World Series Full Ticket Set w/one full 
     (7 pcs) .............. 150
Anchored by a rare full game 5 ticket, this lot has all of the 
tickets from the classic 1946 World Series. Presented in indi-
vidual holders, the overall grade is in the VG range, 
the tickets display reasonably well.

846 1956  World Series Game 5 (Larsen Perfect Game)
     VG-Ex/Ex ........ 400
White hot ticket from one of the most famous games in 
baseball history, this looks great. Nicely separated with vivid 
original color, this displays very well. The edges are clean, 
there are some supremely subtle surface wrinkles on the 
front that do not crack the paper, the back is clean.

847 1960  World Series Game 7 (Mazeroski home run)
     VG-Ex/Ex ........ 200
White hot ticket from one of the most famous games in 
baseball history, this looks great. Nicely separated with vivid 
original color, the display value is terrific. The edges are 
crisp and clean, there is a tiny surface crease, this is one of 
the nicest examples that we have seen in some time.

848 1967  World Series Full Ticket Set (7 pcs)  ............ 150
Very clean lot of tickets from this beloved World Series, each 
is presented in a large screw down holder for display. This 
is the full run, the tickets appear to be quite clean and fine 
overall.

849 1969 World Series Full Ticket Run (5 pcs)  ............. 150
Great ticket lot, this is the full run for the widely collect-
ed 1969 World Series. The tickets all retain bright color 
and display well, the condition looks to range from VG to 
Ex Plus, we will have front and back scans of them on our 
website.

850 1978  Bucky Dent Playoff Home Run 
 Game Ticket   ........................ 150
One of the most famous home runs over the past 50 years, 
Red Sox fans will never forget this day! Always desirable, 
some have traded for $800 in recent years. Offered is a fine 
looking example, slabbed Authentic by PSA. The ticket has 
mild wear and a neatly written game notation. Very nice.

851 2000  David Ortiz PSA ticket collection (16 pcs)
       ........................ 150
Hefty Big Papi ticket lot, these include the following: 1997 
debut full ticket, 1st hit full ticket, home run 100 ticket, 
2010 Home Run Derby ticket, 400th home run, 499th and 
500th home run game ticket and nine 2016 full tickets from 
his final game, final home run and other special events, 
there is one PSA 10, two 9s and 7s and others down to PSA 
2. As individual tickets, the value here could well be $1,000. 
Some ungraded tickets come in the lot as well.

Baseball Memorabilia: General

852 1946 Press Pin
 Boston Red Sox World Series Nm-Mt ............. 100
Presented in what we believe is the original box, this is a 
superb Near Mint or better example of a classic press pin. 
From the star crossed 1946 Red Sox, this has the classic Red 
Sox design and shows virtually no wear of any kind. This is 
in a period box and on a period backing that we believe is 
from the time of issue. Who wants to upgrade?
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Baseball Memorabilia: General

853 1946 Press Pin
 All Star Game at Fenway Ex-Mt/NM ....... 100
Very tough pin, our consignor paid $642 for this years ago. 
The condition is a strong Ex-Mt/NM to our eyes, we do not 
see any condition issues. This was a famous game, with the 
AL Winning 12-0, notable for Ted Williams’s home run 
against Rip Sewell’s Eephus pitch.

854 Earl Greasy Neale Lifetime MLBPA Pass ................. 150
Neat item, this is a metal pass for Greasy Neale to attend 
any games for free. An interesting person, Neale was both a 
1919 Cincinnati Red and a prominent football coach, 
the pass has has general wear from age.

855 1951 - 2000 World Series Press Pass Collection 
   (45 pcs) ............ 150
Dating back to 1951, there is some duplication. This is a 
unique and wonderful offering of these increasingly pric-
ey and popular items from early World Series. Some have 
notations from the press, others are unused, the condition 
is clean overall. The years include classics from 1951, 1955, 
1961, 1967 and 1969 among much more. Presented in large 
format screwdown holders, a few are slabbed, our consign-
or spent years putting this remarkably comprehensive run 
together.

856  Stan Musial Full Glove Box   ........................ 450
Such a classic collectible, this is an utterly charming full 
mid-1950s Stan Musial baseball glove and booklet. Pre-
sented in the original box, the box is gorgeous. The box is 
complete with all flaps, one side has noticeable wear, the box 
is very solid overall with the original cover and no missing 
flaps. These display so well!

857 1950s Blatz Beer Cast Iron Baseball 
 Advertising Store Display   ........................ 100
A real piece of 1950s Americana, this is such a charming and 
fun piece. The flags are repros as is trypical, everything else 
is fully original. The color is vibrant and true, there is some 
typical general wear and scuffing, this displays extremely 
well overall. This piece will immediately add to the charac-
ter and identity of any room in which it is displayed. Please 
note these have have traded for as high as $617 in recent 
years. Also included is a 1969 Baseball 100th Anniversary 
Jim Beam display bottle.

858 New York Yankees Mini Nodder in Box  Ex+ ............ 75
Fun piece, these are so charming and adorable. Bright and 
quite clean, this comes in the original box. There is only 
slight general wear, the color is vibrant, there is no obvious 
chipping or cracking.

859 Roger Maris Mini Nodder in Box Ex ..................... 100
Fun piece, these are so charming and adorable. Bright and 
clean, this is in an original box. There is a slight wear of 
white showing at the brim of his hat and there is wear and 
the back of his head. The color is bright and original.

860 George Scott 1967 Red Sox Ring   ........................ 400
Beloved Red Sox star, Scott sadly died several years ago. 
Possibly a re-order, this is nonetheless a very desirable ring. 
A key player on one of the most popular Red Sox teams ever, 
offered is a very attractive size 13 ring. George Scott is en-
graved on the inset, along with LBG10K. Very clean and fine 
ring, the red stone is flanked by Scott on one shank, 1967 on 
the other. This is a wonderful item to add to any Red Sox or 
ring collection.
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861 Charles Radbourne Sosnak Ball   ........................ 750
A perfect example of these wonderful balls hand painted by 
a baseball umpire cum artist. Devoted to this key 19th cen-
tury HOF pitcher, every spot on the ball contains wonderful 
details and artwork. The ball is clean, with only the slightest 
toning, and displays very well.

862 Rick Wise Sosnak Ball   ........................ 450
Good example of these wonderful balls hand painted by a 
baseball umpire cum artist, this one is all about Rick Wise’s 
No Hitter in  1971. Very nicely done, Wise was the only 
pitcher in baseball history to hit two runs and throw a no 
hitter! How is that for a good day? Neat one-of-a-kind Sos-
nak ball, this has typical toning and displays very well.

863 Frank Malzone 1999 All Star Game Ring ................ 200
Very nice item, the 1999 All Star Game at Fenway was one of 
the great moments in recent baseball history. Such an evoca-
tive event with Ted Williams being embraced by the contem-
porary players and the tip of his cap to the Fenway Faithful, 
this was indeed a memorable event. Offered is something 
very nice, Red Sox cult favorite Frank Malzone’s ring from 
this event. The ring is a size 8.5 with 99 emblazoned on a red 
stone. Malzone played with Ted Williams for five seasons, 
hence his invitation. The ring comes with a signed LOA 
from Malzone’s son.

1960 Hartland Statues - Very High Grade

864  Aaron Nm-Mt ............. 130
Remarkable quality, this is in stunning condition. 
With brand new gloss, this is white, bright and immaculate. 
Often found with condition issues, this is for the very 
condition conscious Hartland collector!

865  Banks Nm-Mt ............. 130
Condition sensitive Hartland, this is a real stunner. 
White and immaculate, it would be very hard to find 
anything nicer than this!

866  Batboy Nm-Mt ............... 45
Perfect quality, this is white and super clean.

867  Berra (w/mask) NM .................. 100
White and superb, Yogi has hardly ever looked better! 
Berra stands perfectly without assistance, is which and 
quite clean and has the mask.

868  Mantle Nm-Mt ............. 130
Beautiful Mantle Hartland, this is white and super clean. 
From a pristine collection of Hartlands, this is a real keeper.

869  Mathews Nm-Mt ............... 75
Not rare but the condition is superb, this is bright, 
white and superb.

870  Musial (superb) Nm-Mt ............. 130
The brightest, clean and whitest Stan Musial Hartland 
that we have ever seen, this is a real stunner. Untouched, 
this must have come right of the box and into a draw. There 
is hardly any wear of any kind, the condition is remarkable, 
this is sure to be an upgrade for almost all of you.

871  Williams, Ted Nm-Mt ............. 100
Super white and bright Ted Williams, this looks terrific. 
The toe plate has is slightly curved, so it stands with assis-
tance. This is an exceptionally fine condition Ted Williams 
Hartland.

END OF AUCTION
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